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Abstract
The original contributions of this dissertation are readout architectures for
monolithic pixel detectors for the ATLAS experiment and an 8-bit SAR ADC in
a 28 nm bulk-CMOS process. Three generations of high voltage CMOS pixel
sensor chips have been designed to meet the requirements of ATLAS inner tracker
layer 4. The first generation ASIC, ATLASpix1, introduces an asynchronous
triggered readout architecture that can cope with high particle hit rates. For
this purpose, a content addressable buffer with programmable latency to store
and filter the hit data based on the level-1 trigger was designed. A digitally
synthesized control unit is responsible for scheduling the readout operation from
the pixel matrix and transferring hit data to the serial link. Some of these
blocks were reused in the subsequent generations of ATLASpix chips with added
features. An RTL verification environment was set up for full-chip functional
verification. ATLASpix1 measurement results show that the serial data link works
at the required rate of 1.28 Gbps. X-ray irradiation studies show that readout
electronics are fully functional after a total ionization dose of 100 MRad. The
second generation prototype, ATLASpix2, introduces the concept of sorting of
hits according to the chronology of events. It has a smart pixel grouping and
hit neighbor logic in the buffer for time-walk correction. It also stores time over
threshold information that corresponds to the energy of particle hit. The content
addressable buffer of ATLASpix1 was redesigned to include additional features.
The third generation, ATLASpix3, is a 2×2 cm2 sensor chip that is suitable for the
construction of CMOS quad modules. It features a built-in command decoder with
clock data recovery and a single channel Aurora 64b/66b encoder. As the final
project during this dissertation, a test chip was designed and fabricated in a 28 nm
bulk-CMOS process to evaluate the radiation hardness and cryogenic performance
of a nanoscale process node. The test circuits include a 100 MS/s 8-bit SAR ADC,
with its possible application in a Quantum Computing control system.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Beitrag dieser Dissertation ist die Auslesearchitektur für monolithische
Pixeldetektoren für ATLAS Experiment und der 8-Bit SAR ADC im 28 nm BulkCMOS-Prozess.
Drei Generationen von CMOS Pixelsensoren wurden mit dem Ziel entworfen,
die Anforderungen für den inneren Spurendetektor des ATLAS Experiments,
Lage 4, (engl. ATLAS inner tracker) zu erfüllen. Im ASIC erster Generation
- dem ATLASpix1 - wurde die asynchrone getriggerte Auslesearchitektur
eingeführt, welche mit den hohen Teilchentrefferraten umgehen kann. Für
diese Auslese wurde ein inhaltsadressierbarer Puffer (engl. content addressable
buffer) mit programmierbarer Latenz entworfen, dessen Aufgabe es ist die
Trefferdaten zu speichern und basierend auf dem Level-1 Trigger zu filtern. Eine
digitale synthetisierte Kontrolleinheit ist für die Zeitplanung (scheduling) von
Ausleseoperationen aus der Pixelmatrix und die Übertragung von Trefferdaten
zum seriellen Link verantwortlich. Einige dieser Blöcke wurden von vorherigen
Generationen der ATLASpix Chips übernommen. Es wurden dabei Erweiterungen
und neue Schaltungen hinzugefügt. Eine RTL Verifikationsumgebung für die
funktionelle Verifikation vom ganzen Chip wurde aufgesetzt.
ATLASpix1
Messungen zeigen, dass der serielle Datenlink die spezifizierte Bitrate von
1.28 Gbit/s erreicht. Bestrahlungsstudien mit Röntgenstrahlung zeigen, dass die
Ausleseelektronik auch nach der Gesamtionisierungsdosis von 100 MRad voll
funktionsfähig ist.
Der ASIC zweiter Generation ATLASpix2 führt das Konzept der Sortierung
von Trefferdaten anhand der Ereignischronologie ein.
Er implementiert
geschickte Pixelgruppierung und die Nachbarlogik für die Korrektur des timewalk Effekts. Der ASIC speichert die Zeit-über-der-Schwelle-Information (engl.
time-over-threshold), welche der Energie des Teilchentreffers entspricht. Der
inhaltsadressierbare Puffer von ATLASpix1 wurde neu entworfen, um zusätzliche
Funktionen zu ermöglichen.

viii

Zusammenfassung

Der ASIC dritter Generation ATLASpix3 ist ein 2 × 2 cm2 großer Sensorchip,
geeignet für die Konstruktion von CMOS Quadmodulen. Er enthält einen
Befehlsdekoder mit Taktrückgewinnung (clock data recovery) und einen
Einzelkanal-Aurora 64b/66b Kodierer.
Als letztes Projekt dieser Dissertation wurde ein Testchip in 28 nm BulkCMOS-Prozess entworfen und hergestellt. Das Ziel des Projekts war es die
Strahlenhärte und die kryogenen Eigenschaften von diesem nanoskaligen Prozess
zu untersuchen. Die Testschaltungen umfassen einen 100 MS/s 8-Bit SAR ADC,
mit der Möglichkeit der Anwendung in Kontrolsystemen von Quantencomputern.
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Preamble
This dissertation seeks answers to the most diverse research questions I studied
during my research term at the KIT ASIC and Detector Laboratory (KITADL). It aims to share the experience gained by designing Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASIC)s for scientific applications such as High Energy Physics
experiments (HEP) as it addresses the most fundamental questions of our existence.
It is undeniable that electronics play a crucial role in interfacing the ”real” and the
”big data” world. The LHC upgrades have, by far, the single largest ASIC needs for
HEP this decade [28]. The ASIC design effort required for LHC Upgrade was too
large for any single institution to handle. As a result, several collaborations have
been formed, such as CMS Collaboration ([25]), ATLAS Collaboration ([7]), RD53
Collaboration ([21]).
The sensors described in this dissertation are monolithic, which means the
sensor and readout circuitry are integrated on the same substrate. They are
also called high voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) sensors because they are fabricated
using a commercial high voltage CMOS processes. The application of high
voltage enhances the thickness of a depletion region, which is the active sensor
volume (Appendix A). For many reasons, cited by [86], Monolithic Active Pixel
Sensors (MAPS) have the potential to be the imaging lenses of current and future
collider experiments. Following this vision, KIT-ADL has leaped forward to
develop High Voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) pixel sensors in collaboration with
six different institutions. The sensor chips described in this dissertation are
engineered to meet the requirements of ATLAS Inner Tracker (ITk) layer 4. Mu3e
experiment ([16]), will be the first to use HVCMOS sensors for particle physics.
HV/HRCMOS sensors are also proposed for CLIC ([69]) and LHCb Upgrade ([26]).
In an attempt to contribute to this massive ASIC development, I have chosen
one of the areas of my research as ”Development of readout electronics of
HVCMOS sensors for HEP experiments”. Over three-quarters of this Ph.D.
work was dedicated to designing the readout circuitry of HVCMOS sensor
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chips. Three generations of HVCMOS chips, named ATLASpix, were designed
in 180 nm AMS ah18 process. The first generation included a design variant
named ATLASpix1 M2, that supports triggered readout (Chapter 2). The second
generation, ATLASpix2 contains several novel readout concepts (Chapter 4).
ATLASpix2 tape-out took longer than expected since there was a change of
foundry from AMS AG to TSI Semiconductors. It was relatively simple to port
the designs since both AMS and TSI processes were progenies of the same parent,
Global Foundary (former IBM) CM7RF process. We used an older design kit
named ”h18” to port AMS ”ah18” schematics. ATLASpix2 was taped out in both
AMS and TSI processes. Although it was not tested at KIT-ADL, the HVCMOS
collaboration came up with post-silicon results proving good correlation of the
sensor diode characteristics between TSI and AMS chips [120].
The development cylce of each HVCMOS ASIC ranged from six months to one year.
I had spent some time characterizing the first large area HVCMOS prototype and
studying the effects of X-ray radiation on its electronics (Chapter 3). Post-silicon
characterization of ATLASpix1 M2 was undertaken by this work. A new threshold
tuning algorithm was implemented and integrated into the existing test software
framework. The test system for ATLASpix was developed at KIT-ADL as part of
Felix Ehrler’s Ph.D. work [33].
An increase in the number of institutions contributing to the development of
monolithic pixel detectors resulted in several collaboration meetings to discuss
the design updates and present the ongoing measurements. ATLASpix3 (Chapter
5) was the result of a strategic decision to design a monolithic HVCMOS chip
which can be used for building ITk pixel layer compatible multi-chip modules.
It was of prime importance to ensure compatibility with the hybrid pixel readout
chip, RD53A, that was designed for ITk inner layers. The readout control unit
of ATLASpix3 was re-designed to incorporate 64b/66b Aurora encoding. A
command decoder with clock data and trigger recovery was designed for chip
configuration and read back. The overall ATLASpix3 readout architecture was
optimized for ATLAS ITk layer 4 using a simulation framework developed at KITADL as part of Rudolf Schimassek’s Ph.D. work [109].
During the third year of my research term at KIT, I had the idea of piloting a sub40 nm process for a cryogenic application such as Quantum Computing (QC). I
decided to implement an ADC as a test circuit along with transistor test structures.
TSMC 28nm High Performance Computing (HPC) was the most advanced process
node supported by Europractice at that time.
As I was deeply intrigued by the complexity of Quantum Computing systems and
its circuit design challenges, I set off to design an 8-bit SAR ADC for qubit readout
(Chapter 8). In order to arrive at the specifications of the ADC, a case study has
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been conducted on existing control circuitry for QC [54] at QuTech, TU Delft. A
face to face discussion with the team at QuTech helped me gain an insight into the
specifications of an ADC which, if silicon-proven, can be used in a QC system like
the one described in [84]. In the early phase of design, there were several new ADC
architectural ideas (Appendix B). Some of those were discussed and evaluated with
expert help from researchers at ADVISE, KU Leuven. It was a logical consequence
to adopt SAR architecture in order to achieve a competitive figure-of-merit with
the current state of the art. This test chip (TC1) might not be the most noteworthy
contribution in this work, but it laid the cornerstone of my research journey.
All design efforts have been driven toward meeting the ever-increasing Power,
Performance, Area (PPA) demand while thriving on the middle ground. One piece
of advice I have received quite often is, as we progress toward advanced technology
nodes, one should pay attention to his design methodology. On the contrary, it
is imperative to stay focused on problem-solving rather than on methodology.
The existing methodology, be it experimental or computational, will always be
succeeded by superior ones. This dissertation has been an eye-opener to pin-point
my research interests and develop the right approach toward problem-solving. I
believe this experience will help me a great deal as I continue my research career
in the development of cryogenic CMOS circuits for Quantum Computing control
system at IBM Research Lab, Zurich.
This dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 provides a historical background of the research activities in monolithic
pixel detectors. It explains the concept, implementation, and challenges of
HVCMOS sensor design for the ATLAS experiment.
Chapter 2 delves deep into the design of the first large area HVCMOS prototype,
ATLASpix1. Various readout architectures are compared using an analogy of a
single server queue.
Chapter 3 describes the measurement results of one of the ATLASpix1 design
variants and provides a bird’s eye view of the test system. It also describes an X-ray
irradiation study up to a total ionization dose of 100 MRad, which is equivalent to
10 years of operation at HL-LHC.
Chapters 4 and 5 present the design details of successive HVCMOS sensor chips,
namely ATLASpix2 and ATLASpix3, with emphasis on their readout electronics.
Chapter 6 describes an RTL verification environment developed as a part of this
work. It served as a full chip verification platform during the early design phase.
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Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of ATLASpix sensor ASICs with the current state
of the art.
Chapter 8 aims to transition from pixel sensor design in 180 nm to an 8-bit 100 MS/s
SAR ADC design in 28 nm. The scope of this dissertation is confined within the
design and preliminary measurement results.
Chapter 9 is an evaluation and conclusion of this work from the author’s point of
view. It also throws some light on the prospects of this research.

1

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

HL-LHC: Demands and Challenges on ASIC design

CERN has planned a series of upgrades for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The
last in this series is termed as the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), which will
be operational from 2026. The ATLAS detector will have an all-sillicon tracker in
its Phase II upgrade [7]. This includes changes to the pixel-barrel and end-cap
strip detectors. In addition, the muon detector will be modified and the muon and
electron triggers will be modified to improve muon resolution. In this way, trigger
rates can be brought under control while maintaining constant trigger thresholds
[52]. Performance requirements are critical for the innermost layer, which will be
at a radius of 3-4 cm from the HL-LHC interaction point. The outer layers demand
larger pixels, low-cost assembly, data aggregation, and reduced power at lower
performance [92]. Technical challenges arise when there is an increased demand
for performance and when the operating conditions lie well outside of industrial
applications. The latter presents a challenge for today’s ASIC design, which relies
heavily on the accuracy of simulation models. Here are a few challenges that need
extensive R&D.
1. High-bandwidth transmission:
Future detector systems for HL-LHC require the transmission of large data
volumes from the detector. High speed links are used for applications
where streaming data out of the detector with off-detector triggering and
filtering is preferred. ASICs are needed to serialize the in-detector data where
commercial devices cannot be used because of e.g. radiation requirements.
Current research is focused on links between 5 and 10 Gbps [41]. The use
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of optical modulators to achieve a bandwidth of more than 10 Gbps is an
ongoing research.
2. In-detector digitization, data compression, and processing:
We need to transmit particle hit data from the detector to a remote location
where the data is processed. One technique is to store as much data on
detector until the decision is made on what data needs to be transmitted
to the data acquisition system. For example, the integration of moderatespeed (a few MS/s) ADCs in front-end ASICs enable on-chip Digital Signal
Processing (DSP). This means, it is possible to have self-calibration, smart
digital triggering, data compression, digital memories, and fully digital
communication. On-chip digitization results in the reduction of complexity
and bandwidth of data acquisition systems.
3. Radiation tolerance:
The operating conditions of High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments lie
well outside the coverage of device models supplied by standard IC
manufacturers. This problem can be addressed in the following ways: (1)
using a special IC manufacturer that supports the requirements (2) qualifying
a standard process and prove that the models provided by the foundry are
valid for the desired conditions, (3) developing custom devices and models
to meet the requirements. Radiation tolerance can be divided into two areas,
total ionizing dose (TID) along with Non-Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL)(e.g.,
from neutrons or other hadrons) and single event upset (SEU) tolerance.
The next-generation hybrid pixel readout chips for ATLAS and CMS, need
the highest radiation tolerance, specified as 1 Grad TID [39]. The pixel
detectors developed in this work targets ATLAS inner tracker layer 4 where
the required radiation tolerance is 100 MRad and 1 × 1015 to 2 × 1015 neq /cm2
NIEL. In-time efficiency after full irradiation should be > 95% [92].
4. Low-temperature
Almost all the commercial CMOS vendors focus their models in temperature
ranges from -40C to 125C. The device lifetimes are targeted for at least ten
years. The design of cryogenic front-end ASICs for HEP requires models
capable of accurately reproducing the static and dynamic response, the noise
performance, and lifetime of CMOS devices and circuits operating down
to the -200C/70K range. These models must extend down to the weakto-moderate inversion region, considering the low-power requirements on
analog circuits.
5. Non-standard processing
Standard integrated circuits contain multiple interconnect layers and a single
layer of transistors. 3D technologies, however, allow the more than one
transistor layer. This facilitates many transistors to be physically close to
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one another when compared to 2D integrated circuit. It also helps to lower
the capacitance of interconnects. Another method is to use bump bonds on
both sides connected by through-hole vias. An example of non-standard
processing are Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) that employs a
quadruple well 180 nm bulk CMOS process. Also Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)
processes are considered.

6. High dynamic range
One of the figures of merit for front-end electronics is the dynamic range
which is defined as the ratio of maximum and minimum measurable charge.
Dynamic range can be limited by circuits that follow the analog front-end,
such as discriminators and peak detectors. A major challenge with deep
submicron technologies comes from the decreased supply voltage. In order to
achieve a high dynamic range of a few thousands of electron volts, low-noise
design techniques must be adopted.

7. Fast timing
The measurement of the time of arrival of a sensor signal relative to a
reference clock requires a good match between the analog signal processing
and the time measurement domain. For signals with fixed shapes, time
invariant techniques such as constant fraction or zero-crossing have already
been implemented. In analog waveform sampling ASICs, input waveforms
are sampled typically via Delay Locked Loops (DLL). The trade-off is
the number of storage cells per channel and the maximum analog input
bandwidth. Dynamic range is limited by the maximum supply voltage and
the size of the sampling capacitor (kT /C noise), which in turn limits the
maximum input bandwidth. Sampling rates increase with smaller feature
sizes or faster processes.

8. Reliability
The longevity of semiconductor devices is important for HEP experiments
targeted to run reliably for more than ten years. Most of the major
failure mechanisms such as electro-migration, hot carrier injection, time
dependent dielectric breakdown, and negative bias temperature instability
need exhaustive modeling for use in HEP. Another area of concern is,
the operating temperature of 70 K, which is well below the minimum
temperature guaranteed by CMOS foundries (233 K). Impact ionization,
which causes interface state generation and oxide trapped charge can
substantially affect the lifetime of CMOS devices.
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High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments like the LHC has been the single largest
demand for ASIC this decade. Keeping in mind the above-mentioned requirements
and challenges, we need to develop high performing, radiation hard, and costefficient pixel detectors. Two main approaches are: 1) Hybrid sensors, where the
sensor and the readout chip are separate entities that are connected by bump-bonds
and, 2) Monolithic pixel sensors, which is a system-on-chip with integrated sensor
and readout. Some experiments such as ALICE, BELLE II, and STAR have chosen
monolithic pixel sensors for their upgrade. For ALICE ITS upgrade, a 10 m2 large
monolithic pixel detector will be installed [2]. It is by far, the largest pixel detector
using monolithic pixel sensors. Monolithic pixel detectors have been proposed for
the phase II upgrade of ATLAS Inner Tracker (ITk) pixel barrel layer 4. This work is
about the development of three monolithic CMOS pixel sensors to prove its ability
to handle such extreme requirements.
Table 1.1: Particle hit-rate and radiation levels of various HEP experiments

BX-time (ns)
Hit Rate (kHz/mm2 )
NEIL ( neq /cm2 )
TID (Mrad)

STAR

Belle II

ALICE

ILC

LHC

110
4
1012
0.2

2
400
3×1012
20

20,000
10
> 1013
0.7

350
250
1012
0.4

25
1000
2×1015
80

HL-LHC
Inner Outer
25
25
1000 10,000
1015 2×1016
50
> 1000

Let us evaluate the hybrid and monolithic design approaches by taking the
following factors into consideration. 1) spatial resolution 2) radiation tolerance
3) complexity of readout circuitry 4) area and cost. Since the sensor and readout
chip are separate in hybrid pixel technology, both these parts can be tailored
independently to meet the demands. i.e., the sensor can be optimized for radiation
tolerance, and the readout chip can be made to process high particle hit rates
of the order of MHz/mm2 . Hybrid pixels have proven their radiation hardness
up to 1015 neq /cm2 and beyond. Spatial resolutions of the order of 10 µm have
been demonstrated [131]. The technology used in hybrid detectors ROICs has
been trending towards deep submicron commercial CMOS, in order to meet the
increasing particle hit rate and radiation tolerance demands. The monolithic
detectors have also made their way to achieving high detection efficiency and
radiation tolerance. Monolithic sensors developed in this work are proven to be
radiation hard up to 100 MRad (Chapter 3) in laboratory tests. Test beam studies
show that an irradiated ATLASpix chip up to a fluence of 1015 neq /cm2 exhibits
an average detection efficiency of 99.4% [58]. Monolithic approach needs to set
limitations on its features since the sensor and readout circuitry are integrated. The
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Figure 1.1: Hybrid pixel detector
hybrid approach also has some disadvantages. It has a large material budget due
to different components such as sensor, ROIC, flex kapton, passive components,
cooling structures, and maintenance. The module production including bumpbonding and flip-chipping is complex owing to the large number of production
steps. Increased cost efficiency with radiation tolerance has been the driving force
behind the development of monolithic pixel sensors, especially for the outer layers
of ATLAS ITk, where the particle hit rate is less compared to inner layers. The
following sections elaborate on various design aspects of hybrid and monolithic
sensors.

1.2.1

Hybrid pixel detector

Figure 1.1 shows the principle of hybrid pixel technology. A silicon pn-diode acts as
sensor and a readout chip, which maps 1-1 with every pixel cell are connected via
bump-bonds using flip-chip technology. When an ionizing particle passes through
the sensor, electron-hole pairs are generated. They move under the influence of an
applied electric field, thereby inducing a signal on the pixel electrode. The signal
is amplified, discriminated, and digitized by the electronics circuitry in the pixel
cell and transmitted to the readout chip. Current hybridization technology can
afford bump pitches in the order of 25-50 µm, which will eventually be limited
to 5-10 µm by galvanic or evaporation methods [62]. Since there is a one to one
correspondence between the sensor’s pixel area and the chip’s pixel area, the
smallest pixel size is determined by the area of the CMOS electronics that needs
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Figure 1.2: CCPD LF chip [49]: Block diagram of the readout circuitry of the
CCPD LF chip attached to the FE-I4 readout chip. Three pixels of the CCPD LF
chip are connected to one pixel of the FE-I4 chip. Wave forms of the top pixel (Pix1),
middle pixel (Pix2), bottom pixel (Pix3) at each point are shown in blue, green and
red, respectively

to amplifiy, digitize, and store the hit information in the area occupied by the pixel.
For a detector thickness of about 150 − 200 µm, the spread of the signal caused
by Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) is calculated to be 4 − 8 µm. Pixel pitch
well below this may lead to excessive charge sharing. [41]. Smaller pixel sizes
can be achieved by employing smart sensors proposed by [85]. Such a sensor has
pixels that can distinguish the particle signals from noise, by means of pulse height
discrimination. The pixel position is encoded as amplitude. Several pixels can be
grouped and their addresses can be transmitted through a common line. Three
smart pixels of size 33 × 125 µm2 can be capacitively coupled to one FE-I4, the
second generation standard readout chip. The corresponding FE-I4 pixel size is
50 × 250 µm2 . The pixel that was hit can be decoded using its ToT value. This
approach has demonstrated good results in a test beam study conducted by [49].
CCPD sensor chip developed at KIT-ADL, [139] can be readout using RD53A, the
third generation standard readout IC (ROIC). Typical noise values for the present
LHC detectors are 150 e− [1] which has been reduced to 80 e− using smaller pixel
sizes in [39].
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Figure 1.3: (a) Depleted Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (DMAPS) in a quadruple
well process, deep n-well acts as the charge collection electrode (b) capacitances
associated with the sensor

1.2.2

Monolithic CMOS pixel detector

Modern CMOS processes allow us to integrate numerous functionalities on a chip.
A monolithic pixel detector is essentially a System on Chip (SoC). The sensor diode,
analog and digital signal processing, storage, power regulation, monitoring, and
safety functions are implemented on-chip. Monolithic pixel detectors are being
studied for their potential applications in HEP experiments, which is the major
topic of this dissertation. Monolithic detectors have the potential to provide low
cost high precision tracking solution with simplified interconnections compared to
hybrid pixel detectors. Different design approaches are pursued within the CMOS
design community to achieve high radiation tolerance and cope with high particle
hit rate environments such as the HL-LHC. The monolithic sensor design may
require some process tweaks such as 1) high resistivity substrates 2) high-voltage
application 3) multi-well technologies.
The first fully depleted high resistive silicon sensors with integrated readout were
developed for smartphone imaging in commercial CMOS processes. However,
the radiation tolerance is an extra challenge when it comes to HEP applications.
In early 1990s, the idea of employing commercial CMOS technology to design a
monolothic CMOS detector was proposed by [83]. A few years later, Monolithic
Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) were introduced where an epitaxial layer (1-20 µm)
was used for sensing and containing the CMOS circuitry [123]. The charge
collection mechanism was by diffusion rather than by drift. This causes low
amplitude signals and less radiation tolerance. MAPS saw their first usage in
experiments with low radiation levels and low hit rates such as STAR at RHIC
[27]. ALICE ITS upgrade chose to use MAPS based on 180nm Towerjazz process
called the ALPIDE sensor [73]. An improved solution for MAPS for faster charge
collection by drift was proposed by [87]. Initially termed as HVMAPS and later
HVCMOS, this new sensor type uses a low doped PN junction with a high reverse
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Cf
CSA
sensor diode

Cd

Figure 1.4: Capacitive coupling of sensor and amplifier
bias as sensor. A space charge region is induced by the application of high
reverse bias. When a particle traverses through this region, electron-hole pairs are
generated, which drift toward the charge collection electrode. The fundamental
difference between HVCMOS sensors and MAPS is that the charge collection
happens by drift under the influence of a strong electric field. A test chip was
designed in a high voltage 0.35 µm CMOS process. The depth of the depletion
region, d is given by the equation 1.1 (see derivation in A), where ρ is the substrate
resistivity and V is the applied reverse bias voltage.
p
d ∝ ρV
(1.1)
The basic requirements for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in HVCMOS sensors
are high voltage and high substrate resistivity. High voltage technology is
commonly used in the automotive and power management industry. There are
a number of foundries that offer CMOS processes with high voltage handling
capability that enables the creation of a depletion layer in a well of depth in the
order of tens of microns. Multiple wells can be used to isolate transistors in order
to optimize their radiation hardness. Negotiation with the foundry is required
for such processes. Sometimes design rule changes are necessary. High resistive
substrate is another requirement for HVCMOS to induce a depletion layer with
moderate bias voltages. Backside processing facilitates additional control over
the electric field within the device. Detector capacitance is another important
parameter that affects the performance of the sensor. The most significant
contribution is from the well to well capacitance, Cpn between p-well and the deep
n-well (figure 1.3b), which can be as large as 100 fF depending on the fill-factor
area. This adds up to the total detector capacitance, CD . A large capacitance at
the Charge Sensitive Amplifier (CSA) input results in increased thermal noise and
detector response time.
4kT Cd2
2
EN Cthermal
∝
(1.2)
3gm τ
τCSA ∝

Cd
gm Cf

(1.3)
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There are two design variants taking into account the following facts:

1. A smaller detector capacitance will lead to low noise and response time,
consequently improved time resolution.
2. A large fill factor will have a uniform electric field, large signal-to-noise ratio
and an increased radiation tolerance at the cost of detector response time.

The first approach is called ”small charge collection electrode” or ”small fill-factor”
approach since the deep n-well which acts as the charge collection electrode has
a small area. The CMOS circuits are placed outside deep n-well. Owing to the
small fill factor in a modified CMOS process, the node capacitances are reduced
to 5-20 pF [115]. It enables the design of senors with fast timing and improved
noise performance. The radiation tolerance is greatly affected due to the larger
drift distance to the charge collection point. Small pixel sizes are advisable to
take advantage of this approach. The first prototype named ”TJ investigator” in
TJ 180 nm demostrated a timing resolution of about 16ns [93].
The second approach is known as the ”large charge collection electrode” or ”large
fill-factor” approach since the deep n-well acts as the charge collection electrode.
This approach offers higher radiation tolerance owing to the small charge collection
distance, thus lowering the possibility of charge trapping after radiation. However,
there is a large contribution of deep n-well to p-well capcitance leading to higher
response time. ATLASpix1 sensor chips (Chapter 2,4,5) follow this approach.
HVCMOS prototypes have proven their radiation tolerance upto 100 MRad and
1 × 1015 neq /cm2 yielding an excellent efficiency of 99.7% in test beam. Their intime efficiency was more than that of FE-I4 hybrid pixel modules (9̃5% ) used in the
same test beam [14]. The difference in response time for a small signal (2000 e− )
and a large signal (7200 e− ) input (referred to as ”time walk”) is measured to be 20
ns [91].
For both approaches, careful design of the sensor is required to prevent digital
signals from coupling to the sensor part, creating fake particle hits. One solution
is to keep the digital logic physically separated from the active region. Digital
switching can inject parasitic signals into sensitive analog circuitry through
substrate coupling. It is a well-known technique to isolate the analog circuit from
the bulk substrate using a triple well process. Some processes such as LFoundry
150 nm (LF-150) offer additional wells. Such isolation implants have been explored
in the design of monolithic CMOS sensors (eg, ATLASpix1 IsoPMOS variant, figure
1.5b ).
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Figure 1.5: DMAPS design variants: (a) Small fill-factor design: Schematic crosssection of a pixel in the modified Towerjazz process: at very low reverse collection
electrode bias the depletion of the low dose n-type implant is only partial around
the collection electrode. For higher reverse biases the depletion reaches the nwell
implant for the collection electrode yielding a low sensor capacitance [115] (b)
Large fill-factor design: HVCMOS sensor with isolated PMOS in AMS 180 nm.
The deep n-well acts as charge collecting electrode [91]

1.2.3

Readout Architecture

Readout architecture refers to the transfer of data from the pixels to storage buffers.
The traditional approach is referred to as ”Column Drain (CD)”. More advanced
readout architectures, such as Parallel pixel to Buffer (PPtB) (chapter 2) are explored
in order to cope with high particle hit rates. In general, the readout architectures
can be classified as triggered or triggerless. In a triggerless readout, every pixel hit
data is transferred and stored in a hit buffer and eventually read out serially. In a
triggered readout, the hits are temporarily stored in the hit buffers which are later
filtered based on the presence of an external trigger signal. The triggerless readout
demands high output bandwidth since all the hits are being read out. In a triggered
readout system, the hits need to be stored in buffers until a trigger latency elapses.
Readout logic blocks must be explicitly designed to make decisions based on a
trigger signal. In such systems, the output bandwidth requirement is less when
compared to triggerless readout.

1.2.4

Serial data link

The ATLAS and CMS upgrades plan an output bandwidth of 5.12 Gbps per ROIC.
ATLAS and CMS must have long cable runs, which means a high transmission
line loss in terms of signal attenuation. DC balance avoids low frequencies by
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guaranteeing at least one transition in every n bits (e.g. for the 8b/10b encoding
n = 5). Equalization attenuates lower frequencies more than higher frequencies
(the opposite of what cables do) to achieve a flat response within the band.
These well-known textbook facts play a critical role in pixel detector design.
The telecommunications industry and consumer electronics have optimized their
performance in lossy transmission a long time ago. HEP ASICs have also adopted
commercial protocols and solutions. State of the art equalization included in
commercial FPGA’s can achieve reliable transmission with line losses as high as 28
dB. While FE-I4 used 8b/10b encoding, the RD53A ROIC will use an open-source
commercial protocol implementation of 64b/66b encoding, including a multi-lane
version for balancing data over four 1.28 Gbps outputs. Equalization will be an
integral part of these systems with pre-emphasis capabilities, which boost high
frequencies at the transmitter (sending a purposely distorted signal to counteract
the cable distortion). Even with these techniques, because of various constraints
including radiation damage, the ATLAS experiment aims to keep transmission line
losses below 20 dB.

1.2.5

Powering schemes

The planned high luminosity upgrades will face a major challenge in power
distribution owing to the large detector area and increased power density. The
IR drop causes heat dissipation on the cables which is the limiting factor for power.
Plimt = Isupply 2 Rmin
r
Plimt
Isupply =
Rmin

(1.4)
(1.5)

Approximate values for ATLAS are Plimt is 10 kW, Rmin is 0.5 m Ω yielding Isupply
of 5 kA [5]. Given the power per unit area requirement of detector layers, supplying
power directly using 5 kA current rack is out of question. Two voltage conversion
methods have been proposed: DC-DC conversion and serial powering. Serial
powering achieves power conversion by connecting devices in series operating
with a constant current instead of constant voltage. Shunt voltage regulators have
been implemented in ATLASpix2 as a test block and in ATLASpix3 as an integrated
block. Serial powering has been implemented in FE-I4 and RD53A readout ICs [56].

1.2.6

Radiation tolerance

The total particle fluence of 1015 neq /cm2 is projected over a decade of lifetime at
the LHC. The damage created by charged and neutral particles, mostly pions and
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protons near the interaction point has been normalized to the equivalent of the
damage of 1 MeV neutrons (neq). This fluence of particles causes lattice damage by
collisions with the lattice atoms (non-ionizing energy loss), but also by ionization of
atoms, which corresponds to a total dose of 600 kGy in 250 µm silicon bulk material
assuming minimum ionizing particles (mips). Ionizing radiation dose at LHC is
due to a combination of minimum ionizing particles such as pions and background
X-ray radiation. The doping concentrations in CMOS transistors are 1015 cm−3
or more, for which the defect density introduced by bulk radiation damage is
negligible . However, there are many dielectric structures in a modern CMOS
process leading to radiation effect due to total ionizing dose. 1 GRad corresponding
to 50 MIPS crossing every silicon lattice cell [132]. The effect of radiation on
electronics by different particles can be classified as shown in table[1.2].
Radiation type

Energy
range

Interaction type

Low

Photo-electric
effect
Compton Effect
Pair production
Capture, nuclear
reaction
Elastic scattering

Photons

Neutrons/Protons

Medium
High
Low
High

Primary
effect on Si
and SiO2
Ionization

Displacement

Table 1.2: Photon and Neutron radiation effects on silicon [13]

Effect of radiation on MOSFETS
Ionizing radiation damage in MOSFETS is entirely due to charge carriers getting
trapped in the dielectric layers and not due to silicon bulk damage. The oxide
structures in a bulk-CMOS process are the gate oxide, the shallow trench isolation
oxide (STI), and the gate spacers as shown in figure 3.9.
There are two major hole trapping mechanisms caused by long term ionizing
radiation 1) generation of positive oxide traps 2) activation of interface traps,
which can be positive, negative, or neutral. The former is due to Vk defects due
to oxygen vacancies in SiO2 figure 1.7, and the latter is due to dangling bonds
at Pb centres figure 1.6. The unoxidized silicon atoms at the Si − Si02 interface
generally contain unsaturated valence electron, which leads to the formation of
dangling bonds [66]. This region is treated with H2 to form Si − H bonds during
the passivation process to reduce active interface states. Radiation can cause
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Figure 1.6: Pb defect located at a Si/SiO2 interface with (111) orientation. The defect
is formed by an unpaired valence electron of a silicon atom back-bonded to three
other silicon atoms. The defect’s trap energy lies in the silicon band-gap. Thus, the
charge state of the trap depends on the Fermi-level and it is electrically active [46]

the release of hydrogen, resulting in the re-creation of dangling bonds. Ionizing
radiation results in generation of electron-hole pairs in the oxide, out of which,
a few recombine and a few drift under the influence of applied electric field. A
fraction of electron-hole pairs escape the recombination. They are collectively
called as the electron-hole yield or charge yield [112]. The electrons drift quickly
under the gate bias. The holes continue their slow hopping transport to Gate−SiO2
interface or Si − SiO2 interface depending on the applied gate potential. It causes a
distortion in the local potential field of SiO2 lattice. The combination of this strain
field and the hole itself is known as a polaron [61]. Polarons cause an increase
in the effective mass of the holes hence decrease their mobility. The holes thus
trap themselves in deep traps called oxide traps (E0 ). The number of holes that
get trapped is highly dependent on device fabrication. The charge associated with
trapped holes causes a change of threshold of transistors. The shift in threshold is
negative for both n and p channel MOSFETs. Since PMOS has a negative threshold,
it results in an increase in magnitude of its threshold voltage. Since the threshold
voltage of an NMOS transistor is positive, it causes a decrease in the magnitude
of threshold voltage. This results in Radiation Induced Leakage Current (RILC) in
n-channel MOSFETs. PMOS transistors are tolerant towards RILC.
Neutralization of oxide traps (annealing) can occur primarily by two mechanisms.
1) the tunneling of electrons from the silicon into the oxide traps 2) the thermal
emission of electrons from the oxide valence band into the oxide traps. For
tunneling, the spatial distribution of the oxide traps must be close to Si − SiO2
interface and for thermal emission, the energy levels of the oxide traps must be
closer to the oxide valence band. The rate of neutralization is also temperature and
bias dependent [111].
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of different charge states of the oxygen
vacancy in amorphous SiO2 . A neutral vacancy (a) can transform into a negatively
charged vacancy (b) by trapping an electron and into a positively charged vacancy
(c) by trapping a hole. Double ionization of a neutral oxygen vacancy or trapping
an extra hole by a positively charged vacancy induces strong distortion of flexible
2+
2+
amorphous network and creation of a Vα−
center (d) or a Vk−
center (e) [60]
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Figure 1.8: Band diagram of an MOS capacitor with a positive gate bias as
illustrated by [110]

In addition to oxide traps, radiation can cause activation of interface traps at the
SiO2 − Si interface . Interface traps exist within the silicon bandgap at the Si −
SiO2 interface [81]. Interface trap buildup occurs on time frames much slower than
oxide trap charge buildup. Interface-trap buildup can take thousands of seconds
to saturate after a pulse of ionizing radiation [76]. For polysilicon-gate transistors,
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the electric field dependence of interface-trap buildup is very similar to the electric
field dependence of oxide-trap charge buildup [112]. The interface traps may act
like a donor or an acceptor depending on their position in the energy band gap
with respect to Si Fermi level.
Figure 1.9 illustrates the determination of the charge state of an amphoteric
interface trap in weak inversion. At these conditions the upper peak is totally
empty and, therefore electrically neutral. The lower peak is filled to approximately
two thirds and positively charged. Donor-like energy levels are located in the
lower half of the band-gap around 0.25eV [100] above the valence band edge.
The trap levels are positively charged when empty and electrically neutral when
occupied by an electron. P-channel devices are affected by the interface traps
that are positively charged and predominantly causes a negative threshold shift.
Acceptor-like energy levels are located in the upper half of the band-gap, around
0.85eV [100] above the valence band. The trap levels are electrically neutral when
empty and negatively charged when occupied by an electron. N-channel devices
are affected by the interface traps that are negatively charged and predominantly
causes a positive threshold shift.
Since the oxide traps are positve for both PMOS and NMOS and interface traps are
positive for PMOS and negative for NMOS, their combined effect add up for PMOS
and compensate each other for NMOS devices.

Acceptor
(0/-)

EC
EF

Donor
(+/0)

Ei

Ev
SiO2

Silicon

Figure 1.9: Energy diagram of a Pb center at the Si − SiO2 interface in weak
inversion. The trap consists of donor-like states in the lower and acceptor-like
states in the upper half of the band-gap due to its amphoteric nature. The Fermilevel determines the filling and, therefore the charge state. In this configuration,
the trap is slightly positively charged.
The holes trapped in gate oxide can cause a shift in threshold voltage for processes
like 180 nm. For thinner gate oxides (below 6 nm), quantum mechanical tunneling
is significant. Tunneling causes an increase in gate leakage current which led to
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process modifications such as high-k metal gates instead of silicon dioxide gates
for nodes below 40 nm. In case of shallow trench oxide, the net positive interface
charge results in parasitic lateral gating termed as Radiation Induced Narrow
Channel Effect (RINCE). In the case of a spacer, it results in the modification of
source and drain, termed as Radiation Induced Short Channel Effect (RISCE).

RINCE affects PMOS and NMOS transistors in opposite ways. NMOS transistors
develop parasitic standing current, but this does not interfere with the transistor
action, it simply adds to it. PMOS transistors are parasitically turned off near the
sides, which hinders the transistor action. A critical question for PMOS is how
far away from the sides is the channel affected by interface charge. The effect
can be visualized as a radiation dependent width change, such that the effective
width, Wef f = Wlayout − 2∆WRIN CE (T ID), where Wlayout is the width as drawn,
∆WRIN CE (T ID) is how far away from the STI-channel interface is the channel
affected, and TID is Total Ionizing Dose. From the observation that minimum width
PMOS devices in 65 nm feature size are highly degraded at 500 Mrad, while those in
130 nm feature size are mildly degraded, we can say that ∆WRIN CE (500M rad) u
30 nm.

RISCE affects PMOS and NMOS in a similar way, by impeding charge flow between
source or drain and channel. It can be roughly modeled as ’adding’ a certain
length to the channel (a longer transistor conducts less current than a shorter one).
Some designers may, therefore, think that making very short transistors would be a
good strategy against RISCE, because this would be a way to compensate. But the
opposite is true: longer transistors are less affected by RISCE, because the relative
change in effective length is small if the original device is long to begin with. Once
again we can write Lef f = Llayout + 2∆LRISCE (T ID), where we are now adding
effective length rather than subtracting effective width. The magnitude of the effect
is about twice as large in PMOS than in NMOS. A 60 nm long PMOS (NMOS)
will experience a 70% (30%) reduction in full-on current after 500 Mrad. Since
transconductance scales as 1/L, a 70% (30%) reduction in current is equivalent to a
factor of 2.5 (1.4) increase in length. For the original channel length of 60 nm this
implies LRISCE (500 M rad) 45nm (12 nm) for PMOS (NMOS).

The RINCE and RISCE effects are modulated by transistor bias and by temperature.
In general, both effects occur only when transistors are powered, which means
there are electric fields in the STI and spacer oxides. The larger the field (which
depends on transistor bias conditions) the greater the effect, though there are
quantitative differences between NMOS and PMOS.
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Figure 1.10: Conceptual diagram of a linear transistor (left) and an enclosed layout
transistor (ELT) (right))

1.2.7

Radiation tolerant IC design

Radiation hard device engineering includes using silicon with increased oxygen
content supplied in the silicon growth process [68] and operation at low
temperature. It helps to reduce the radiation damage on the detector. [77] describes
the recent reviews on radiation damage of silicon sensors in HL LHC environment.
Using custom enclosed layout transistors (ELT) improves radiation tolerance of
MOSFETS as the gate completely surrounds the source/drain, thereby reducing
channel edge effects. ATLASpix designs use ELT to achieve radiation hardness in
full custom blocks. Since ELT area causes a decrease in logic density, it lags behind
its Moore’s law obeying commercial counterparts.
An alternate method is to use linear transistors to take advantage of their logic
density. After fabrication, the chip can be characterized for radiation tolerance.
The resulting values can be used for accurate modeling of radiation damage in
transistors. These radiation models can be custom made and used along with
the standard process voltage temperature (PVT) corners enabling their use in
synthesized digital logic. It will help in timing closure for setup, hold and
propagation delays after radiation. Radiation models can also be used in analog
and mixed-mode simulations during the design phase. For analog design, it is
possible to choose transistor geometries that are least affected by radiation.

1.2.8

Exploring new technologies for radiation tolerance and fast timing

The charge collection time of a typical hybrid detector lies in the range of 310 ns depending on the sensor thickness and electric field. Low Gain Avalanche
Diodes (LGAD) structures have been developed to achieve picosecond timing
resolution [116]. However, their radiation tolerance still remains an issue. Fully
Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FDSOI) technology includes a buried oxide layer
that isolates the CMOS circuitry from its substrate. Due to thick buried oxide layer,
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Figure 1.11: ATLAS tracker showing pixel barrel layers [24]
the monolithic pixel sensors in this technology suffer from radiation damage. New
developments in thin film SOI are being investigated for high radiation tolerance
to cope with LHC demands [47].

1.3

A brief history of pixel detectors and their readout chips
from LHC standpoint

This section intends to chronologically list out the research advancements made
in pixel detectors for LHC. A general introduction to pixel detectors and its
applications can be found in [130]. Near the interaction point at LHC, pixel
detectors must be capable of coping with the high density and rate of particle
hits and withstand the harsh radiation levels. Pixel detectors record 3D space
points which are necessary for pattern recognition and tracking near the interaction
point. The channel density of pixel detectors increases by more than an order of
magnitude compared to strip detectors to about 5000 channels per cm2 [131]. Fast
readout of such a complex system required new technologies and methods, which

1.4
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have been developed during the past decade. This document takes into account,
the detectors in operation or under construction at the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN, in the ATLAS, CMS and LHC-b experiments [104], [67] as the current state
of the art. The ATLAS experiment has a 3-layer hybrid pixel detector installed in
2007 [1] and an additional layer at a lower radius called Insertable B-Layer (IBL),
installed in 2014 [48]. The IBL introduced a new readout chip called FEI4 [38] with
several features needed for readout at high particle hit rates.
A systematic description of the specification of front-end ROIC for ATLAS pixel
detector can be found in section 2.3 of [90]. [41] classifies CMOS readout ICs
(ROICs) into three generations. First generation pixel chips are those in the original
ATLAS, CMS detectors [89], [12] and Medipix [11] that used 0.25 µm feature size
with custom layout techniques for radiation tolerance. Second generation chips (eg:
FE-I4) in 130 nm are currently used in experiments or devices. Third generation
ROICs, RD53A or FE-65 [39] and Medipix3 [18] uses 65 nm process node and are
currently under development. Tremendous improvement in data storage density
(>10 Gb/s/cm2 ) and output bandwidth (> 20 Gbps) can be observed between
these three generations. The detector readout architecture is constantly evolving in
its storage capabilities and output bandwidth to cope with high particle hit rates.
Table 1.3: Evolution of Front-End (FE) readout chips for pixel detectors in LHC
hit

rate(MHz/cm2 )

TID (Mrad)
NIEL ( neq /cm2 )
technology (nm)
power (mW/mm2 )
output bandwidth (Mbps)

1.4

FE-I3
< 100
< 100
1 × 1014
250
2.4
40 to 160

FE-I4
< 400
200
5×1015
130
1.8
300 to 1200

FE-65
2000 to 3000
1000
2 × 1016
65
3.5
2000 to 20000

ATLAS ITk Upgrade Layer 4: Requirements for CMOS
detectors

Table 1.4 is adopted from [92], which lists out the technical requirements of
CMOS sensors for ATLAS ITk upgrade. It constitutes the design specifications of
ATLASpix prototypes discussed in the next chapters.
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Table 1.4: Requirements and acceptance criteria for monolithic CMOS sensors for
ATLAS inner tracker layer 4
Tracking requirements
BX-time
25 ns
Hit Rate per mm2 per BC at µ = 200
0.021 (kHz/ mm2 )
Noise (Fake hit) rate per BC × pixel
< 0.1 % of physics hit rate
TID and NIEL
100 (Mrad) and 2 × 1015 ( neq /cm2 )
SEU affecting a chip
< 0.05/hr/chip at 1.5 GHz/cm2 particle
flux
Maximum lost hits
< 1%
Maximum trigger latency
25 µs
Pixel requirements
Minimum pixel size
50 µm × 50 µm
Dynamic range
3 Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP)
equivalent if analog information is
required
Minimum in-time threshold
0.2 MIP as a guideline
Effective noise (pixel ENC + threshold 0.1% threshold as a guideline
dispersion)
Threshold dispersion
Uniformity of 10% across the chip
ToT resolution
4-bits or more
Target depletion thickness
< 70 µm, backside processing is optional
IO requirements
IO signal type
LVDS fail-safe
Output data format
RD53 compatible
Serial data link
1 per chip at 1.28 Gbps
Functional requirements
Internal and external trigger calibration for charge injection
Power-on-reset
On-chip serial powering
Chip ID e-fuse
Maskable pixels
Built-in command decoder for configuration and read-back
10-bit ADC for temperature, current, and reference voltage monitoring
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Chapter 2

ATLASpix1: The first large area
HVCMOS prototype
2.1

Introduction

The upgrade of the ATLAS inner tracker for HL-LHC has put forth many
challenging requirements on silicon pixel sensors such as small pixel size, high
time resolution, high readout speed, low power consumption, serial powering and
radiation hardness. The high voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) pixel sensors are designed
to meet such specifications for the outer pixel layers ATLAS ITk. The readout
architecture is crucial for achieving high detection efficiencies for high particle
hit rates such as 2 MHz/mm2 in the outer layers of the ITk pixel tracker. The
HVCMOS prototypes are large fill factor designs in 180 nm process on high resistive
substrates. There is no clock distribution over the matrix, which in turn helps
to avoid digital crosstalk and reduce the overall power consumption. ATLASpix
is a series of monolithic High Voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) sensor chips that are
engineered to meet the requirements of outer layers of ATLAS ITk pixel tracker
for HL-LHC upgrade. They are large collection electrode designs on high resistive
wafers to ensure high detection efficiency and radiation tolerance. The readout
electronics are placed on the chip periphery. The design of HVCMOS demonstrator
is carried out in different stages that involve prototyping of new design ideas.
These prototypes are called as ATLASpix1, ATLASpix2 and ATLASpix3. ATLASpix
sensors are large fill factor designs offering several advantages such as fast charge
collection, short drift path, vertical depletion and no low field regions within the
active area. ATLASpix prototypes are fabricated on different substrates of varying
resistivity such as 80 Ωcm , 200 Ωcm and 1 kΩcm in 0.18 µm AMS ah18 process.

MuPix8

ATLASpix1_IsoSimple
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2.2 cm
Figure 2.1: ATLASpix1 and Mupix8 layout

ATLASpix1 prototype figure 2.1 has an active area of 1.6 cm × 0.33 cm. It is
the first large area HVCMOS prototype in 180 nm gate length. It contains three
design flavors namely Simple, M2, and IsoSimple based on the comparator type
and readout type. Table 2.1 lists out the differences between ATLASpix1 design
variants. ATLASpix1 with triggerless readout has demonstrated more than 99%
detection efficiency in a team beam study conducted at CERN using CLIC telescope
figure 2.2. Various test beam and irradiation studies were conducted within
HVCMOS collaboration on the ATLASpix1 sample with triggerless readout which
is referred as ”ATLASpix1 Simple”. In the design flavor named ATLASpix1 M2,
a novel triggered readout scheme that can cope with high particle hit rates is
introduced [95]. It involves grouping of several pixels into a super pixel and the
data transfer to the buffer takes place in parallel. Hence it is known as Parallel
Pixel to Buffer (PPtB) scheme (section 2.3.1). ATLASpix M2 will be explained in
the subsequent sections. The Readout Control Unit described in section 2.3.3 is
a digital block that schedules the readout operation as well as data transfer to the
giga-bit serial link. This block is reused in both ATLASpix Simple and M2 variants.
ATLASpix M2 is the focus of this PhD work and hence it will be explained in detail
in the next sections. Emphasis has been given to its readout architecture and control
electronics.
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Figure 2.2: ATLASpix1 Simple demonstrated an efficiency of more than 99% using
CLIC telescope in a test beam study at CERN [91]
Table 2.1: Comparison of ATLASpix1 Simple and ATLASpix1 M2 design features
Feature
Pixel size (x × y)
Matrix size
Pixel grouping
Readout scheme
Analog information
Data storage

2.2

ATLASpix1 Simple
130 µm × 40 µm
two times 25 × 400
1:1 pixel to buffer mapping
triggerless Column Drain
6-bit ToT using DRAM
Hit buffer containing DRAM

ATLASpix1 M2
60 µm × 50 µm
56 × 320
16:4 PPtB transfer
Triggered readout (PPtb)
No amplitude information
CAB buffer contaning SRAM

ATLASpix M2

Figure 2.3 shows the general block scheme of ATLASpix M2 in accordance with its
floorplan. The active area of the chip is where the sensing of particles occurs, and it
consists of HVCMOS pixel matrix (320 rows and 56 columns) which is surrounded
by global configuration registers and global bias DAC for the matrix. Each pixel
consists of a charge sensitive amplifier, discriminator, 4-bit thershold tune-DAC
and RAM. 16 pixels are grouped into a super pixel which is connected to a buffer
block of depth, 4. There are 40 such super pixels in a double column. When a pixel
is fired, the local address of the hit pixel is transmitted to the buffer block through
an 8-bit line called hit bus. The particle hit information (pixel address and time
stamp) is stored in buffers known as Content Addressable Buffer (CAB), which is
explained in section 2.3.2. There are 40 buffers per double column of pixels.
The four buffers in a block receive time stamp signals (10-bit gray coded) from
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Figure 2.3: ATLASpix M2 Block level representation
end of column (EoC), originally generated by the Readout Control Unit (RCU).
A delayed time stamp is the time stamp signal that is delayed by a certain value
known as on-chip latency (up to 1000 bunch crossings or 25 µs). This value
is externally programmable. The on-chip latency is stored in the configuration
registers. The EoC also delivers the external trigger signal that triggers the readout.
Additionally, control signals for readout such as ”Load” and ”Read” propagate
from RCU to CAB through EoC.
Four CAB buffers are used to store a pixel address and time stamp. Pixel address,
in this case, refers to the local-address of a pixel, which is represented as an 8-bit hit
pattern. Time stamp refers to a 10-bit counter state that records the time at which
a hit signal is received. The group address of a super pixel (6-bit) is stored in the
buffer’s ROM. A hit data comprises of all the above information. It is sent to EoC
when a triggered hit is read out. The addresses are binary-coded and increase in
the direction of priority chain. A priority logic is a scan chain which is used to sense
the first empty buffer to write (”writeScan”) and the first buffer that has to be read
out (”readScan”). The priority chain also extends to EoC registers which is used
by RCU to schedule the readout operation. The scan circuit finds the first hit and
assures that the corresponding hit data is transmitted to RCU.
Pixel matrix also contains configuration registers. There are 320 register blocks,
each of 6-bits. Input of the row configuration register is connected to serial out
of the column register. The output of the row-register is connected to the DAC
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register. The chip is configured externally by shifting configuration bits into these
registers at 10 MHz.
The readout operation is scheduled by control signals from the Readout Control
Unit (RCU). RCU is a digital block has the following sub blocks executing a number
of tasks, ranging from loading of hit data from matrix to encoding and serializing
the data packets. RCU consists of :
1. Scheduler FSM: Also referred to the readout state machine, it receives the
scanout signal and hit data from EoC and generates the control signals such as
PullDown, LoadPixel, LoadColumn and ReadColumn. Each of these signals
has its own control functions.
2. Clock generator: Clock generator receives 800 MHz clock from PLL and
generates 80 MHz for scheduler and time stamp generator. It also generates
160 MHz, 400 MHz and 200 MHz for data packaging and serializing.
3. Serializer block: It is a novel serializer design based on multiplexers. Chapter
4 describes the serializer design with timing diagrams.
4. Data encoder: A novel 8b/10b pipelined encoder is introduced in
ATLASpix1. It is a pipelined version of an open-source encoder developed
by [23].
Since the readout blocks are located at the chip periphery, less electronics are
needed to be placed inside the pixel which in turn helps to achieve low detector
capacitance and almost zero digital cross-talk, apart from that caused by the
toggling of hit bus. In addition, the digital power consumption is less since
no clocks (in this case time stamps) propagated inside the pixel matrix. Such a
scheme is sometimes referred to as asynchronous readout. Each building block
of mboxATLApix1 M2 is explained in detail in the following subsections with
emphasis on the readout circuitry.

2.2.1

HVCMOS sensor

High Voltage CMOS sensors is a major break-through in the field of semiconductor
sensor development for high energy particle physics. The usage of commercial
CMOS technology with a high resistive substrate makes them cost-effective
compared to the hybrid sensors [87]. HVCMOS sensors have high efficiency in
detecting ionizing particles and are radiation tolerant up to 100 Mrad and 5 × 1015
neq /cm2 [14].
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A general introduction of HVCMOS sensors can be found in section 1.2.2. The
cross-section of an HVCMOS sensor is shown in figure 2.4. A depletion region is
created by applying a high reverse bias voltage (eg: -50 V) across the p-substrate
and deep n-well junction. The depth of the depletion region is of the order of tens
of microns owing to the low dopant concentration of deep n-well and high reverse
bias voltage (See APPENDIX A). The greater the depletion depth, the larger the
number of electron-hole pairs created by the traversal of ionizing radiation. The
deep n-well acts as the charge collection electrode. It also acts as substrate to the
PMOS transistors while the NMOS transistors are placed inside a p-well. The major
point to note here is that the charge collection happens by drift under the influence
of high electric field, which is almost uniform across the pixel area. A high radiation
tolerance is expected due to less charge collection time. High-energy electrons
(secondary electrons generated by photon interactions or electrons present in the
LHC environment) and protons can ionize atoms, generating electron-hole pairs.
A single, high-energy incident photon, electron, or proton can create thousands
of electron-hole pairs. The average signal corresponding to a minimum ionizing
particle (MIP) is of the order of thousands of electrons.
-50 V

+1.8 V

+1.8 V

ionizing radiation

Deep n-well

Deep n-well

depletion region boundary
p-substrate

Figure 2.4: HVCMOS operating principle

2.2.2

Pixel electronics

Figure 2.5 shows the schematic of a pixel. The pixel electronics is placed inside the
deep n-well. It contains a charge sensitive amplifier (CSA), which is capcitively
coupled to the sensor, a discriminator, a 4-bit threshold tune DAC and RAM to
store the configuration bits. PMOS transistors have their bulk in a shallow n-well,
which is ohmically connected to the deep n-well. Latch up can be prevented by
careful biasing of the p-wells inside the deep n-well and by the use of guard rings
[87]. To avoid large crosstalk, the comparator is realized using NMOS transistors.
The radiation tolerant layout has been used. The pixel in ATLASpix M2 has
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Figure 2.5: Pixel electronics [91]
the same electronics as the normal ATLASpix Simple pixel. The only difference
is the size of the deep n-well, for which, ATLASpix M2 pixels have an area of
60 µm × 50 µm. The design of the sensor and pixel electronics are beyond the
scope of this dissertation.

2.3

Readout architecture

Readout refers to the operation of transferring the hit data (time, location and
energy information) from pixels to periphery, including storage and buffering.
Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between different readout schemes. Traditionally,
all hits are read out column-wise, in a serial manner. It is termed as Column
drain (CD) readout. Waiting time in the queue to transfer hits is represented by
”Q”, the transfer delay by ”T”. An external trigger signal can be used to filter the
buffered hits that correspond to events of interest. If there is no filtering of hits
based on an external trigger, it is referred to as triggerless column drain readout.
ATLASpix Simple chip uses triggerless CD readout. Such a system may not have
the need of storing hits for a long period of time as long as the output data link
has enough bandwidth. This scheme can be visualized as a single server queue
with random customer arrival time* , assuming each pixel is a customer, while the
data output stage is the single server. As soon as a pixel is hit, it transmits data
to the EoC buffer through hit bus. The hit bus is arbitrated so each hit pixel must
wait for its turn. The hit bus forms a single server queue, just like M/M/1 queue.
The bandwidth of the output data bus must exceed the incoming hit rate for this
architecture to be feasible. The utilization factor ρ is given by,
* This

can be compared to a M/M/1 queue [57]
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ρ=

λ
µ

(2.1)

where λ is the incoming data packet rate that corresponds to the hit rate per pixel
and µ is the output data packet transfer rate. The probability of the waiting time
exceeding transfer time in a single server queue is given by the following equation
[43],
P = ρe−(µ−λ)T

(2.2)

For a hit rate of ”H” per pixel, λ=N×H, where N is the number of pixels connected
to the hit bus. All hits must be transferred within a short time, as there is no place
to store them within the pixel. To avoid hit loss, the output data rate must be
considerably greater than the incoming data rate. This condition (µ >> λ) is not
feasible for high pixel hit rates. The LHC-b Velopix readout chip [94] implements
a readout architecture using a shift register (SR). The SR not only transfers data,
but is also a temporary storage. The output bandwidth, µ of the SR is simply the
clocking speed (assuming one pixel hit is read out per clock cycle). Only the first
pixel transferring the data to the SR sees its full bandwidth.
ATLASpix1 Simple uses a column drain readout with hit buffers to temporarily
store the data, which will be immediately transferred to the end of column. As soon
as the hit arrives, it is transferred to the periphery. After a short duration of storage
in the periphery in hit buffer, all hits are readout sequentially. The first generation
ROICs such as FE-I3, uses trigger signal to filter out the hits (triggered column
drain) that are relevant for physics. The main advantage of triggered readout is the
reduced requirement on output bandwidth. All hits are stored until a pre-defined
trigger latency after which, a trigger signal is received for decision making. The
input rate to the hit bus is reduced as λ0 = λ × tR × tBX , where tR is the trigger rate
and tBX is the bunch crossing period. The bandwidth of such a system is directly
proportional to the trigger rate (tR ) instead of pixel hit rate (N × H). The limiting
factor in this approach is the buffer storage space and increased digital logic for
filtering the hits.
The fourth approach called Parallel Pixel to Buffer (PPtB) readout scheme is
proposed in this work. A group of pixels forms a super pixel, that is connected
to a set of four buffers. An example of PPtB scheme is shown in figure 2.7. An
8-bit hit pattern can be used to map the pixels that are hit. The buffer used in this
scheme has more logic density compared to a column drain buffer. It uses a Content
Addressable Buffer (CAB), whose architecture is explained in section 2.3.2. The
filtering of hits based on trigger signal happens in the CAB buffer. Apart from the
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between shift register based full readout (left), triggerless
CD readout (middle) and triggered CD readout (right)
above-mentioned schemes, novel readout schemes based on waveform sampling
are explored in some ATLASpix1 prototypes [108]. High speed time based ADCs
can be used to sample the pixel output that are eventually read out using a shift
register.

2.3.1

Parallel Pixel to Buffer (PPtB) transfer

The signals caused by particle hits are digitized using discriminators and
transferred to the digital periphery. Content Addressable Buffers (CAB) located
at the periphery, stores and filters the hit data based on trigger. CAB buffers are
sometimes referred to as trigger buffers in this dissertation, since they respond
to an external trigger signal. The CAB buffer acts as a temporary storage for hit
information, until it is sent to the End of Column (EoC) buffer. The CAB buffers
store the hit information (hit pattern, time stamp) until the on-chip programmable
latency elapses. Only the hits that belong to the chosen set of events (a certain time
stamp) are readout by content addressing. The region of relevant time stamps is
determined by the trigger signal and on-chip latency. Out of 17920 pixels, each
group of 16 pixels forms a super pixel which can be addressed using 8 address
lines by projection addressing as shown in figure 2.8. This helps to save routing
space by reducing the number of interconnect lines required to transfer the hit
pattern from 16 to 8. The address encoding scheme shown in figure 2.8, poses a
risk of having ghost hits sharing the same address pattern as real hits. Due to the
small area of a super pixel (800 × 60 µm2 ), the rate of multiple clusters is reduced
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Figure 2.7: Conceptual representation of Parallel Pixel to Buffer (PPtB) scheme.

by several orders of magnitude. Assuming a total hit rate of 108 M Hz/cm2 , the
probability of having a hit in the super pixel per bunch crossing is calculated as
1.3 × 10−3 . Ghost hits are caused either when a single particle produces a cluster
on the group edges (figure 2.8) or when two particles hit the pixels of neighboring
groups in a super pixel. The former scenario leads to a real hit pattern which can
be identified as a cluster and two ghost hits that appear as two separate particle
hits. Since the probability of occurrence of two separate particle hits is much less
than the probability of a single clustered hit, we can neglect the ghost hits during
reconstruction. A theoretical discussion of lossless data compression in pixel
detector readout can be found in [40], which states that the information content
(entropy) is roughly proportional to the number of clusters and the achievable data
compression depends on cluster size.
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2.3.2

CAB Buffer

A super pixel is mapped to a Content Addressable Buffer (CAB) block that can
store up to four hits at a time† . The CAB buffer compares the stored Time Stamp
(TS) (10 bit) with a delayed TS propagated within the chip: Hence the name, content
addressable. The group address (5 bit) of the super pixel is programmed in address
ROM. When there is a particle hit in one or more of the 16 pixels, two or more
address lines will be set to 1. Therefore, a hit can be detected by calculating logical
OR function of the address lines. This is referred to as ”HitOR” signal. When
†

For example for 50 kHz single pixel hit rate and 5 µs trigger latency, the average number of hits
per latency period is 0.25. Using Poisson statistics, one would need to store up to 4 hits per pixel in
order to keep 99.9% of hits. This number (4 in this example) is referred as the buffer depth. It implies
a buffer depth of four
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Figure 2.9: ATLASpix1 M2 top readout buffer logic [99]
the HitOR signal goes high, the hit pattern (8 bit) is recorded and transferred to
CAB buffer. The corresponding time stamp of the HitOR signal is recorded in the
buffer RAM. The time stamps are 10-bit gray coded signals with a period of 25 ns
that corresponds to the bunch crossing (BC) period of LHC. The hit information is
held in the CAB buffer until the elapse of a retention time. The retention time of
a CAB is programmable and is referred to as on-chip latency. The on-chip latency
can be determined by comparing the stored time stamp with an additional time
stamp signal that has the same period but different phase as the original time stamp
signal. Both time stamps are generated on chip. The two time stamps are constantly
compared in the CAB buffers. When there is a match, the decision will be made
based on an external trigger signal. If the level-1 trigger signal is received within
before the on-chip latency, the stored hits are marked for readout. The hits that are
not marked for readout are deleted from the buffer. Figure 2.11 shows a mixedmode simulation of CAB buffer. The first and the last hits are triggered where as
the middle one is deleted due to the absence of a trigger signal.
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Figure 2.10: Content Addressable Buffer (CAB) block full custom layout

2.3.3

The Readout Control Unit (RCU)

The readout control unit (RCU) is a digitally synthesized block, that schedules
the readout operation from pixel matrix to serial data link. This section aims to
provide an overview of RCU and its functionality in the readout system. It has
several layers, and each of them is explained in chapter 4. It generates control
signals to perform numerous operations. For example, it generates ”load column”
signal for loading the hit data from CAB to the EoC buffers. The ”read column”
signal is responsible for loading the hit data from EoC to RCU. The hit data is
then encoded and serialized. RCU generates time stamps and delayed time stamps
(delay value equals on-chip latency) of 10 bits length. It also generates a 6 bit
TS2 time stamp to store time-over-threshold (ToT) information. All time stamp
signals are gray-coded. Storage of ToT is implemented in ATLASpix Simple chip.
Since ATLASpix Simple and M2 share the same RCU design, TS2 time stamps are
not used in ATLASpix M2. The RCU has multiple clock domains. The clocks of
frequencies 160 MHz, 200 MHz and 40 MHz are generated from an input clock of
800 MHz using Johnson counters and combinational logic. The data encoder used
in ATLASpix1 (figure 2.15) is a pipelined custom 8b/10b encoder with running
disparity based on [133]. A finite state machine known as the ”task scheduler” is
responsible for coordinating the transfer of hit data from pixel matrix to CAB to
EoC and eventually to serial data link. Each state sends a control signal to transfer
the hit data through different buffered stages. The scan-out logic implemented in
buffers, helps to detect the presence of a stored hit. As a debug feature, it can
be configured to send a periodic counter output instead of hit data. The readout
operation is initiated when the ”sendcounter” configuration is disabled.
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Figure 2.11: Simulation of CAB buffer in mixed mode environment. Read RAM
signal indicates that the first and third hits are marked for readout. The second one
is deleted due to the absence of a trigger signal.
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Figure 2.12: ATLASpix1 M2 readout periphery: The hit data is transferred from
the pixel matrix to the periphery. The time stamps and other control signals are
propagated from RCU to the matrix.
Task scheduler: The readout state machine
All states with index 1 generate control signals for the pixel matrix. For example,
PullDown1 generates the pull-down signal. All states with index 2 are separation
states to match timing. The state machine is clocked at 80 MHz. It is possible to
divide the clock using the parameter TimerEnd. If TimerEnd is set to ”n” the clock
is divided by n+1. The hit word is 4 × 9 bits long. The data format depends upon
the state of the scheduler. During sync state, the data format is ”1BC1BC1BC1BC”.
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Figure 2.13: Readout Control Unit (RCU)
The 1’s at MSB is used to indicate a comma word. The remaining 8-bits are part of
the data. A special sequence (1CAA1CAA) is sent two clock cycles post Loadcol2
state in order to mark the beginning of a hit-word. The hit word is formatted as
”Column address [7:0], Row address [5:0], TimeStamp [9:0], PixelAddress [7:0]”.
Row address is the group address stored in ROM. After loadPix2 the data format
is ”000, BinaryCounter [15:8], BinaryCounter [7:0], TStoDetector [7:0]”. During all
the other states, the sync word ”1BC1BC1BC1BC” is sent out.

8b/10b pipelined encoder
8b/10b encoding scheme was defined in 1983 in the IBM journal of research and
development [133]. It maps an 8-bit data frame to 10-bits in order to achieve DC
balance. This type of encoding provides enough state changes for reasonable clock
recovery. During the transmission of data characters, two additional bits called
”running disparity (RD)” are added to the stream to ensure that the number of 1’s
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Figure 2.14: ATLASpix1 Scheduler FSM
are almost equal to the number of 0’s. The transmitter assumes a negative Running
Disparity (RD-) at startup. When an 8-bit data is being encoded, the encoder will
use the RD- logic for encoding. If the encoded 10-bit data is disparity neutral, the
Running Disparity will not be changed and RD- will still be used. Otherwise, the
Running Disparity will be changed and the RD+ will be used instead. Similarly,
if the current Running Disparity is positive (RD+) and a disparity neutral 10-bit
data is encoded, the Running Disparity will still be RD+. Otherwise, it will be
changed from RD+ to RD-. Figure 2.15 shows the pipelined 8b/10b encoder used
in ATLASpix M2.
In order to compare the proposed encoder with its current state-of-the-art, a test
system has been designed. A pseudo-random number generator was implemented
using an 8-bit Fibonacci linear feedback shift register (LFSR). At reset, ”FFFF”
pattern is loaded into the flip-flops. Since it is pseudo-random, the output repeats
in every 31 clock cycles. A state machine generates the control signals to read
and store the data into a FIFO. Each 8-bit data packet is encoded by the encoder
block under test. The test system was synthesized in 180 nm and post-routed
netlist was simulated under various power, performance, area (PPA) constraints.
A comparison between different IPs are shown in table 2.2. Cadence IP is
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Figure 2.15: 8b/10b pipelined encoder implementation in ATLASpix1
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Figure 2.16: 8b/10b pipelined encoder with running disparity
based on look up tables and the open-source IP is based on combinational logic.
ATLASpix M2 uses a pipelining technique on the open-source IP with running
disparity. While the pipelining technique helped to increase the performance of
the overall system, it is inferred that the sequential logic in 180 nm was the real
bottleneck. The pipelined version of 8b/10b encoder was chosen for ATLASpix M2
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Figure 2.17: Test system for encoder
despite of its area and power trade-off due to its improved performance when
compared to Cadence IP. However, when we consider the RCU as a system, it is
the performance of scheduler FSM and serializer which is critical for achieving the
required data rate of 1.28 Gbps.
Table 2.2: Comparitive study of various 8b/10b encoder schemes
Encoder
Cadence IP
Open-source IP [23]
ATLASpix M2 pipelined encoder

Power
5.05 µW
1.07 µW
6.37 µW

Performance
4 Gbps
5.8 Gbps
6.2 Gbps

Area
0.4 mm2
0.12 mm2
0.4 mm2

Serializer
The serializer for ATLASpix M2 is based on a 3-stage MUX tree with input
synchronization (section 4.2.3 in chapter 4). The serializer in RCU outputs two bits
at 800 Mbps. The final stage of serialization is achieved using an analog serializer
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based on current mode logic. The design of the digital serializer is explained in
chapter 4.

2.4

Summary

This chapter describes the design details of the first large area HVCMOS sensor
chip in 180 nm. HVCMOS sensors are proposed to be a cost-effective replacement
for the existing hybrid sensors in the outer layers of ATLAS ITk pixel barrel. To
prove the feasibility of the proposed sensor for the ATLAS experiment, a large area
prototype was designed. All HVCMOS sensors follow a ”large charge collection
electrode” topology. The readout electronics is located at the bottom periphery to
avoid digital cross-talk. ATLASpix1 is a 1cm × 2cm HVCMOS prototype in AMS
ah18 process. It contains three design flavors based on the pixel size and readout
scheme. The readout control unit block is the same for both triggered readout and
triggerless readout variants.
A novel triggered readout scheme with smart pixel grouping is introduced in
ATLASpix1 M2. It features a Content Addressable hit Buffer (CAB), where the
triggered hits are filtered for readout. ATLASpix1 M2 has a small pixel size of
60 µm × 50 µm. Storage of signal amplitude information was not implemented
to meet the area budget. For data encoding, a novel pipelined 8b/10b encoded
with running disparity was used. With the readout scheme in ATLASpix1, the
hits corresponding to different events are read out in an unsorted manner. This
is rectified in the next generations of ATLASpix, together with improved spatial
resolution and time walk correction.
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Chapter 3

ATLASpix1: Measurement
Extensive laboratory tests and test beam studies are required for qualifying
ATLASpix ASICs for ATLAS ITk. This chapter describes the laboratory tests and Xray irradiation studies conducted on ATLASpix M2. Several test beam studies have
already been conducted on ATLASpix Simple within the HVCMOS collaboration.
It has proven a detection efficiency of 99.7% [91]. A detection efficiency of 99.4%
was observed after irradiation [58]. The main goal of this work is to characterize
ATLASpix M2 for the first time within the HVCMOS collaboration.

3.1

Introduction to test system

The test system is shown in figure 3.2 for ATLASpix was developed at KITADL by Felix Ehrler [33]. It was used to characterize ATLASpix1 M2 chip.
Front-end assembly includes a chip carrier board and an adapter board which is
connected to Nexys Video board through FMC connector. The pixel sensor chip
is mounted on and wire bonded to the carrier board. The carrier board includes
power supplies connections, monitoring capability, bias voltages, chip selectors
for different ATLASpix design flavors. The injection board and voltage board
are responsible for generating injection pulses, setting the baseline and global
threshold. The Nexys Video board features the Artix-7 XC7A200T FPGA from
Xilinx Artix-7 family. It has industry standard communication peripherals such as
onboard Ethernet, USB-UART, and high-speed USB. This allows the Nexys Video
board to be interfaced with larger systems. Onboard user peripherals contain
switches, buttons, LEDs, and an OLED display that allow users to interface directly
with their designs instead of using additional I/O. The FMC connector and four
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Figure 3.1: ATLASpix test setup block description
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Figure 3.2: ATLASpix test setup
Pmod ports further expand the interfacing ability of the Nexys Video.

3.2

Laboratory tests

The laboratory tests were conducted to test the functionality of the pixel and
readout electronics. Figure 3.3a shows the a response of a pixel to Fe55 source. The
amplifier output signal was recorded for injection pulses of varying amplitudes.
The output response to Fe55 source can be compared to the response toward
injection signals, as shown in Figure 3.3b. We, therefore arrived at the conclusion
that, a 350 mV injection is equivalent to 1660 e− . This calculation is used to convert
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threshold dispersion and mean noise from the unit of millivolts to electrons in the
subsequent measurement results described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: ATLASpix1: Amplifier output

3.2.1

Triggered readout

In order to test the CAB readout scheme in ATLASpix1 M2, the trigger delay was
been varied from 0 to 150 time stamps where each time stamp corresponds to 25 ns.
During each step, 900 charge injections were made across the pixel matrix. Two sets
of readout were done for on-chip latencies of 45 time stamps and 85 time stamps.
The width of the trigger pulse was 25 time stamps. Figure 3.4 shows that the hit
information is read out when the trigger window falls within the specified on-chip
latency.

3.2.2

Threshold tuning

A threshold scan was done over the entire pixel matrix of size 320 × 56, at a readout
speed of 800 Mbps. The trigger is generated with a fixed delay after the injection.
The width of the trigger signal is 400 ns (equivalent to 16 bunch crossings (BC)). The
on-chip latency is adjusted so that all the hits generated by injection are triggered.
The injection voltage is then varied from 0 V to 0.6 V, in steps of 0.025 V, keeping
the injection delay, the number of injections (10) and the on-chip latency (43 time
stamps, where each time stamp corresponds to 1 BC) constant. The resulting Scurve is fit using an error function. The 50% value of this fit is regarded as the
input-referred threshold for each pixel. The sigma value of this fit is regarded as
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Figure 3.4: First measurement results of triggered readout: The hits with stored
timestamps that fall within the trigger window are readout [95].
the noise of the corresponding pixel. It is possible to adjust the threshold of every
pixel using a 3-bit D/A converter called the tune-DAC or TDAC. These tune bits
are stored in the pixel memory. A tuning algorithm was developed to determine
the set of DAC values that gives the least threshold dispersion across the matrix.
The tuning algorithm works in the following way: The threshold dispersion of the
entire matrix for all DAC values ranging from 0 to 7 is estimated. The mean value
of this dispersion is chosen as the target input referred threshold. For each pixel, a
DAC value is chosen so that it has a local threshold closest to the target threshold.
For these tuned DAC settings, the dispersion of the local thresholds is calculated.
The tuning algorithm was implemented using Python and later integrated to the
C++ test framework. The threshold dispersion was reduced by a factor of four
after tuning, as shown in figure 3.5. The mean threshold is 1055 e− with a standard
deviation of 35 e− . The mean value of noise distribution over the entire pixel matrix
after tuning is 78 e− .

3.2.3

Serial link

The data transfer characteristics can be studied with the help of an eye diagram.
The oscilloscope probe was connected to the data line on the PCB which is about 10
cm long. An on-chip PLL was used to generate the 800 MHz clock with a reference
clock of 200 MHz. The serial data output works at a Double Data Rate (DDR) of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: ATLASpix1: Threshold tuning at 800 MHz, showing an improvement
in the threshold dispersion by a factor of four [98].
1.28 Gbps. An eye height of 504 ± 1 mV, an eye width of 580
100 ± 0.2 ps were measured as shown in figure 3.6.
Y: 200 mv/div
X: 500 ps/div

±1

ps and a jitter of

Jitter

Eye height

Eye width

Figure 3.6: Eye diagram of serial data link at the required rate of 1.28 Gbps [98].

3.2.4

Time-walk measurement

Simultaneous particle hits with different charge quantities typically produce
different responses in the pixel analog front-end. A particle hit with higher energy
causes a faster amplifier response when compared to a particle hit with lower
energy. The time interval between these responses is referred to as time-walk. The
time-walk must be lower than the minimum required time resolution of 25 ns for
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ATLAS, or it must be compensated either on-chip or off-chip. We can estimate the
trigger window characteristics by varying the trigger vs injection time distance. If
the distance is too small, the hits don’t get triggered and they will be lost in the CAB
buffer. Trigger vs injection distance where 50% of the hits are detected is measured
using delay scan. In this way, the time resolution and time walk can be measured.
The time walk for signals from 1500 e− (20% MIP) to 7000 e− (100% MIP) using
standard amplifier settings* is measured to be 42 ns figure 3.7a.

Difference between trigger and injection (ns)

The time-walk effect can be further reduced by 1) lowering the threshold of the
comparator 2) lowering the rise time of the amplifier response by increasing the
transconductance (Gm ). The latter can be achieved by increasing the parameter
called ”VPload”, which will decrease the output resistance. The time-walk for
960
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(b) Time-walk measurement using VPload = 20

Figure 3.7: Investigation of time walk variance
signals from 1500 e− (20% MIP) to 7000 e− (100% MIP) is measured to be 30 ns
figure 3.7b. A skew of 45 ns is observed between the hit-timing (time-walk) of row 0
* Standard

settings refer to VPload = 5 and VNfoll = 10
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and row 319 figure 3.8b. The reason for the skew is the different length and different
capacitive load of the long routing lines from pixels to the periphery. It was
recommended to be fixed in ATLASpix3 design. All routing lines of ATLASpix3
have the same length. An extra metal layer in TSI process was an added advantage
during the routing of ATLASpix3. It is also possible to implement digital correction
to mitigate this effect. However, it needs careful verification. The dependency of
timing skew on columns figure 3.8a is measured to be about 10 ns. The exact reason
for this is unknown; an educated guess says that it can be caused by voltage drop.

(a) Column dependency of TS

(b) Row dependency of TS

Figure 3.8: ATLASpix1 M2: time stamp skew across rows and columns
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X-ray irradiation tests

ATLASpix1 M2 was irradiated up to 100 MRad, which is the required TID for
ATLAS ITk layer 4 (Table 1.4). The dose rate was fixed to 935 kRad/hour.
The irradiated ATLASpix1 samples have been characterized for leakage current
variations, signal to noise ratio degradation and power consumption at room
temperature. The measurements were performed using 300 mV injections at a
readout speed of 200 MHz.

3.3.1

Leakage current

As discussed in section 1.2.6, the oxide traps charges cause a negative shift in
threshold voltage for PMOS and NMOS transistors. This effect dominates in the
initial phase of irradiation, at doses between 0-10 MRad. The passive interface
traps get activated by radiation and its effect dominates in the later phase of
irradiation, from 10 to 100 MRad. At high dose rates and short intervals, little
neutralization of oxide trap charge will occur. This can cause a negative threshold
voltage shift for both p- and n-channel devices. In short, it becomes harder to turn
OFF an NMOS, resulting in high leakage current. For PMOS devices, it becomes
harder to turn ON, resulting in a low leakage current. The interface trap charge
will have had insufficient time to buildup; hence, their effect is relatively small.
For NMOS devices, a large negative shift in threshold voltage can significantly
increase the drain-to-source leakage current which in turn contributes to static
power consumption.
At moderate doses, some build-up of interface traps will occur. For PMOS,
the interface traps are positively charged causing negative threshold shifts. The
effect due to oxide traps and interface traps add up together. Hence, for PMOS
transistors, the net threshold shift is large and negative. This helps to reduce
the static leakage current as the radiation dose increases. VSSA leakage current
in figure 3.10b is almost steady or follows a downward trend because PMOS
transistors dominate the analog part. Almost all NMOS devices in the analog part
are enclosed.
The digital power pin (VDDD) and the main power pin (VDDA) are shorted in the
PCB. The current consumption shown in figure 3.10a is mostly because of the linear
NMOS devices in the digital part. The lowering of the threshold of NMOS causes
a steep increase in the leakage current till 5-10 MRad. This is due to the negative
threshold shift due to oxide traps. A slow and steady buildup of interface trap
charge dominates beyond 10 MRad. For NMOS, the interface traps are negatively
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charged, which causes positive threshold voltage shifts; hence the leakage current,
after 10 MRad, follows a negative slope.
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deep n-well
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Figure 3.9: PMOS and NMOS in AMS 180nm process showing the oxide structures

To explain the increase in high voltage leakage current (figure 3.13) with an increase
in radiation dose, the following hypothesis is proposed. The trapping of holes in
the STI oxide leads to strong inversion of the p substrate beneath. This induced ntype channel like region touches the deep nwell and the p+ high voltage contact. It
causes a strong electric field at the extended deep nwell - p+ junction figure 3.11b.
The leakage current at this reverse bias pn junction increases at higher radiation
doses because of the increase in number of holes getting trapped in STI oxide. The
breakdown of this p-n junction can cause a high leakage current. This effect was
annealed over a period of time.

The formation of a parasitic BJT is possible between the pwell of protection diodes,
deep nwell and the p+ substrate as shown in figure 3.12a. This hypothesis has
been proven by the following experiment. The hypothetical PNP transistor has its
emitter, base, collector terminals at pwell for protection diode (Vgatepix ), deep nwell
(VDD ) and p-substrate (HV), respectively. Keeping the high voltage constant at 10 V, VDD was varied from 1.8 to 1.2 V. The decrease in collector-base reverse bias
resulted in a steady reduction of the HV leakage current from 24 µA to 22 µA.
At this point, the emitter-base forward bias was increased from 0.6 V to 0.8 V, by
increasing (Vgatepix ). A sudden increase in the HV leakage current (from 20 µA to
100 µA) was observed, implying the conduction of the parasitic PNP transistor. The
formation of parasitic BJT is also possible in the pixel area as shown in figure 3.14.
However, this has not been verified by experiment.
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(a) VDDA leakage current (analog and
digital)

(b) Analog power supply leakage current

Figure 3.10: ATLASpix1 leakage currents after irradiation
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Figure 3.12: Conceptual schematic of a parasitic BJT formation due to STI oxide Si interface traps

Figure 3.13: HV leakage current

3.3.2

Signal to Noise Ratio

The signal generated in a silicon detector depends on the thickness of the depletion
zone and dE/dx of the traversing particle. The noise depends on various
parameters such as the geometry of detector, the biasing scheme, the readout
circuitry etc. During each irradiation step, for an injection voltage of 500 mV, the
output SNR was measured after 45 minutes of annealing. The SNR vs. TID plot
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Figure 3.14: Formation of a parasitic BJT in the pixels due to induced extension of
deep nwell because of trapping of holes at STI oxide - Si interface
in figure 3.15b shows an initial degradation of the SNR up to 5 MRad, which is
believed to have improved due to annealing. Further degradation is observed at
higher doses. The intensity of the X-ray beam has a non-uniform distribution. A
degradation of SNR is observed from the bottom to top rows in figure 3.15b. The
exact reason for this is open to further investigation.

3.3.3

Threshold Tuning

Threshold tuning was performed after 100 MRad TID and 8 hours of annealing.
The tuning circuit is based on a current-mode DAC called Tune-DAC or TDAC as
shown in figure 3.16. TDAC current adds offset to the first stage of the comparator.
The NMOS transitors M1 and M2 suffers from radiation damage and starts leaking.
This causes the current to flow in the direction indicated by dotted red arrows
in the figure. It causes a negative shift in the threshold of the comparator, that
caused the missing of hit data. To mitigate this, VnDAC was increased resulting
in the restoration of the current path shown by solid green line in figure 3.16. It
was observed that increasing VnDAC results in better threshold tuning. The above
mentioned observation remained consistent after prolonged annealing period. A
few more anomalies were observed in tune DAC (TDAC) behavior, most of which
were not persistent after annealing. In ATLASpix2, the DAC was implemented
using PMOS transistors which are more tolerant to radiation.
The same tuning procedure as explained in section 3.2.2 was repeated after
irradiation. The threshold dispersion was reduced by a factor of two after tuning as
shown in figure 3.17. The mean threshold was 2096 e− with a standard deviation of
95 e− . The mean value of noise distribution over the entire pixel matrix after tuning
was 82 e− . Due to the increase in noise after irradiation, the global threshold (VthG )
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(a) Signal and noise plot for pixel (0,0)

(b) Signal to noise ratio for different pixels in column
0

Figure 3.15: Signal to noise ratio measurements

was set to 1.4 V and the baseline voltage (VBL ) was set to 0.9 V before performing
the threshold scan.
The threshold and noise values post tuning is plotted over the entire matrix (320
× 56) in figure 3.18. 16 noisy pixels were masked in order to aquire the readout
data. 16 pixels did not respond to injection pulses. Therefore, a total of 32 points
are missing (marked as yellow). The threshold and noise map show an almost
uniform distribution across the matrix.
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Figure 3.16: Analog front end: Pixel electronics including TDAC

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17: ATLASpix1: Threshold tuning results after 100 MRad TID

3.3.4

Power consumption

The analog current consumption of the matrix includes VSSA and VDDA current.
VSSA current was measured to be about 95 mA and VDDA current was measured
to be about 57 mA after 100 MRad figure 3.10. Total power consumption of the
pixel matrix is calculated as 216.6 mW which is equivalent to 316.67 mW/cm2† .
To measure the leakage power consumption of the digital blocks (CAB Buffer
and RCU), the analog blocks were comparator was turned OFF by setting VNPix,
VNComppix, Vminus to zero. VPRamp, the bias for digital comparator in CAB
†

Area of ATLASpix M2 from figure 2.8 is calculated as ((1.6 cm + 1.3 cm) + 0.36 cm) = 0.684 cm2
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X-ray irradiation tests

(a) Threshold map

(b) Noise map

Figure 3.18: ATLASpix1: Threshold and Noise map at 100 MRad. The masked
pixels are marked in yellow color.

buffer was set to 20 mV. The digital leakage current (after 100 MRad) was measured
to be 5 mA, which leads to a static power consumption of 9 mW. This is about 4%
of the total power.
Before irradiation, VSSA current was measured to be 120 mA and VDDA current
was 31 mA. This gives a total power consumption of 199.8 mW which is equivalent
to 292 mW/cm2 . Thus, the total power consumption has increased by 8.5% after
irradiation. Given the fact that ATLASpix M2 has small pixels (50 µm × 60 µm),
the power consumption can be reduced by increasing the pixel size for successive
generations.
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Summary

Various measurements were carried out on ATLASpix1 M2 in order to evaluate the
functionality of its design blocks. It was shown that the serial data link works at
the required rate (1.28 Gbps) for ATLAS ITk layer 4. The readout is fully functional
after a total ionization dose of 100 MRad. Threshold tuning was successfully
conducted before and after irradiation, ensuring the functionality of the pixel
memory and Tune-DAC. Some anomalies in the DAC behavior were observed
immediately after irradiation, which disappeared over annealing. The leakage
current and SNR measurements follow an expected trend after irradiation. It may
be advisable to use radiation-tolerant digital IC design in the future, although the
readout circuitry is located at the chip periphery, far off from the active area. It
was observed during time-walk measurements that the pixels at the bottom row
(closer to the digital periphery) had less clock skew (in terms of time stamp) when
compared to the pixel at the top row. The measured skew (≈ 45 ns) was greater
than 25 ns bunch crossing time. Since it can cause an error in the hit data, it is
recommended to be fixed in the next generations of ATLASpix.
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Chapter 4

ATLASpix2 : A multi project wafer
run in AMS/TSI 180nm
4.1

Introduction

ATLASpix1 M2 featured a readout scheme with parallel hit transfer from pixels
to hit buffers (PPtB) and Content Addressable Buffer readout (CAB). ATLASpix2
is a test chip (3.7 mm x 4.2 mm) in a multi-project wafer (MPW) run in AMS
180 nm process. It is optimized for better time resolution and faster readout than its
predecessor, ATLASpix1 M2. Three novel design concepts, namely, programmable
sorted readout, hit neighbor logic and smart pixel grouping are introduced. The
readout control unit features a 8b/10b standard Aurora encoder, task scheduler
and a serializer. A hit word is 32 bit long and was transmitted at a rate of
1.6 Gbps in ATLASpix1. The specification was later changed to 1.28 Gbps to ensure
compatibility with RD53A readout chip. The design of the readout control unit
(RCU) and its scheduling operation will be explained in this chapter.
ATLASpix2 architecture is similar to that of ATLASpix1 M2, except that it has a
different pixel grouping scheme. The number of pixels in a super-pixel group is
fixed to be 12 instead of 16. The new pixel grouping scheme intends to have a
dedicated bit for each pixel in the hit pattern. This avoids the possibility of ghost
hits due to projection addressing used by ATLASpix1 M2. ATLASpix2 employs
a similar triggered readout scheme as ATLASpix1 M2, using content-addressable
buffers. The trigger buffer contains additional memory for ToT storage. It also
includes a hit neighbor logic to ensure time-walk correction in case of clustered
hits between different pixel groups.
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BIAS DAC

Row config

3.7 mm

Pixel matrix
(24 x 36)

Column config

CAB Buffer block (24 x 4)

EoC

RCU

Analog periphery
4.2 mm

Figure 4.1: ATLASpix2 top level layout

4.2
4.2.1

Architecture of ATLASpix2
Pixel grouping and hit neighbor logic

12 pixels form a super pixel which is mapped to four CAB buffers. The tiling of
different pixel groups are shown in the figure. Each buffer group contains four CAB
buffers. For example, all pixels that belongs to super pixel A1 are mapped to buffer
group A1 as shown in figure 4.2. When we adopt an architecture that involves
pixel grouping, the Time-over-Threshold (ToT) implementation can be challenging
because we can store only a limited number of ToTs per pixel group due to memory
constraints. In ATLASpix2, a 6-bit ToT per hit pattern is stored, which means that
each buffer can store 6-bit ToT and 10-bit timestamp.
Let us assume the scenario where there is a clustered hit between two neighboring
pixel groups A1 and B1, as shown in figure 4.2. If B1 has a larger share of
charge than A1, without hit neighbor logic, the buffer group A1 records the
time stamp corresponding to A1 pixel, and B1 buffer group records the time
stamp corresponding to B1 pixel. If the time-walk effect is greater than 25 ns
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Figure 4.2: Smart pixel grouping in ATLASpix2 with hit neighbor logic
(bunch crossing period), this can be mistaken as two separate hits. Hit neighbor
logic in ATLASpix2 ensures that, when there is a cluster, the Time Stamp (TS)
corresponding to the pixel that has major charge share is recorded, in this case,
TS B1. This helps to mitigate the effect of time-walk. The interleaved pixel
grouping ensures two ToTs per cluster (ToT (A1) and ToT (B1)) for enhanced spatial
resolution. On the other hand, two sets of hit data are stored for a single cluster,
which can lead to increased hit buffer memory usage.

4.2.2

CAB buffer

In ATLASpix2, there is a 1-1 mapping between the pixels in a super pixel and
address RAM (12-bits)* When a pixel is fired, a 12-bit hit pattern is transferred to
the periphery via routing lines. A hit receiver generates a ’HitOR’ signal which
* unlike in ATLASpix1 where 16 pixels were mapped to a super pixel of 8-bit address. This
address compression is disabled in ATLASpix2. However, the pixels in a super pixel share four
CAB buffers as in ATLASpix1.
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is a bitwise OR function of the hit pattern. In the case of a pile up (hits shortly
after each other), the asynchronous hit signal would stay high long enough, not
able to distinguish the hits from one another. Hence, it is advisable to perform
edge detection of the individual lines in the hit bus before generation of HitOR
signal. This may require 12 hit receivers corresponding to each line, which is area
expensive. For layout reasons, The area of a CAB block must scale to the pixel area† .
Therefore, it was not implemented in ATLASpix. The HitOR signal is synchronized
with a 40 MHz bunch crossing clock. The basic operation of a CAB is explained in
section 2.3.2. The CAB buffer used in ATLASpix1 was re-designed to include novel
features such as hit-neighbor logic, ToT storage and sorted readout. The content
addressable memory (CAM) cells include a new comparator (Comp2 in figure 4.3)
to compare the stored time stamp with level-1 trigger time stamp. The level-1 time
stamp is stored in a trigger FIFO. The trigger FIFO is a part of the readout control
unit. The second comparator is disabled with a control signal named ”load2”.
Load2 signal is enabled during a full readout, where the hit data is read out in
an unsorted manner. When there is an entry in the trigger FIFO, the readout state
machine sends the L1 Trigger Timestamp (L1TS) to CAB. At first, the stored TS is
compared with the delayed TS with delay equal to on-chip latency. If there is a
trigger signal, the hit is latched for readout. The next step is to check if sorting is
enabled. In the case of a sorted readout, the stored TS is compared with the L1
trigger TS. If there is a match, an internal signal is generated to fetch the data from
memory, once there is a read signal‡ received from RCU.
The CAB block has a buffer depth of four with storage and logic area. A layout cell
shown in figure 4.4 consists of the following
1. 12 hit receivers (Analog) that level shifts the hit signal to CMOS. It has a
built-in hitOR generator that performs the OR function, edge detection and
synchronization with bunch crossing clock
2. Hit neighbor logic to mitigate the effect of time-walk in case of clustered hits
among neighboring pixel groups
3. Four CAB buffers with memory cells, triggered readout and sorting logic
The hit receiver block is common to all four CAB buffers. The layout of CAB is
made full-custom to achieve better area efficiency. The comparator and Time stamp
RAM are integrated into a single cell in layout (CAM). ROM array (6-bit) is used
to store the group address. An 18-bit SRAM array stores the local address and ToT
(6-bit). The area of CAB logic is the same between ATLASpix1 M2 and ATLASpix2.
†

The pixels in ATLASpix2 are 128 × 50 µm2
the ”read” signal here is a buffered ”load column (LdCol)” signal from scheduler FSM figure 4.8
and the ”load” signal is a buffered ”load pixel (Ldpix)” signal in figure 4.8
‡
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Figure 4.3: ATLASpix2 CAB buffer logic diagram
Pixel address storage in ATLASpix2 required four additional RAM cells. The
ToT implementation requires an extra 6-bit storage space per CAB. The maximum
height of CAB block is 50 µm which corresponds to the height of a single pixel.
The only possibility to include the RAM cells and additional logic to the existing
layout was by increasing its width. 10 extra RAM cells would cause 12.62§ microns
increase in width. An additional 6 microns is accounted for routing overhead.
Hence, ATLASpix2 buffer area increased by 16.36% compared to ATLASpix1 M2,
due to added storage space. The pixel width was scaled accordingly¶ .

4.2.3

The Readout Control Unit (RCU)

The major blocks of readout control unit are the clock tree generator, scheduler
FSM, time stamp generator, encoder, synchronizer and the serializer logic. The
blocks are explained in detail in the following sections. The top level representation
is shown in figure 4.5 along with the clock distribution over different stages.
§

The width of a single RAM cell is 2.62 microns. 10 additional RAM are required when compared
to ATLASpix1 (4 extra address bits and 6 ToT bits). This results in an increase in the width of a buffer
cell by 2.62 × 10 = 12.62 microns
¶
ATLASpix2 pixel dimensions (x × y) are 128 µm × 60 µm where as ATLASpix1 has smaller
pixels 60 µm × 50 µm

Hit neighbour
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Receiver 4 x

50 µm
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Figure 4.4: CAB buffer layout of ATLASpix2
The last stage of serialization is done using an analog serializer located at the
chip periphery. The design of the analog serializer is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
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Time Stamp generator
The time stamp generator generates three time stamps, namely, TS[9:0], TSDel[9:0],
TS2[5:0]. TSDel is a delayed version of TS by an on-chip latency which is
programmable. TS of 25 ns length is transmitted to the hit buffers. When there is a
hit, the hit data which consists of the pixel address, row address, column address,
ToT and the TS is stored in the Content Addressable Buffer (CAB) memory. If there
is a match between the stored and delayed TS in a buffer and the trigger signal is
received, the data is selected for readout. TS2 has a length of 12.5 ns and is used for
ToT storage. The time stamps are generated using binary counters and later gray
coded to facilitate error correction.

Trigger FIFO
The trigger Time Stamp (TS) is stored in a FIFO called the ”trigger table”
(figure 4.6). The required depth of the trigger table is estimated to be 32 for
ATLASpix2. The purpose of having a trigger table is to store the trigger data and
readout the hits in chronological order. When a trigger signal arrives, the trigger
data is stored in the trigger table. The trigger data may include the TS and the
trigger ID that is received together with trigger command. In ATLASpix2, only the
trigger TS is stored in the trigger table and command decoder is not integrated into
RCU.
Trigger TS 31
Trigger TS 30

Trigger TS 1
Trigger TS 0
9..0

Figure 4.6: Trigger FIFO with a maximum storage of 32 Level-1 trigger time stamps

Figure 4.7 shows the simulation of read and write operations on the trigger FIFO
with partial sorting (4.2.3) disabled. The write signal to the FIFO is derived from a
synchronized trigger signal with the falling edge of the 40 MHz clock. TSDel signal
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Figure 4.7: Trigger table read and write
acts as the trigger time stamp. For simulation purpose, it is programmed to be 10
TS which translates to a latency of 0.25 µs where each TS is 25 ns.

Task scheduler: The readout state machine
The scheduler FSM (figure 4.8) sends control signals to the matrix to load the hit
data into the data bus which is eventually readout. This is done in different stages.
The readout state machine is activated when there is an entry in the trigger table
or there is an external “Force Read” signal. The Trigger TS is read from the trigger
table and is transmitted to buffer and which marks all the data that belong to that
particular event to be readout. At the end of each event , it sends out an End of
Event (EoE) word which includes the BCID. PriortyFromDet = 1 implies there are
unread hits in the Buffer. Load2 signal is introduced to enable force reading even
when there are no entries in the FIFO. This should help to prevent data overflow in
the buffer memory.
The state machine runs at 160 MHz clock. The data is output every fourth clock
cycle that corresponds to the input frequency of Aurora 8b/10b encoder. The states
where there is a data output is color-coded as green in figure 4.8. The synchronizer
groups the 32-bit data into four 8-bit words which are fed to the encoder. The
encoder output is, in turn grouped into four 10-bit words which is multiplexed
and serialized. This is implemented as a combinatorial logic which is explained in
section 4.2.3 and no multichannel processing is involved. Apart from data words,
the scheduler state machine is also responsible for sending out comma words to the
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ForceRead || !FIFOEmpty
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(!PriorityFromDet) / Dout = EoE Word
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(PriorityFromDet= 1) & (MaxCyc < MaxCycEnd)

(! PriorityFromDet)

Figure 4.8: ATLASpix2 readout state machine

Aurora encoder which determines the state of the Aurora state machine, that sends
comma words from time to time. When a data word is sent, the ”data valid” signal
is set to 1 which is otherwise set to zero. The data valid signal from the scheduler
state machine is used ”K control” signal for the encoder (section 4.2.3).
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Output Data Pattern

The data output from the readout FSM is 32-bit wide and can contain hit words,
End of Event (EoE) words or debug words depending on the state of the scheduler.
A ”data valid” signal is set high when data words are transmitted. When the valid
signal is zero, the Aurora encoder sends different comma words depending on
the state of the Aurora FSM 4.2.3. The EoE word can be made compatible with
the RD53A [39] data output scheme although ATLASpix2 is still an intermediate
step towards the final design. ATLASpix2 has two readout modes based on the
sorting of hits. In fully sorted readout mode, the hit data output follows the format
captioned ”hit word (a)” in 4.9. In partially sorted mode, three least significant bits
of trigger time stamps are masked, hence it is important to transmit the 4 LSBs of
the time stamp read out from the matrix as shown in the caption ”hit word (b)” in
4.9. Partial sorting is enabled by default. The ToT information is contained in 6-bits
which is referred to as TS2 during time stamp generation explained in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.9: ATLASpix2 output data format
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validation frame
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debug data frame

Figure 4.10: ATLASpix2 output data simulations

Sorting of hits
In ATLASpix2, the hits are read out in chronological order of events. The readout
modes are configurable. In case of full readout, sorting logic can be disabled. In
such cases, 10-bit time stamp data is transmitted along with the hit data. When
sorting is enabled, only 4 LSB bits of stored time stamps are transmitted. The time
stamp can be recovered from the L1TS data sent along with end of event word.
There are two modes of sorting namely, full sorting and partial sorting|| . The hit
data is sorted according to the chronology of events. In case of partial sorting, 3 LSB
bits of trigger TS are masked while sorting, which means eight trigger time stamps
are treated as one. The concept of partial sorting is shown in figure 4.11. The hit
data corresponding to eight consecutive events are indistinguishable. However,
since the LSB bits of trigger TS are transmitted along with the hit data, the trigger
TS can be recovered once the L1TS is known. Thus, the hit data corresponding
to each event can be distinguished. Partial sorting helps to reduce the number of
entries in the trigger FIFO. The hits can be read out at a faster rate which in turn
reduces the risk of buffer over flow.

||

Full sorting can be enabled by setting the pin ”EnableFullSorting” to high
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Figure 4.11: Partial sorting concept
Clock generation and timing
Digital systems most often require the generation of different clock frequencies
from an input clock. Clock dividers can be implemented using flip flops,
counters and can be combined with combinational logic for generating the required
frequencies and/or duty cycles. The input clock is most often the fastest clock in
the system and is used to generate slower clocks by means of clock dividers. It is
easy to achieve 50% duty cycle when the clock is divided by an integer N, where N
is the multiple of 2. But many a times it is required to have clocks where N is an odd
number or a non integer. There are different design techniques that can be used to
obtain 50% duty cycle in such cases as articulated in [6]. Johnson Ring Counters can
also be used to divide the frequency of the clock signal by varying their feedback
connections. A commonly available standard 5-stage Johnson counter such as
CD4017 is used as a synchronous decade counter or divider circuit. A Johnson
Ring Counter or ”Twisted Ring Counter”, is a shift register with feedback. The
inverted output of the last flip-flop is connected to the input of the first flip-flop.
The main advantage of this type of ring counter is that it only needs half the number
of flip-flops compared to the standard ring counter. An N-stage Johnson counter
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will give a sequence of 2 × n different states and can therefore be considered as a
mod-2n counter. On each successive clock pulse, the counter circulates the same
data bit between the flip-flops over and over again around the ring. But in order to
cycle the data correctly around the counter we must first ”load” the counter with a
suitable data pattern. The circuit and truth table of a Johnson counter is shown in
figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Johnson Ring counter

In ATLASpix2 we use Johnson counters with a certain preset condition to derive
clocks. To achieve this, the PRESET of the flip flops are connected to the negative
output of the last flip-flop. Clocks of frequencies 160 MHz¶ and 200 MHz § are
generated using mod5† and mod4* Johnson counters, respectively. The counters
are implemented as shown in figure 4.13. The fastcnt5 begins at state of all 1’s. The
negative output of fastcnt5 [0] is fed back to the input of fastcnt5 [3] to allow the
propagation of zeros. When the last flip flop toggles after four clock cycles, the
PRESET signal sets the output of all the flip flops back to logic-1. Hence we operate
this counter with a modulus of 5. Fastcnt4 works in the same way as Fastcnt5 with a
modulus of 4. There is a slight difference in implementation of PRESET as shown in
figure 4.13. The 160 MHz clock has 40% duty cycle since it is obtained by dividing
800 MHz clock by 5 which is an odd number. The phases of different clocks are
¶

this clock is referred to as clk 4n in the RTL code and in ATLASpix1 M2 design document
this clock is referred to as clk 3n2 in the RTL code and in ATLASpix1 M2 design document
†
this counter is referred as Fastcnt5 in the RTL code and in this document
* this counter is referred to as Fastcnt4 in the RTL code and in this document
§
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shown in the simulation result in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.13: Fast counter implementation
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Figure 4.14: Fast counter truth table

Figure 4.16 shows how various clocks are distributed in ATLASpix2 RCU. The clock
tree is generated from the input clock‡ of frequency 800 MHz. 400 MHz clock||
‡
||

this clock is referred as clkIn 800p in the RTL code and in ATLASpix1 M2 design document
this clock is referred as clk 1n6 in the RTL code and in ATLASpix1 M2 design document
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clk_800p
clk_1n6
clk_3n2
clk_4n

Figure 4.15: Clock phases

is generated from 200 MHz using a frequency multiplication technique shown
in figure 4.17. The logic can be reduced to using a delayed logic and an XNOR
gate. This technique was patented in 1997 [74]. In ATLASpix2, the frequency
multiplication is realized in RTL using NAND gates although the CAD algorithms
provide an automatic synthesis of nearly minimal NAND gate logic networks.

Figure 4.16: Clock tree distribution in ATLASpix2 RCU
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Figure 4.17: Generation of clk 400 MHz
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Figure 4.18: Generation of periodic reset for slow counter

There are two slow counters in ATLASpix2 RCU namely, ”cnt4” that runs at 160
MHz and ”cnt5” that runs at 200 MHz. The role of these counters in synchronizing
the data transfer is explained in section 4.2.3. The clock generation block is
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responsible for generating a signal known as ”syncres” which resets the slow
counter, ”cnt4” to state 2’d1. The generation of this synchronous reset signal
is shown in figure 4.18. The waveforms of this logic are shown in simulation
(figure 4.19). The phases of mod5 fast counter and mod4 fast counter align
automatically every 20 clock cycles. This is used to generate the syncres signal
periodically. Figure 4.19 shows a timing diagram of the slow counters and how they
are reset. Cnt4 is responsible for reseting cnt5 and ensures synchronous operation
every four clock cycles of 160 MHz clock.

clk_800MHz
fastcnt4[2]
fastcnt5[3]
clk_400MHz
clk_160MHz
clk_3n2

resregor1
resregor2
syncres

Cnt4

3

Cnt5

4

0

2

1

0

1

2

0

3

3

4

0

Figure 4.19: Timing diagram for periodic reset generation of slow counters

Serializer

A serializer is used to combine ”N” data streams at a bit rate of ”R” to a single
data stream of bit rate ”N × R”. Figure 4.20 shows a possible implementation of
serializing two data streams into one. The data changes at the falling edge of the
clock. A multiplexer is used to transmit the even and odd data channels at the
falling and rising edges of the clock, respectively, thereby achieving twice the input
bit rate at the output.
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Figure 4.20: Basic MUX based serializer

One of the major issues with this implementation is the possibility of glitch in the
output data stream towards the falling edge of the clock because of clock skew, rise
and fall times of the clock and synchronization issues with the input data stream.
Hence timing needs to be strictly constrained. The effect of clock skew is shown in
figure 4.21. Here, the clock has a skew of one-fourth of its time period with respect
to the falling edge. The resulting data output is not only non-periodic but also has
a glitch. If the output data width is not equal to T/2 , we either tend to lose bits or
the number of bits transmitted will be more than the input sequence, without valid
extra bits. This results in incorrect data transfer. To make this design more robust,
let us consider the idea of sychronizing the input data using flip flops as shown
in figure 4.22. The even data stream is registered at the positive edge of the clock
and the odd data stream is registered at the negative edge of the clock. The clock
to output delay of the flip flops (Tcq ) ensures that the even and odd data streams
are stable before their respective selection phase of the clock during multiplexing
operation, as shown in figure 4.23. In order to serialize multiple data streams we
need to scale up this implementation. We can add multiple stages of multiplexing
that include clocks operating at different frequencies. For 4 channel input we must
use two MUX stages as shown in figure 4.24. The incoming data must be preceded
by a synchronous design stage such as a state machine. The highest frequency
clock is obtained from Clock Data Recovery (CDR) which is divided to generate
the lower frequencies. MUX tree can be used to serialize N number of data streams
where N is a multiple of 2.
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Figure 4.21: Issues with clock skew
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Figure 4.23: Timing after input sychronization

Now let us have a look at how this logic is implemented in ATLASpix2. The
encoder output is 10-bit data. Four sets of 10-bit data output from the encoder
are channeled to five 8-bit data sets. The serializer tree shown in figure 4.25 can
serialize 8-bit data set at 200 MHz clock rate. It has two output bits. The final stage
of serialization is done by an analog serializer [98]. The 800 MHz input clock is
used to generate the rest of the clocks for the serializer tree as explained in 4.2.3

200 MHz

200 MHz

400 MHz

8 bit register

MUX

MUX

MUX

MUX

2 bits

2 bits

2 bits

2 bits

400 MHz

800 MHz

MUX

MUX

1 bit

1 bit

dout [0]

dout [1]

Figure 4.25: ATLASpix2 serializer tree
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We need some kind of synchronizing logic in between the Aurora 8b/10b encoder
4.2.3 and the serializing tree in order to ensure that the data is serialized without
loss. This is explained in 4.2.3

8b/10b Aurora encoder
The Aurora Protocol is a link layer communications protocol for use on pointto-point serial links. Developed by Xilinx, it is intended for use in highspeed (gigabits/second and more) connections internally in a computer or in an
embedded system. It uses either 8b/10b encoding (implemented in ATLASpix2) or
64b/66b encoding (implemented in ATLASpix3). The encoder receives the ”data
word” and ”k control” from the scheduler FSM described in section 4.2.3. The
purpose of comma words at regular intervals is to enable synchronous reception of
the incoming bitstream. In ATLASpix2, the Aurora encoder takes in 8-bit data and
the corresponding K-control, every fourth clock cycle of the state machine which is
equivalent to 40 MHz since the state machine runs at 160 MHz. Comma words are
set to ”1111” during the transmission of ”BCBCBCBC” words and ”0000” during
the transmission of data and debug words. The 8-bit data is encoded to 10-bit.
The Aurora output depends on the state of the Aurora FSM. For details on Aurora
state machines, please refer to [53]. Clock compensation is disabled in the current
implementation since the receiver and transmitter use the same clock frequencies.

RO Scheduler
dataout[31:0]

Commaout[3:0]

Synchronizer
datain[7:0]

Kcontrol

Aurora 8b/10b
encoder
encout[9:0]

Data packaging
Din[7:0]

Seializer
Do[1:0]

Figure 4.26: Implementation of Cadence Aurora 8b/10b in ATLASpix2
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cntrl in

cntrl out
dout [8:0]

even_ind
val

{0, din [7:0] }

Figure 4.27: Aurora 8b/10b block-level representation. The state diagrams of the
control FSMs can be found in Xilinx documentation of standard 8b/10b Aurora
protocol [53]

Data packaging unit and synchronizer
Let us remember the top level RCU architecture in figure 4.5. It is clear that we
need a synchronizing logic between the state machine, Aurora 8b/10b encoder and
the serializer. This is one of the more interesting part of this design. The readout
state machine generates 32-bit data output that needs to be encoded. The 32-bit
packet is divided into four 8-bit packets since the encoder can process only 8-bits at
a time. A demultiplexing logic (figure 4.28) allows the distribution of the 32-bit long
data packet to chunks of 8-bits which are fed into the input register of the Aurora
encoder at different times. The timing is synchronized using a counter† operating
at 160 MHz clock. The states of this counter play a crucial role in synchronizing
the 8-bit data sets written into the input register of the encoder (ToAurora) and
the 10-bit data sets which are read out from the output register of the encoder
(FromAurora). The state machine and the Aurora encoder runs at the same clock
rate (160 MHz). Since the state machine outputs 32-bit data every fourth clock cycle
which is equivalent to 40 MHz, an encoding operation needs to take place for 8-bits
at a rate of 160 MHz. This means that if we start a counter at 160 MHz, at every
stage of the counter, we send and receive one set of data to and from the encoder.
†

We refer to this counter as ”cnt4” in this document as well as in the RTL code of ATLASpix2.
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Figure 4.28: ATLASpix2 data synchronizer logic

It is important to register all the incoming data words without the risk of being
overwritten by the subsequent data sets. For this purpose, we use a register* which
can contain 40-bits which is equivalent to four sets of encoded data or one 32bit data frame from the readout state machine. A DEMUX logic based on cnt4
is used to ensure synchronization. TenToEight register follows the ring buffer
concept shown in figure 4.29a. Reading and writing operations of this buffer are
synchronized using cnt5 and cnt4, respectively (figure 4.29b). The counters, cnt5
* The

register is called ”TenToEight” in this document as well as in the RTL code of ATLASpix2.
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and cnt4 runs at 200 MHz and 160MHz respectively and are synchronized at the
initial state.
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Figure 4.29: Cyclic registers for data synchronization

4.3

Summary

ATLASpix2 aims to prototype the new CAB buffer with hit neighbor logic, ToT
implementation and partial sorting. The readout control unit features an 8b/10b
Aurora encoder. Various aspects of RCU design such as time stamp generation,
clocking, trigger table, serializer design, data packaging and synchronization were
discussed in this chapter. These blocks were reused in ATLASpix3 with some
modifications.
Both ATLASpix1 and ATLASpix2 were fabricated in AMS ah18 process.
ATLASpix2 tape-in was followed by a change of foundry. The AMS AG foundry
recommended TSI Semiconductors to its academic customers. Hence, ATLASpix2
design was re-submitted in TSI process. Both TSI and AMS 180 nm processes
were compatible with h18 process (derived from former IBM CM7RF process).
ATLASpix2 characterization was undertaken by HVCMOS collaboration. [120]
prove a nearly 100% correlation for the sensor diode characteristics between AMS
and TSI processes. TSI offered high-resistive substrate for engineering runs at a
lower cost. The TSI 180 nm process has seven routing layers which became an
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added advantage during ATLASpix3 design. The extra routing layer was used to
equalize the routing delays between different pixels to periphery. The timing skew
observed in ATLASpix1 is expected to be resolved in ATLASpix3 with innovative
routing techniques.
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Chapter 5

ATLASpix3: A reticle-size chip for
HVCMOS quad-module
construction for ATLAS ITk
5.1

Introduction

ATLASpix3 is a 2 cm × 2 cm HVCMOS chip with all desired features needed for
the construction of CMOS quad module for ATLAS ITk. It is termed as the
”CMOS demonstrator chip” for ATLAS ITk. ATLASpix3 adopts a triggered column
drain readout architecture. The novel features of ATLASpix3 design include event
sorting according to trigger ID, command decoder with clock data recovery and
Aurora 64/66b data encoder. The command decoder and readout data format
follow the same protocol as the hybrid readout chip, RD53a, to ensure compatibility
with the ITk inner layers. The CAB buffer from ATLASpix1 M2 and the hit buffer
from ATLASpix1 Simple are re-used in ATLASpix3 with some added features. This
chapter will describe the overall architecture of ATLASpix3 with emphasis on its
novel features.

5.2

Architecture of ATLASpix3

ATLASpix3 is reticle-size (2×2 cm2 ) chip suitable for HVCMOS quad module
construction. The readout periphery located at the chip bottom, occupies 10% of
the total area. The inactive area of the periphery is within the acceptable range
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matrix size 132 x 372
pixel size 150 x 50 µm2

ATLASpix3 layout

SEU tolerant configuration registers
hit buffers (75 x 4.2 µm2)
in double column
EoC (untriggered readout)
Content Addressable Buffers (CAB)
(75 x 15 µm2) in double column

1.8 cm

EoC (triggered readout)
RCU main

RCU aux
serial data link
1.6 Gbps

0.2 cm
2 cm

serial data link
untriggered readout
triggered readout

1.28 Gbps

Figure 5.1: ATLASpix3 top-layout showing triggered and trigerless readout data
paths
for ATLAS. ATLASpix3 supports triggered readout. As a test feature, triggerless
readout is also implemented. Figure 5.1 shows the overall chip architecture with
its layout.
ATLASpix3 has the following major blocks: the pixel matrix and the periphery. The
matrix is composed of 132 columns. Every column has 372 pixels, and a digital front
end that contains hit buffers (one per pixel), 2 × 40 Content Addressable Buffers
(CAB) and data multiplexers called End of Columns (EoCs). The pixel size is
50 µm × 150 µm (height × width). There is a long array of routing lines connecting
the pixel matrix to the periphery. Special care has been taken to equalize the load
capacitances of these lines irrespective of the position of the pixels. The readout
scheme of ATLASpix3 is ”Triggered Column Drain” (FE-I3 like). This scheme can
be looked upon as the combination of column drain readout in ATLASpix1 Simple
and the triggered readout in ATLASpix1 M2.
The chip periphery contains main RCU (for triggered readout), auxiliary RCU
(for untriggered readout), Clock Data Recovery (CDR) block (customized digital
part), configuration shift registers, bias block with the DAC shift register, voltage
DAC block with the VDAC shift register, voltage and power regulators for serial
powering, and I/O pads.
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The buffers, digital and analog chip bottom occupy a 10× smaller area than the
active area of the pixel matrix. The readout periphery is placed on the bottom
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to avoid digital cross-talk. A pixel contains a sensor diode, Charge Sensitive
Amplifier (CSA), comparator, threshold tune DAC, 4 bit RAM, and an output
driver. The output of the pixels are transmitted to the hit buffers via long routing
lines. When a pixel fires, the corresponding hit buffer stores the global time stamp
(TS) from the Readout Control Unit (RCU) and generates a hit word. The hit
data contains row address (9 bit), column address (8 bit), leading edge time stamp
(10 bit) and time over threshold (7 bit). The time stamps are stored in the dynamic
RAM of hit buffers. The data path from here onwards depends on the activated
readout scheme. In case of triggered readout, hit data is transfered to the Content
Addressable Buffers (CAB) where hits are filtered based on a trigger signal. The
architecture of CAB is explained in Chapter 2. In case of triggerless readout, hit data
is transferred from the hit buffers to the EoC for untriggered readout. ATLASpix3
has two Readout Control Units (RCUs): The main RCU for triggered readout and
the auxiliary RCU for triggerless readout. The main RCU includes a command
decoder with clock data recovery, Aurora 64b/66b encoder and serial data link
at 1.28 Gbps. The auxiliary RCU is adapted from ATLASpix1 which supports
triggerless readout.

5.3.1

The Readout Control Unit (RCU)

The readout periphery contains synthesized digital logic called Readout Control
Unit (RCU). RCU communicates with the digital front end as shown in figure 5.3.
RCU has the following blocks: readout controller, clock generator, command
decoder, 64b/66b Aurora encoder, data packaging unit and serializer.

Readout controller
Readout controller has two state machines: a pixel state machine that transfers the
hit words from hit buffers to CAB buffers and a readout scheduler state machine
that is responsible for reading out the triggered hits from CAB buffers. It also
contains a FIFO where the L1 trigger entries (TS and ID) are stored. The triggered
hits are sent out sorted by L1 event TS using 32 bit words. These hit words are
divided into data words and control words. The former contains pixel information,
the latter contains some debug information and the L1 TS. The hits words are 64bit long and are sorted in the order of events. The readout scheduler sends 64-bit
frames to the data packaging unit as shown in figure 5.4a. The 64-bit word contains
two 32-bit data words which are packaged onto a register along with a valid bit.
The register always contains an even number of data words. There are different
data words as shown in figure 5.4b. Every triggered event is read out with the
BoD word, followed by one or many hit words, until the EoC registers are empty.
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RO Scheduler
dataout[63:0]

DataBytes[3:0]

Aurora FIFO
datain[63:0]

DataBytes[3:0]

Aurora 64b/66b
encoder
encout[66:0]

Data synchronizer
Din[7:0]

Seializer
Do[1:0]

Figure 5.2: ATLASpix3: Readout control unit
The new set of data is loaded to EoC buffers After that, the next column is loaded,
which causes sending of another BoD sequence or in case of no more hits, an EoE
word. If the total number of data words is odd, a space word is attached. An empty
event contains an EoE word and a spacing word. The right half of the register is
filled first which will be the LSB of Aurora FIFO content. As mentioned, to every
64-bit data word, half a byte that indicate the size of the word is attached called
DataBytes. The DataBytes can take a different value depending upon the number
of data words. It is set to ”4’h8” if the number of data words are even and ”4’h7”
if it is odd. If the DataBytes is ”4’h7”, a space word is attached to the data word
before sending it to Aurora FIFO.

Aurora 64b/66b encoder
Aurora FIFO stores the 64-bit package along with the 4-bit DataByte. The value of
Databyte indicates a ”full data” or a ”half data with space word”. This is used by
Aurora multiplexer to decide between encoding a full data (64-bit) and including a
separation block (8-bit) along with the data (56-bit). The multiplexer works based
on a pre-defined priority, as listed in table 5.1 . The priority multiplexer adds two
header bits which is ”01” during a full data transmission and ”10” during all other
cases, including the transmission of idle frames. The 64-bit data is scrambled and
transmitted along with its header as 66-bits. The header bits are not scrambled as
they are self DC balanced. The 66-bit encoded output are serialized as MSB first.
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Figure 5.3: ATLASpix3 readout periphery. Hit/CAB buffers are laid out in double
column. Data transfer during triggered readout is denoted by arrows
Table 5.1: Aurora MUX priority list in descending order of priority
Priority
0
1
2
3
4

Task
Clock compensation
Not ready
Channel bonding
Native flow control
User flow control

5

User k blocks

6

User data

7

Idle

Data Format

10, UserK[63:0]
10, 56’hFFFFFF, monitor userk[7:0]
01, Data [63:0]
10, IDLE BLOCK, 8’h10, 48’hADA000
10, SEP7 BLOCK, Data [55:0]
2’b10, IDLE BLOCK, 8’h10, 48’hADA

Sending of the control words (from priority 0 to 4) is not implemented. UserK
blocks (priority 5) can be the state of configuration register or a MonitorConfig
register. These words are sent periodically* or whenever there is a ”readback”
command. The UserK words take priority over the hit data. When no data or
UserK words are sent, an idle word is sent out (priority 7).
*A

periodic state machine handles this operation. Its period can be programmed
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Figure 5.4: ATLASpix3: 5.4a Data packaging unit and 5.4b data output format

Command decoder

The main purpose of Command Decoder (CD) block figure 5.6 is to receive and
process commands. The input of the command decoder is a command bitstream
at 160 Mbps which is used to recover the 160 MHz clock, L1 triggering with
trigger tag, configuration bits and readback. The commands are sent in 8-bit
frames which are encoded in a special encoding pattern as RD53A [39]. Each
command frame contains a command or 5-bit word, which can be chip ID / register
address or data. Unless in broadcast mode, the chip ID should match with the
hard-coded ID (burned in EFuse). If not matched, the command will be ignored.
The command processor generates a 40 MHz bunch crossing clock from the data
stream. This clock can be phase shifted by an external configuration called BX
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Figure 5.5: Aurora 64b/66b implementation in ATLASpix3
phase. A command word is 16-bit long and should be sent in ”LSB first” manner.
A ”SYNC WORD” (16’b1000 0001 0111 1110) must be sent at the beginning of
communication, since it is used by the receiver to align with the bitstream. It is
also sent at regular intervals to ensure the receiver synchronization. The command
words can be of three types: 1) trigger command 2) Read/Write register command
3) SET bit command. Read/Write register command is used to generate data (Sin )
and control signals (Ck1 and Ck2 ) for reading and writing into the configuration
registers. There is 10-bit data associated with the data part of this command. There
is a state machine that works at 10 MHz † that controls the shifting operation. The
shifting of a single bit requires 4 clock cycles.
The SET bit command writes into a triple redundant 10 bit command-register.
These bits are used to load output latches, writing and readback of pixel RAM,
injection by command and to reset time stamp counters. The SET BIT command is
associated with 2 bytes of data and chip ID.

Trigger generator
Figure 5.7 shows how the trigger signal is recovered from command words. The
clock generator block generates a 40 MHz clock and a trigger signal which are in
phase with the command words. The trigger signal can be phase shifted in steps
†

knows as ”interface FSM” in the RTL code. The speed of shifting is made externally configurable
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Figure 5.6: ATLASpix3 Command decoder with clock data recovery

of one-fourth of the bunch crossing frequency to compensate for analog delays.
Alternatively, external triggering is also possible. Auto trigger settings (stored in
configuration register) define the trigger delay and trigger width. BX- and Injection
phase (also stored in configuration register) change the phase of bunch crossing
clock/trigger/trigger tag and injection. Trigger source (stored in configuration
register) defines how the trigger is done: 0 and 3: from trigger command, 1: using
auto trigger generator that is initiated by hit bus and 2: using auto trigger generator
that is initiated by injection.
The trigger command is used for generating a trigger signal and a trigger tag.
The command consists of an encoded trigger pattern (8-bits) and an 8-bit code for
trigger tag. The trigger encoded in a pattern that is adopted from RD53A. Since the
trigger command has 16-bits, its transmission takes 100 ns‡ . This is equivalent to
four bunch crossings. This explains why encoding of 16 possible trigger patterns
are required. 5-bits LSB of trigger tag is decoded from the 8-bits and 2-bits header
is recovered from the trigger pattern (figure 5.7).

‡

The transmission rate is 160 Mbps
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Clock generation and timing

The clock tree generation is similar to that of ATLASpix2 (section 4.2.3), except that
ATLASpix3 uses different frequencies to adapt to the new design specifications.
The clock generator receives a 640 MHz clock and generates a 160 MHz command
clock and a 58.18 MHz § clock, which is used by the Aurora encoder.

§

equal to

640
,
11

generated using a ”divide by 11 counter”
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5.4

Summary

ATLASpix3 is the first reticle size (2 cm × 2 cm) monolithic sensor chip with all
the required features for the construction of CMOS quad modules for the ATLAS
ITk layer 4. It has a configurable readout scheme that supports triggered readout.
A debug readout mode is implemented without trigger. Hit data format and
command protocol are compatible with the RD53A readout IC. The design was
optimized for ATLAS ITk layer 4 using the simulation results from a readout
modeling environment. The testing of ATLASpix3 is an ongoing task during the
articulation of this dissertation. The triggerless readout is proven to be functional.
The clock generation is tested to be working. Test beam studies are being conducted
within the HVCMOS collaboration.
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Chapter 6

Full-chip verification and timing
closure
6.1

Introduction

With the gate-count and system complexity growing exponentially, deep submicron technologies pose many challenges to both the design and verification
domains. Most of the high-performance system-on-chip designs integrate digital
cores with mixed-signal IPs, in order to meet their specifications. Since various
domains are involved, the full-chip verification of a complex system-on-chip is not
a trivial task. Most of the full-chip verification platforms have focused on the gatelevel environment, due to the complexity of the transistor-level setup. However,
the most reliable path to accurate and rapid system verification should be based
on innovations in both tools and mixed-signal methodologies. Designers need
to develop a quality assurance (QA) flow that facilitates the detection of a wide
range of bugs at an early design stage. This chapter aims to provide an overview
of the design verification methodologies used in ATLASpix designs. Apart from
regular mixed-mode simulations, a full chip RTL simulation environment has been
developed for testing the corner cases.
ATLASpix pixel matrix is entirely analog design. The buffers used to store hit
information are made full custom to meet the area constraints. The readout
control unit is digitally synthesized. Since ATLASpix is fabricated in 180 nm,
it follows the traditional ”analog-on-top” integration methodology, contrary to
new generation readout chips such as RD53A ([39]), which follows ”digital-ontop” methodology. ”Digital-on-top” methodology is gaining interest in the CERN
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design community, due to increasing logic density of the pixel readout chips.
Digital-on-top methodology is explored in sub-nm designs (chapter 8). Once block
level functionality is ensured, the full chip timing is verified using mixed-mode as
well as digital simulations. Since the former technique is well known in analog
design community, the latter has been given emphasis in this chapter.

6.2

Mixed-mode simulation

Pixels have been simulated using an analog simulator. Owing to the large size
of the pixel matrix and its interconnect lines, full chip timing closure has always
been a challenge. Hence, a simplified matrix (analog) with RCU (digital) has
been verified through mixed-mode simulations. Resistance and load capacitance
of interconnects can be obtained through RC extraction and simple calculations.
The effect of RC delay of these routing lines that transmit the hit signals from the
pixel driver to the hit buffer is investigated. Simulations done on a simplified RCextracted netlist show a difference of 36 ns between the RC delays of interconnect
lines corresponding to the top most pixel and the bottom most pixel in a column.
In order to minimize this effect, the next generation ATLASpix chips are planned to
be layouted in a way that the length of routing lines from pixel to hit buffer remain
uniform across the matrix. This can be achieved with the help of an additional
routing layer. The simulation of ATLASpix1 M2 took about 12-18 hours using a
simplified matrix. The runtime bottle neck of mixed-mode environment can be
overcome by using full chip digital models for corner-case testing in an early design
phase.

6.3

RTL Design and Verification Environment

An RTL verification environment named ”ATLASpix Verification Environment”
(AVE) figure 6.1, has been developed to simulate the dynamic behavior of
ATLASpix chips. It is intended to drive the complete digital implementation flow
(both front-end and back-end) in a systematic way. A full-chip RTL model emulates
the dynamic behavior of the pixel matrix. The readout control unit is rigorously
tested for several corner case scenarios. ATLASpix2 was the first chip to make
use of this verification methodology although itsmr development started during
ATLASpix1 timeline. ATLASpix1 used a simplified pixel matrix emulator as part
of its RTL test bench. This section is intended to provide an overview of the full
chip verification using RTL model. Since some parts of the chip, such as the buffers
and EoC multiplexers are full custom, their behavioral models had to be generated
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Figure 6.1: ATLASpix digital design and verification environment

6.3.1

Full chip behavioral model

RTL model of ATLASpix1 M2 was used to verify ATLASpix2 since the design is
very similar except for downscaling of the matrix, addition of ToT RAMs and a
new trigger time stamp comparator. The RTL model of ATLASpix1 M2 has been
adapted to these modifications except for the downscaling of the matix size which
is not significant in the RTL simulation environment. Several modifications have
been made to ATLASpix3 RTL model to include the additional features. This model
is used for function verification of the RCU which is the most important control
circuitry. The full chip RTL model includes the following:
1. Gate level model of hit buffer , trigger buffer which includes the hit receiver,
CAB logic, time stamp comparators and time stamp and pixel address RAM
and group address ROM. There are two ways to implement RAM, either
use the macro model provided by foundry or use a standard Verilog model
which is not synthesizable. The latter approach was chosen because of two
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reasons: 1) the full chip Verilog model is only used for simulation 2) the RAM
and ROM used in the CAB buffer were not standard IPs but custom designed.
2. Gate level model of End Of Column (EOC) logic. This includes several latches
and multiplexers.
3. Integration of readout blocks connected to a single EOC
4. Such matrix columns form a block which is eventually connected to the
digital periphery
5. Digital periphery which contains the FIFO, scheduler state machines, data
synchronizer, clock generator, encoder and serializer
All the above blocks are synchronous, which runs using a clock that is 10 times
faster than the clock used in the RCU design. Although the ATLASpix readout
is asynchronous, synchronous models were used for th ease of integrating into
a verification environment. Some modifications have been implemented for
ATLASpix3 to make the model partially asynchronous. The following blocks are
required in order to make this model complete.
1. RTL modeling of the analog circuits such as pixels, PLL, analog serializer.
2. Row and Column configuration registers and pixel memory

6.3.2

RTL Test bench

The RTL test bench includes all the blocks under AVE, except the matrix behavioral
model. It has two clock generators. A fast clock for the full chip RTL model and
a slow clock to emulate the VCO output. Since the pixels are not part of this
environment, binary hit patterns and commands are generated for each corner test
case. In case of a triggered readout, a trigger signal is generated after a predefined
latency. The output control signals from the RCU are connected to the matrix model
and the hit data from the matrix model is fed back to the RCU. A data receiver is
implemented as a sub block in the test bench to receive and decode the serial data
output from the RCU. Owing to the different encoding schemes used in ATLASpix
1, 2 and 3, the receiver implementation is different. As of now, there is no Universal
Verification Methodology (UVM) developed for ATLASpix designs. Figure 6.2
shows a full chip digital simulation where a data packet corresponding to an event
is transmitted. A data set corresponds to an event. In this simulation, three hit
data that belong to two adjacent columns are transmitted. In the first column, two
rows are hit, which is implied by the generation two read column(RdCol) signals
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for the first column and one read column (RdCol) signal for the second column.
The signal, ”KAurora” indicates the presence of a valid data and it toggles during
transmission of each data set .

Figure 6.2: Full chip digital simulation of ATLASpix2

Data receiver
ATLASpix1 and 2 use 8b/10b encoding scheme for high-speed serial data
transmission. The encoder on the transmitter side maps the 8-bit parallel data
input to 10-bit output. This 10-bit output is then shifted out through a high-speed
serializer. The serial data stream will be transmitted through the transmission
media to the receiver. The high-speed deserializer, on the receiver side, converts
the received serial data stream from serial to parallel. The decoder will then remap
the 10-bit data back to the original 8-bit data. Hence the receiver has two major
blocks: 1) deserializer 2) 10b/8b decoder. They are reused in the firmware to receive
and decode data from the chip. Data receivers are different for each ATLASpix
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prototype due to their different encoding schemes. For ATLASpix 1 and 2, the data
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Figure 6.3: ATLASpix1 data receiver includes a deserializer, phase detector logic
and a 10b/8b decoder. The phase of the incoming bit stream is aligned upon the
detection of comma words.
stream is pushed to a 20-bit shift register (deserializer). Each 10-bit data frame is
compared to a RD+ or RD- code [135] that corresponds to the comma word ”BC”
within the control symbol K28.5. It is used to synchronize the incoming data frame.
The beginning of data word is marked by ”1C” followed by ”AA”. The decoder
maps the 10-bit data to 8-bit according to the decoding lookup table. The decoded
data is used to verify the hit information as per the binary hit pattern generated
by the test bench. The design is verified to be functional if all the hit words are
recognized along with the debug and idle words.
ATLAspix3 receiver has been designed to descramble and decode the incoming
data stream that follows Aurora 64b/66b protocol. The overhead* of 64b/66b
encoding is 2-bits (header) for every 64 bits, which is 3.125% of the total number
of bits. This is an 80% improvement on the efficiency of 8b/10b encoding scheme,
which adds 2 overhead bits for each 8-bits. The 66-bit is made by prefixing one of
* The overhead of a coding scheme is defined as the ratio of the number of added coding bits to
the number of raw payload bits.
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two possible 2-bit headers to the 64-bit data or control word. If the header is 01, the
64-bits are data and if the header is 10, the 64-bit hold an 8-bit type field and 56-bits
of control information or it can be 64-bits of data (state of configuration registers).
Any other header indicates an error in the received code. The scrambler uses an
LFSR with a feedback polynomial 1 + x39 + x58 . The same polynomial can be used
for descrambling.
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The receiver has a phase detector that detects the unscrambled header bits, which
are self DC balanced (either 01 or 10). The phase detector performs XOR functions
of these adjacent bits, which are always 1 if the receiver is in phase. The phase
detector has a circular ring counter that counts from 0 to 66 and back. In addition,
there are two other counters called the match counter and the word counter that
counts the numbers of matches and the number of 66-bit words respectively. After
100 cycles, the state of the counters are compared. In case of a wrong phase, match
counter value will be less than that of word counter. The reciever then phaseshift itself by delaying the phase counter and resets the other counters. When the
receiver is in perfect sync, the match counter and the word counter will increment
equally. After 100 such increments, a lock is established and the data from the shift
register is loaded to a parallel register, which holds the decoded 64-bit output.

6.3.3

Simulations using Readout Modeling Environment (ROME)

Digital simulators are not suitable for optimizing the readout architecture; for
example, the number of buffers needed. For this purpose, ReadOut Modelling
Environment (ROME) [109] has been developed by Rudolf Scimassek, at KIT-ADL
to assess and optimize the overall architecture. Its simulation framework was
used to optimize the readout architecture of ATLASpix3 during the design process
to meet the requirements of ATLAS ITk layer 4. ROME simulations shown in
figure 6.6 have been used to optimize the ATLASpix3 readout system. At first, the
readout structure was mapped to ROME syntax (XML). Using ATLAS ITk physics
simulation data in a Monte-Carlo process, the readout architecture was tested.
The ATLASpix3 design was then optimized and the ROME simulations were
repeated. The respective fill states of the buffers were tracked to find the efficiency
bottlenecks in scheduler state machine and FIFO designs. In order to keep the
trigger FIFO from loosing data, the data word size was reduced from 64 bits to
32 bits. To enable this, level-1 time stamp was included in the control word of
ATLASpix3. With regard to the Aurora FIFO fill state, the readout scheduler speed
was doubled as the maximum fill state was far below the feasible size. 32 bit data
words are beneficial compared to 64 bit because two data words can be processed
per Aurora encoder cycle, doubling the output rate. In combination with other
state machine optimizations, the readout efficiency for high occupancies could be
increased well beyond the planned trigger rate of 2 MHz. For the unoptimized
system with 64-bit data words, the particle detection efficiency† drops after 2 MHz
trigger rate whereas it stays high for the optimized system with 32-bit data words
figure 6.6c.
†
The particle detection efficiency denotes the fraction of charge clusters of which, at least one
pixel hit was read out. It is chosen to generate a measure comparable to efficiencies from beam test
measurements.
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Physical design

RTL synthesis was carried out using Cadence Genus Compiler. It is always tricky
to ensure the clock signals are generated in phase for designs that include multiple
clock domains. Manually specified clock constraints were useful in ensuring the
correct generation of clock signals. All synthesizable RTL code was written in
Verilog and System Verilog. One of the most useful features that System Verilog
added to the Verilog standard was the ability to use multi-dimensional arrays as
module ports and a more visible representation of states during FSM coding. All
complex Verilog descriptions were properly handled by the synthesis tool, and
functional verification ensured that post-synthesis netlist was correct. Low power
techniques such as clock gating were not used in ATLASpix designs. This could be
an area of improvement for dynamic power reduction.
Place and route of the RCU was done using Cadence Innovus. The automated place
and route flow was implemented using tcl scripts. The wrapper script served as a
push-button for the entire back end flow after the synthesis. Height and width of
the RCU block is the biggest constraint, since it is the last block to be integrated to
the top-level layout. The power consumption of ATLASpix RCUs falls in the range
of a few milliwatts, with the data link working at 1.28 Gbps, with a timing skew
as low as 100 ps. The post routed netlist was simulated and verified using the full
chip Verilog model and the same testbench, which was used in the RTL simulation.

6.5

Summary

This chapter discusses the design verification methodology used for the ATLASpix
pixel sensor chips. Full-chip digital simulations were instrumental in verifying
RCU functionality and timing before the integration stage. Since the ATLASpix
designs follow analog-on-top approach, it is crucial for the digital blocks to be
free of timing violations after integration. Table 7.1 shows that the gate count and
consequently, the power consumption of the readout control unit have increased
over the last three generations of ATLASpix designs. This trend will continue with
an increase in the complexity of design with added features. It may be advisable to
take advantage of low power and high performance offered by advanced process
nodes. Physical design is a crucial step, since the performance of the RCU
determines the output data rate. Timing closure was done for the best, typical and
worst case process-voltage-temperature (PVT) corners. ATLASpix designs are on
the high performing side than on low power. Achieving the required output data
rate of 1.28 Gbps was challenging for a 180 nm process technology.
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Summary of ATLASpix designs
The HVCMOS sensor developments described in the last five chapters are
compared with the current state-of-the-art. The digital front end and readout
architecture are the main focus of this work. Let us compare the readout
architectures of ATLASpix1 (chapter 2), ATLASpix2 (chapter 4) and ATLASpix3
(chapter 5).
The readout architecture of pixel detectors can be broadly classified into hit driven
and trigger driven, synchronous and asynchronous based on output bandwidth
and clock propagation into matrix. For example, triggerless column drain and
a shift register based readout belong to hit driven category, since all the hits
detected will eventually make their way to the serial data link. PPtB and triggered
column drain readout are trigger driven, which means the first stage of filtering
irrelevant hits happen in readout buffers. The readout architecture is referred to
as synchronous readout, when clock signals or time stamps are propagated to the
pixel matrix.
All ATLASpix chips follow asynchronous readout architecture due to two
reasons: 1) Asynchronous readout architecture avoids cross-talk between the
digital lines and the pixel matrix, which is analog. 2) Dynamic power saving
due to less toggling lines, since no clock signals are propagated to the matrix.
ATLASpix1 Simple uses triggerless column drain readout, which has been tested
with 99.7% efficiency in test beam. ATLASpix1 M2 and ATLASpix2 use a triggered
readout scheme called parallel pixel to buffer readout (PPtB). The PPtB readout
scheme is comparable to the readout scheme used in FEI4. However, their
implementation differs. In ATLASpix1 M2, a novel content addressable memory
named CAB buffer is used to store and filter the triggered hits. The content
addressable memory (CAM) allows the storage and comparison of time stamps.
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It is scalable based on the number of pixels in a group. ATLASpix3 has a triggered
CD readout, which is similar to FEI3 readout IC. The hit rate that can be handled,
is limited by the amount of memory that fits into buffer column. All the hits must
be stored until trigger latency. Hence, the memory needed is directly proportional
to pixel hit rate × trigger latency. The longer the trigger latency the smaller the hit
rate, that can be handled by a limited amount of buffer size.
The particle hits in a pixel detector are correlated among neighboring pixels due
to clustered hits. The correlation between pixels would imply that the hit rate
for a super pixel is less than that of a single pixel times the number of pixels
per region. The amount of charge sharing between neighboring pixels depends
on sensor and detector geometry. Smart grouping pixels into regions with shared
buffer storage significantly reduces memory requirement. Analog information, on
the other hand, must be stored for every hit pixel regardless of how the pixels are
grouped. ATLASpix1 M2 stores no analog information since it was area expensive
(due to small pixel size, 60 µm × 50 µm) to implement the additional set of RAM
cells in the buffer to store ToT. The CAB buffer for ATLASpix2 was re-designed
to include additional SRAM cells to store ToT information. In case of cluster hits
between the pixels in a group, hit neighbor logic ensures that the time stamp
corresponding to the pixel hit that has a larger charge share is recorded. It helps
to mitigate the time-walk effect. Hybrid pixel ROICs like RD53A has grouped four
pixels into a region with a shared buffer of depth 4. The third generation ROIC
has taken one more step forward to using a digital core, which is a collection of
such regions, stepped and repeated. A large core allows to take full advantage of
digital synthesis tools to implement complex functionality in the pixel matrix and
sharing of resources among many pixels. Please note that the hybrid ROIC, RD53A
is implemented in 65 nm with higher logic density than ATLASpix ICs. ATLASpix
chips being fully monolithic in 180 nm do not find it compelling to move to a digital
integration domain, although it will save the manual routing effort.
The readout control unit (RCU) acts as the CPU of ATLASpix ASICs. It schedules
the entire readout operation from pixels to chip periphery. It synchronizes the
serial data transfer at 1.28 Gbps. It also generates the time stamps, which are
used to record the time of occurrence of hits. RCU design has evolved throughout
the ATLASpix generations. The first generation ATLASpix had a simple triggered
readout, where the hits were read out in an unsorted manner. It required further
processing to figure out the event co-relation of the data. The second generation
had a sorted readout combined with partial sorting where 3 LSB bits of trigger time
stamps are masked. Masking causes eight consecutive events to be processed as
one. It also introduced a trigger FIFO to store the trigger time stamp. Implementing
ToT storage came with added toll on ATLASpix2 output bandwidth. ATLASpix2
finds its trade-off in transferring analog hit information by means of a configurable
data transfer scheme. ATLASpix2 can be configured to either send a fully sorted
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Table 7.1: RCU Power Performance Area (PPA) for ATLASpix designs
Chip
ATLASpix1 M2
ATLASpix2
ATLASpix3

Gate count
4,271
8,358
37,976

Power
8.46 mW
13.72 mW
22.9 mW

Area
0.04 mm2
0.078 mm2
0.32 mm2

Serial link
1.6 Gbps
1.28 Gbps
1.28 Gbps

hit data or a partially sorted hit with 4-bit ToT and 3-bit LSB of the time stamp. The
MSB bits of time stamp can be recovered from the level-1 TS (10 bit), sent along
with the end of event word. ATLASpix3 has a more complex RCU that includes
an on-chip command decoder that receives a command bitstream at 160 Mbps.
The clock and trigger signals are recovered from the command stream, which also
contains readback and configuration commands. Various data encoding schemes
were used in ATLASpix RCUs. A novel pipelined 8b/10b encoder was used in
ATLASpix1. ATLASpix2 had an 8b/10b aurora encoder, which sends a special
sequence that marks consecutive hits, along with idle words. In order to facilitate
higher bandwidth and send more hit data in a single frame, ATLASpix3 uses
Aurora 64b/66b encoder. It also ensures compatibility between the readout IC used
in ATLAS ITk innermost layers.
The data receiver designed for these encoders during RTL verification stage were
re-used in the test firmware. A full chip verilog model was used to emulate the
behavior of the pixel matrix (including buffer block and EoC) as a single functional
unit to verify the RCU design. Additionally, a readout modeling environment was
used to optimize the readout architecture of ATLASpix2 and ATLASpix3 to meet
the requirements of the ATLAS Itk outer layers. RCU has multiple clock domains,
which require careful synthesis techniques to achieve timing closure. RTL synthesis
and physical design methodology have been optimized as a part of this work.
Table 7.1 shows a seven fold increase in gate count of RCU from ATLASpix1 to
ATLASpix3. It is in alignment with the added features and hit data per frame.
Out of the three ATLASpix sensor chips, ATLASpix1 M2 was characterized as
part of this work. ATLASpix1 Simple was characterized at KIT as part of
another PhD work. The HVCMOS collaboration took responsibility of testing
ATLASpix2, which was fabricated in 180 nm AMS/TSI process. It was crucial
to prove the correlation of MOSFET I-V characteristics between AMS and TSI
process to continue HVCMOS developments in TSI process. [120] shows a nearly
100% correlation between the MOSFET I-V characteristics between AMS and
TSI processes. ATLASpix1 M2 was the first large area prototype with triggered
readout. Measurement results (Chapter 3) show that the triggered readout works as
expected. Threshold tunning resulted in 4× improvement in threshold dispersion
before irradiation and 2× improvement after X-ray irradiation. The serial data link
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of ATLASpix1 works at the required rate of 1.28 Gbps.
Table 7.2 summarizes the evolution of the ATLASpix sensor series.
Table 7.2: Summary of ATLASpix designs
Feature

ATLASpix1
Simple
January 2017

ATLASpix1
M2
January 2017

ATLASpix2

ATLASpix3
March 2019

1.96 × 0.36 cm2
60 × 50

September
2017/2018
AMS/TSI
180 nm
4.2 × 3.7 mm2
128 × 50

Process
node
Die area
Pixel size (x
× y)
Matrix (col
× row)
Pixel
grouping
Readout
scheme
ToT storage
Sorting of
hits

AMS 180 nm

AMS 180 nm

1.8 × 0.34 cm
130 × 40
2 × (25 × 400)

56 × 320

24 × 36

132 × 372

1:1 pixel to
buffer
triggerless CD

16:4 PPtB

12:4

triggered CAB

triggered CAB

1:1 pixel to
buffer
triggered CD

6-bit ToT
Unsorted

No ToT
Unsorted

SEU
tolerance

None

None

4-bit ToT
Chronological
sorting with
Trigger TS
SEU tolerant
pixel memory

Data
encoding

8b/10b
pipelined
encoder
Externally
configurable
Shift register
with readback

8b/10b
pipelined
encoder
Externally
configurable
Shift
register
with readback

Tape-in

Slow
control

TSI 180 nm
2 × 2.1 cm2
150 × 50

Aurora
8b/10b

7-bit ToT
Chronological
sorting with
Trigger ID
SEU tolerant
pixel
and
global
memory
Aurora
64b/66b

CMD decoder
as
separate
block

CMD decoder
as
separate
block
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Chapter 8

Design of an 8-bit SAR ADC in a
28 nm bulk-CMOS process
8.1

Motivation

Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) find their applications in almost every
systems-on-chip (SoC). ADCs are an integral part of the mixed signal front-end in
the digital signal processing chain. The number of publications in the last decade
indicates an increase of research interests on Successive Approximation (SAR)
ADCs due to their power efficiency and technology scaling. This work investigates
the design of an 8-bit 100 MSa/s SAR ADC to identify circuit techniques that
improve their conversion speed while maintaining low power dissipation. A test
chip named ”TC1” was designed and fabricated in a 28 nm bulk-CMOS process
to evaluate the performance of this ADC under normal conditions as well as at
cryogenic temperatures. The specifications of the ADC is such that, if proven
successful in silicon, it can be used in cryogenic applications such as quantum
computing.

8.2

28 nm high-k metal gate bulk-CMOS process

Silicon dioxide has been the primary gate insulator since MOS ICs were first
developed. To achieve the drive currents required by advances in IC technology,
the gates are becoming extremely thin. They are reaching a point where electron
tunneling can cause a large increase in power consumption. To circumvent this
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problem, alternative gate dielectrics with high dielectric constants (also referred to
as ”high-k” dielectrics) are being explored. High-k Metal Gate (HKMG) is one of
the most significant innovations in CMOS fabrication. It has stalled the transistor
scaling with poly-Si gate technology, contradicting Moore’s Law. The HKMG
solution is by far, one of the most cost-effective solutions in performance, power,
die size and manufacturability. This work aims to evaluate the radiation hardness
and cryogenic performance of TSMC 28 nm High Performance Computing (HPC)
process node, which is optimized for the next generation mobile devices. It enables
smaller feature size, high performance and low power. TSMC 28 nm HPC process
offers four Vt options (high, typical, low, and ultra low) for design flexibility. Low Vt
transistors are used in this work due to an expected increase in MOSFET threshold
voltage at cryogenic temperatures.
Research groups at CERN have characterized 28 nm bulk-CMOS process up
to 1 GRad TID, recommending it to be a suitable candidate for radiation-hard
applications ([138], [35]). Pixel readout ICs can take advantage of the high
switching frequency of sub-µm nodes in order to cope with the high data rates
of the inner pixel layers. By using a high-dielectric-constant gate material, a much
thicker dielectric can be used to obtain the equivalent capacitance of thinner gates.
For thick high-K insulators, electron tunneling is reduced, and oxide-trap charge
(explained in section 1.2.6) may predominantly contribute to radiation effects.

8.3

Current state-of-the art ADCs in 28 nm

ADC performance metrics have been focused on resolution vs. power dissipation
and/or conversion rate vs. power dissipation. We use mainly three types of figure
of merit (FOM) to evaluate ADCs. The Walden FOM is relevant for low resolution
designs, which sets a limit line of 5 fJ per conversion step according to [78]. The
Schreier FOM is relevant for medium to high resolution designs that are limited
by noise. Currently, SAR ADCs exhibit the best energy efficiency for mediumresolution applications. The power vs. conversion rate eventually translates into
FOM vs. sampling frequency. Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of different ADC
architectures in 28 nm process. The data is collected from various publications in
ISSCC conferences over the last few years.
F OMW =

P
fs × 2EN OB

(8.1)

where P is the total power consumption and fs is the sampling frequency. The
effective number of bits (ENOB) is given by
EN OB =

SN DR − 1.76
6.02

(8.2)
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fs /2
)
(8.3)
P
Improvement in the conversion rate over the past years owes to the process
technology, which scaled up the switching frequency of transistors by a factor of
10. For circuits that are limited by matching, a prominent factor in sub-µm nodes,
8× increase in power is observed per each added bit. A large fraction of modern
ADC designs are limited by noise and not process technology.
F OMs = SN DR + 10 log(

Figure 8.1: Walden FOM vs. sampling frequency [78]
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Figure 8.2: Schreier FOM vs sampling frequency: 28 nm designs filtered from [78]
SAR ADCs have gained dominance over the pipelined architecture in 8-10 bit
resolution domain, and sampling speeds up to tens of MHz. The digital dominance
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of a nanoscale technology favors SAR ADCs over other architectures. Time
interleaved SAR ADCs achieve high sampling speeds and good energy efficiency.
Figure 8.2 shows a plot of Schreier figure-of-merit vs. conversion speed for ADCs in
28 nm. The recent designs have achieved conversion speeds up to 10’s of GS/s). At
low to moderate conversion speeds (≤ 100M S/s), they attain low power (≤ 2 mW ).
This can be attributed to the following design advancements in SAR ADCs.

1. Advanced CMOS processes have 8-10 metal layers, such as the one used
in this work. The width and spacing of these metal layers can accurately
be controlled for matching. This resulted in the realization of metal-oxidemetal (MOM) capacitors. A capacitive DAC can be designed using MoM
capacitors* as unit elements to scale down the total capacitance, improving
both speed and power dissipation. This is a result of advanced photolithography techniques in contrast to earlier design techniques (eg. [45])
which used custom made inter-digitated metal-metal capacitors.
2. Research has been done on reducing the switching of Capacitive DAC. The
average energy required for charging and discharging the SAR capacitor
array determines the efficiency of the switching scheme. The average
switching energy is reduced by 81% by eliminating MSB capacitance
switching and obtaining a 50% reduction in the number of capacitors in [70].
A conventional SAR switching scheme consumes five times more energy for
a ‘DOWN’ transition as compared to the corresponding ‘UP’ transition as
shown in [137]. This leads to increased power consumption, dynamic settling
errors in references and in turn, limits the speed of the converter. [44] uses
a common-mode voltage halfway between the DAC references achieving
87.5 % power savings. A separate coarse-ADC can be used to calculate the
MSBs. The use of energy-efficient switching, together with a small unit DAC
capacitance significantly reduces the DAC switching energy, which in turn
reduces the overall ADC power dissipation and improves its power efficiency.
3. ADCs with more than 6 bit precision, running at several GHz are almost
impossible to be built as a single-channel ADC. It is desirable to use timeinterleaving techniques to extend the speed of SAR architecture so that it
can compete with traditional multi-stage pipelined ADCs, in the application
space requiring a sampling frequency greater than 1 GHz and similar SNDR.
4. The use of asynchronous SAR logic has gained more popularity in recent
years. For example, in [63], asynchronous clocking shortens the overall
conversion time by removing waiting times during SAR operation. The rising
* Metal-oxide-metal (MoM) capacitor is an inter-digitated multi-finger capacitor formed by
multiple metal layers (optionally connected by vias) in the vertical BEOL (back-end-of-line) stack
separated by inter-metal dielectrics
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external clock resets the SAR logic completely, independently of the state of
the ADC. An asynchronous clock has been used in several designs such as
[122] which achieves less than 1 mW power consumption in 28 nm.
5. Converting more than one bit per cycle is an effective way to increase the
performance of an ADC. A number of designs with 2-bits per conversion
cycle were presented ([136], [19], [129]) with higher sampling rates than 1bit per cycle SAR ADCs. The disadvantages of multi-bit per cycle SAR ADCs
are the complex DAC structures to perform a large number of comparisons.
In addition, it reduces the possibility to take advantage of time-interleaving
and asynchronous logic.
6. Technology scaling with lower supply voltages in digital CMOS processes
favors ADC topologies with only a few truly analog elements. This makes
SAR ADCs perfectly suitable, as they require no gain stages.
[22] achieves gigahertz sampling speed from a single SAR ADC and reduces area
by more than half by leveraging a charge-injection DAC. It employs a unique
uni-directional transfer of charge as opposed to the bi-directional charge sharing
in a conventional capacitor array DAC. Considering a typical 10-bit 100 MS/s
synchronous SAR ADC, if the sampling time, active comparator delay and SAR
logic delay are subtracted from each period, the DAC settling time needs to be
less than 0.4 ns per bit cycle. Such a short time interval may not be sufficient for
a capacitive DAC to stabilize due to the interconnect line impedance in advanced
process nodes that slows down the charge transfer. It is predominant in the longest
routing path of the capacitive DAC array. The reference voltage noise and crosstalk
can also affect the settling time of DAC. Many designs have adopted non-binary
SAR which can tolerate the DAC settling error at the cost of increased design
complexity and hardware overhead. [71] reports a 10-bit 100MS/s SAR ADC that
uses binary scaled DAC networks for settling error compensation with a power
consumption of just 1.13 mW. It uses error correction techniques for overcoming
the DAC settling error. [31] utilizes a redundancy facilitated error-detection scheme
and an analog correction scheme achieving an ENOB of 10.4 bits and a state-of-theart power-efficiency of 5.5 fJ/conversion-step.
Besides DAC mismatch, noise tends to limit the performance of high-resolution
SAR ADCs in modern CMOS, with reduced supply voltage (≤ 1 V). The power,
speed and area of SAR ADC are closely related to its DAC, whose total capacitance
hinges upon either the (kT/C) noise or the matching requirement for linearity.
To achieve the required SNR level while saving power, several techniques have
been proposed. A two-stage pipelined SAR can relax the comparator noise by
introducing a low-noise amplifier between the two stages. Several publications
have followed this idea. A time-interleaved SAR-assisted pipelined ADC in 28nm
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CMOS reported by [124] uses a fully dynamic residue amplifier two cascaded
integration steps. This combines excellent noise-filtering properties with high gain.
Scaling up the device dimensions can improve matching but it will deteriorate
power-efficiency and speed. To summarize, design optimizations have been done
on the capacitor switching strategy of the DAC, asynchronous control logic and
low-power comparator design.

8.4

Possible applications of the ADC prototype

Medium-resolution Nyquist rate SAR ADCs are suitable for a wide range
of applications in many different areas. This includes high-speed wireless
communication systems due to their low power consumption and excellent area
efficiency. However, for applications that require high sampling rates, the
performance of a single-channel SAR ADC is limited by the number of clock
cycles required for conversion. To increase the conversion rate, SAR ADC designs
have evolved to using a mixed architecture such as pipelined-SAR and flash-SAR
ADCs. In this work, a 100 MS/s 8-bit single channel SAR ADC is prototyped to
evaluate its suitability for cryogenic applications. Cryogenic CMOS control circuity
of a quantum computing system is identified as the application of interest for the
proposed SAR ADC. A case study has been conducted at Qutech, TU Delft to
understand the specifications and requirements of such a system.

8.4.1

Requirements and challenges of control system for Quantum
computing

Quantum computers promise an exponential increase in computing power
compared with classical CMOS-based systems. Quantum computing aspirants
predict a whole new era of computing. Conversely, there are also quantum
computing skeptics who think it will never happen. The main argument is that
quantum computing will require control over an exponentially large number of
quantum states, and this amount of control is technically challenging to achieve.
Hence quantum computing control has opened up new horizons for physicists and
engineers, especially for ASIC designers.
The main technical challenges in Quantum Computing can be classified into
three: 1) Qubit Quality 2) Error Correction and 3) Qubit Control. Qubits can be
implemented in a number of ways such as trapped ions, electron or hole spin in
semiconductors, nitrogen-vacancies in diamond lattices etc. Poor qubit quality
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can deliver a result that is indistinguishable from noise. The first quantum errorcorrecting codes were discovered independently by [114] and [118]. In order
to implement complex error correction algorithms, we should be able to control
multiple qubits. The control circuitry must have low-latency of the order of 10’s of
nanoseconds. CMOS-based adaptive feedback control circuits are used to achieve
this. Additionally, we need to address the fan-out, which hinders the scaling up
of the number of qubits within a quantum chip. We require multiple control wires
to create each qubit. It is difficult to build a million-qubit chip with millions of
wires connecting to the circuit board, routed out of a cryostat. The semiconductor
industry has already recognized this problem in 1960’s by E.F Rent, IBM† . [37]
reviews extensibility limits faced by different qubit implementations on the way
towards a truly large-scale qubit system.
CMOS technology offers high speed at low power and a compact form factor.
MOS transistors are known to operate at 4K and below [128]. [51] demonstrates
a commercial FPGA operating at 4 kelvin and controlling a microwave signal
switching matrix at 20 mK, which interfaces with a quantum dot device. As
expected, the current increases at cryogenic temperatures due to an increase in
carrier mobility in silicon. However, the increase in carrier mobility is mitigated
by partial substrate freeze-out and other effects [20]. Although enhancing of
BSIM4 model was attempted [4], no MOSFET models exist for nanometer CMOS
at deep-cryogenic temperatures. [55] proposes a SPICE MOSFET model based on
MOS11 /PSP ([64]) valid at 4 K and 100 mK in addition to the common operating
range (−55◦ C to 125◦ C). The model is validated with measurement results for
160 nm and 40 nm MOSFETs.
MOS transistors can be used to implement quantum control circuits such as
multiplexers, LNAs, DACs, ADCs etc. Figure shows a single channel quantum
computing interface. The readout interface consists of a current to voltage
converter, a low-pass filter, and data converters. Digital to analog converter (DAC)
and analog to digital converter (ADC) are used for qubit control and readout. Demultiplexers and multiplexers can be used to minimize the number of connections
to and from higher temperatures to the cryostat, making the system compact and
scalable. ADC can be implemented in an ASIC or an FPGA. The current proposed
solution is to place the electronics at 4 K with connections to 20 mK [20].

†
Rent’s rule predicts that the number of terminals required by a group of gates for communication
with the rest of the circuit is a consequence of statistically homogeneous circuit topology and gate
placement [65]
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Figure 8.3: A single-channel representation of a classical interface to a quantum
computer. It includes temperature ranges of operation for each section, along
with optical and wireless/wired interfaces to and from the quantum processor.
The digital controller (ASIC and/or an FPGA) is used as a local error correction
and readout of the state of the qubit but also to drive algorithm execution.
(De)multiplexers are used to reduce the number of interconnections to and from
the cold areas of the circuit, so as to ensure large number of channels while
minimizing thermal flux; these components operate in TDMA, FDMA and SDMA
mode. Optical sensing and light guides may be implemented in CMOS and CMOScompatible substrates. [20]

8.4.2

Current state-of-the-art ADCs in QC system

Although qubits can be implemented in different ways, in this case study,
superconducting qubits are considered. The readout of qubits require fast ADCs
with medium to high resolutions. [105] describes a digital feedback control system
for superconducting qubits. The core component of this digital controller is called
”ADwin-Gold”. It is a processor that has a set of analog inputs with configurable
outputs that can be analog or digital. It reads out the signal with a trigger
delay. ADwin-Gold marked the first generation of digital controllers for quantum
computing.
Researchers at ETH Zurich have proposed FPGA-based controllers for digital
feedback [119]. The second generation of digital feedback controllers used a
programmable logic device (CPLD) to process the signal sampled by an 8-bit
ADC. This offered a faster response time than the decay time when compared
with ADwin. FPGA, however, offers design flexibility and scalability over CPLDs,
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making them the instrument of choice. [50] proposes a cryogenic ADC for qubit
control implemented in FPGA.

The conversion rate of ADCs used in quantum computing systems has scaled
up over the last years. The first generation digital controllers that employ
ADwin used a 14-bit at 2 MS/s. [106] used an 8-bit 20 MS/s during the second
generation of digital controllers. It was succeeded by commercial ADCs operating
at 100 MHz sampling rate with ENOB of 7-bits or more such as ADC08200 from
Texas Instruments. [17] uses an on-board ADC to digitize the input signal at 500
MS/s and send to an FPGA for processing. [34] marked the use of GS/s ADCs
in a quantum computing digital feedback and control system with multiplexed
channels. The above mentioned publications shows the ADCs used in quantum
computing are trending toward higher sampling rates in medium resolution range
(8-bits or more). Current ADC designs face the challenge to keep up these high
sampling rates at cryogenic temperature.

[50] proposes a time-based ADC architecture with phase interpolation techniques
to reach a sampling rate, higher than the clock frequency achieving a conversion
rate of 1.2 GS/s down to 15 K (liquid helium). The advantage of this FPGA
implemented prototype is its reconfigurability and scalability as it uses lowvoltage differential signaling (LVDS) buffers as comparators and fast time-todigital converters to perform the conversion. Cryogenic ADCs reported to date
are limited in their sampling rate up to a few hundred kHz and resolutions up
to 11-bits. Researchers at IMEC presented a cryogenic ADC implemented in a
standard 0.35 micron CMOS process, which is functional down to 4.4 K with and
ENOB of 8.53 bits [80]. The SNDR vs temperature characteristic of the ADC is
observed to decrease with decreasing temperature. The charge injections of the
switches increase with the increasing mobility at low temperatures. In addition,
the deterioration of the device matching enhances the effect of charge injection on
the comparator latch offset.

It is implied from the above literature study that an 8-bit 100 MS/s is suitable
for quantum computing control circuitry. An important aspect is the power
consumption. The figure of merit (FOM) of the state of the art ADCs in 28 nm
from the ADC survey [78] is 68.32 fJ/convstep. This results in a power budget of
17 mW for GS/s ADCs of medium resolution and ≈5 mW for 100 MS/s ADCs of
medium resolution. Table 8.1 lists out the specifications of the ADC described in
this work.
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Table 8.1: ADC specifications
Feature
Technology
Resolution
Conversion rate
Bandwidth
Dynamic range
Power budget

8.5

Specification
28 nm
8 bits
100 MS/s
500 MHz
48 dB
5 mW

The design of an 8-bit 100 MSa/s SAR ADC

SAR ADCs convert an analog input to its digital equivalent by a series of successive
approximation steps, usually using a binary search algorithm. The DAC output
voltage is compared to the input signal and the result of this comparison is fed
to the control logic. The control logic performs a feedback addition/subtraction
that brings the DAC voltage closer to the analog input with every comparison.
The resolution of SAR ADCs depends on the number of successive approximation
cycles. Their linearity is primarily limited by the sensitivity of the comparator and
the linearity of the D/A converter. The proposed SAR ADC shown in figure 8.4
consists of the following blocks:
1. A bootstrapped sample and hold circuit to sample the input. This block has
been simulated up to 1 GHz rail-to-rail input signal.
2. A DAC based on a binary scaled capacitive array, which can charge positively
and negatively depending on the output of the comparator.
3. A latch based comparator that compares the voltage on the sampling
capacitor to a pre-defined threshold, which is 0.5 VDD .
4. A digitally synthesized block that implements the SAR algorithm, generates
the clock for the comparator, schedules the sampling operation, encodes and
serializes the data output.
The start of conversion signal and clock are supplied externally. The external
clock can be up to 1 GHz. The data output is encoded using 8b/10b protocol
described in section 2.3.3. The proposed architecture is verified using a full chip
Verilog simulation that accounts for the delays of analog blocks. 10 clock cycles are
required for each conversion cycle as shown in figure 8.5. The DAC described in
section 8.5.3 saves one clock cycle during the conversion process by first comparing
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Figure 8.4: SAR ADC block-level representation
the input signal before counting up or down. The upcoming sections describe the
design details of each block.

8.5.1

The Sample and hold circuit

Transistors have been used as switches since 1950s. The simplest way of sampling
an analog signal is by using MOSFET as a switch as shown in figure 8.6. In this
topology, the ON resistance of the switch depends on the input signal.
RON =

µn Cox W
(VDD − Vin − Vth )
L

(8.4)

It is necessary to maintain a relatively constant ”ON resistance” to minimize
distortion. In addition, when the MOSFET turns OFF, the charge stored in the
inversion layer gets injected into the load capacitance, adding error to the sampled
signal. The injected charge depends on the gate-source voltage, which is a function
of the input signal.

Qch = W LCox W (VGS − Vth )

(8.5)

Qch = W LCox W (VDD − Vin − Vth )

(8.6)
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Figure 8.5: TC1: SAR ADC timing diagram
Therefore it is necessary to keep the gate-source voltage of the sampling switch
constant. This is achieved by fixing the gate-source voltage of the switch.
The circuit technique is known as ”bootstrapping” as patented in 1966 [107].
Bootstrapping suppresses the variation in VGS , but the threshold voltage is a
function of the input due to body effect (8.7).
√
∆Vth =

p
2s qNa p
( 2Φf + VSB − 2Φf )
Cox

(8.7)

A passive level shift arrangement using a pre-charged capacitor as shown in
figure 8.7 would consume no static power [79]. A number of implementations such
as, [29, 3, 30] followed this topology, which is widely used in modern integrated
circuits.

clk

Vin

Vout
Cload

Figure 8.6: A simple sampling switch using NMOS transistor
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Cbs
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Vout
Cload

Figure 8.7: Bootstrapping concept

During the sampling phase, the bootstrap capacitor (Cbs ) keeps the sampling switch
turned ON and during hold phase it is recharged to (VDD ). Therefore, the simplest
implementation of a bootstrapped sample and hold circuit requires at least five
switches as shown in figure 8.8. During the hold phase, S1 and S2 charges Cbs to
VDD as S5 turns OFF the NMOS sampling switch. S3 and S4 disconnect Cbs while
on hold.
VDD

S2

Cbs

S1

S5

S3

VDD

S4

Vin

Vout
SW
Cload

Figure 8.8: Bootstrapping concept using switches

The switches S2 and S3 are realized using PMOS, since they are connected to higher
potential. S1 and S5 are realized using NMOS as they are tied to ground. During
sampling mode, S4 senses the input signal. Let us assume that it must be the same
type as the sampling switch. During hold phase (CK), S1 and S2 are ON in order to
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precharge CBS . S5 must be ON to ensure that the sampling switch is in OFF state.
The connection of the gates of S2 and S4 needs special consideration. The top plate
of CBS may rise above VDD due to the pre-charge voltage and the input swing. In
such a condition, S2 cannot be turned off by connecting its gate to CK. Therefore
we must bootstrap the gate of S2 to Vin . If the gate of S4 is connected to CK, during
sampling mode, it exhibits a large RON to higher values of Vin. Therefore, we
bootstrap the gate of S4 . The circuit so far looks like as shown in figure 8.9.

CK

CK

VDD

S2

S3

S5

Cbs
CK

S4

S1
Vin

Vout
SW
Cload

Figure 8.9: Bootstrapped sampling circuit

For reliability reasons, we need to add a cascode device SR5 to limit the VDS and
VGD of S5 , since it may rise above VDD figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10: Bootstrapped sampling circuit with reliability
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Figure 8.11: The complete bootstrapped sample and hold circuit based on [3]

The circuit in figure 8.10 has a limitation due to the fact that S3 needs to remain
in ON state as Vin approaches VDD . To facilitate this, we add three additional
switches resulting in the topology shown in figure 8.11. During sampling phase
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(CK), the voltage at node X rises to Vin + VDD . S31 turns ON S3 during initial phase
of sampling and S32 ensures that S3 remains in ON state as Vi n approaches VDD .
S33 ensures that S3 is turned OFF during hold phase. The bulk of S2 and S3 must
be connected to node P instead of VDD .
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SW
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Figure 8.12: The complete bootstrapped sample and hold circuit implementation
in 28nm

8.5.2

Comparator design

Comparators play an important role in ADC design. In most of the ADCs,
comparator design poses limitations to overall speed and resolution. The function
of a comparator is to compare the instantaneous value of two analog signals
and generate a digital output voltage based on the polarity of their difference.
Latched comparators have become popular, since they consume zero static power,
produce rail-to-rail outputs, and their input-referred offset arises from primarily
one differential pair [102]. They are suitable for SAR ADCs since they respond to
a strobe such as a clock edge and the output is stored till the next strobe. Dynamic
comparators have become popular in recent publications ([75], [42]). In this work,
a two-staged latched comparator with preamplifier based on [82] is used.
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Working of a regenerative latch
An ideal comparator output will be Vout = VDD , if Vin > Vref and Vout = 0, if
Vin < Vref . The comparator performance can be evaluated based on its ability to
resolve input voltages close to the threshold. An idea is to use cascaded amplifiers
for maximizing the gain. For example, the minimum resolvable input using a three
stage cascaded amplifiers each of gain ”A” is
Vin =

VDD
A3

(8.8)

The only way to improve the resolution is by increasing the gain. Another idea is
to use a feedback element in such a way that when V in > 0 , we pump charge
on a capacitor and when V in < 0, we remove charge from the capacitor. In other
words, we can make use of a Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS) as shown
in figure 8.13. At t → ∞ , Vc → ∞ if vi > 0 and Vc → −∞ if vi < 0. In practice, G

VX

GVX

Vc
vi

C

Figure 8.13: Voltage Controlled Current Source of gain ”G” with positive feedback
is finite , hence Vc will be limited between ground and supply voltage. The output
current of the transconductor can be given by
C

dvc
= Gvc
dt

(8.9)

where vc is the instantaneous voltage across the capacitor Integrating on both the
sides,
Z Vc
Z T
dvc
dt
(8.10)
C
=G
vc
Vi
0
ln(

Vc
GT
)=
Vi
C

Vc = Vi e

GT
C

(8.11)
(8.12)
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We don’t want the latch to regenerate indefinitely. In practice, Vc is finite and can
reach up to VDD with a finite delay of T. In reality, T refers to a clock period of ADC.
As seen from equation 6, C
G has the dimension of time and we call it regenerative
time constant. The major advantage of such a system over the cascaded amplifiers
is that the gain is a function of time. If we wait longer, we get a larger gain. It
is hardware efficient and therefore is the de facto solution for ADC. Minimum
resolvable input voltage is given by,

Vin =

VDD
e

(8.13)

GT
C

If we want to resolve the difference between two differential input signals, we need
a differential VCCS as shown in figure 8.14. In other words, we need a circuit that

VCM + V
C
VCM - V

G v
G v

C
Figure 8.14: Differential Voltage Controlled Current Source

senses VCM +∆v and VCM −∆v and is capable of sourcing a current of G∆v if ∆v >
0 and sinking a current of G∆v if ∆v < 0. Such a circuit is called a regenerative
latch figure 8.15. The simplest VCCS we can think of is a CMOS inverter properly
biased at its trip point‡ . Assuming the common-mode voltage (VCM ) is around the
trip point, the inverter draws a current equal to Gm ∆v when Vin = VCM + ∆v and
sources a current equal to Gm ∆v when Vin = VCM − ∆v where Gm is the total
transconductance of PMOS and NMOS transistors.

‡
Trip point is a region in the output characteristics of a CMOS inverter where the gain is high
and it can be found by connecting the input to output in which case it will settle down to a voltage
referred to as trip point
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Vout

VCM + V
VCM + V

Gm v

VCM - V

Gm v

C

VCM - V
Vtrip

Vin

Gm v

Gm v

C

Figure 8.15: A regenerative latch using CMOS inverters

In such an arrangement, the node voltage which was higher tends to increase and
the node voltage which was lower tends to decrease until the output voltages
reaches either VDD or ground depending on which input was larger in magnitude.
For regeneration to happen faster, we must reduce the time constant of the latch,
C
G as much as possible. Increasing the size of the transistors has an adverse effect
since it results in an increase in the parasitic capacitance. Hence, two cross-coupled
inverters without load capacitance will give the best regenerative time constant.
The absence of load capacitance is generally not a problem as long as the kT
C noise
is less than the input voltage we want to resolve. In order to momentarily charge
the parasitic capacitors, Cp1 § and Cp2 ¶ with VCM + ∆v and VCM − ∆v, we add
two more switches which operate at a clock phase named φ1 figure 8.16. When
the input voltage is between VDD and GND, both PMOS and NMOS are turned
ON resulting in static power consumption. One solution is to tri-state the inverters
during φ1 . ie. disable the inverters during φ1 and enable them during regeneration
phase. Hence we need a non-overlapping clock φ1B as shown in figure 8.17. During
φ1 , the gate-source capacitance of the MOSFETs are reduced since the sources are
floating. The input impedance is due to the parasitic capacitances at nodes X and
Y and the drain resistance of the driving MOSFET. The node potentials at X and Y,
Vx and Vy attempts to track the input. The parasitic capacitances at nodes X and
Y gets charged. During φ1B , the inverter will regenerate the difference between
the node voltages at X and Y. The operation of a regenerative latch is shown in
figure 8.18. If the time constant of the regenerative latch is comparable to the
time period of the clock φ1 , the discharge of the node voltages at X and Y will be
incomplete due to the finite impedance of the switch. This effect is prominent and
likely to cause an error in the output when the difference between the input signal
is very small and is of the opposite polarity as the previous comparison cycle. The
§

Assuming the inverters are identical, input parasitic capacitance of CMOS inverter which is
equal to the sum of gate capacitances of PMOS and NMOS
¶
output parasitic capacitance of the CMOS inverter between the drain and the bulk of MOSFETs
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VCM + V

Cp1

1

1

Cp1

VCM - V

Cp2

Figure 8.16: Clocked regenerative latch using CMOS inverters
VDD
1B

VCM + V

1

1

X

VCM - V

Y

1B

GND

Figure 8.17: Tri-stated regenerative latch using CMOS inverters
output of the comparator tends to hold on to the previous decision. Latch based
comparators suffer from this interesting phenomenon called hysterisis|| . Hysterisis
can cause a serious error in ADC output code. A solution to this issue is to reset the
latch outputs to VDD
2 at the end of each regeneration phase and before the sampling
phase. During the sampling phase, we must disable the inverters and charge the
two parasitic capacitances to the differential input voltage. Towards the end of
regeneration, we grab the digital data from the two output nodes X and Y. Once the
digital output is recorded, we make sure that the output nodes are reset to VDD
2 or
GND in the interest of low static power dissipation.
A regenerative latch as shown in figure 8.17 has offset due to device mismatch
and mismatch of capacitive load on either side of the latch circuit. The former is
a static mismatch due to changes in device parameters while fabrication and the
||

Derived from the Greek word ”hysteria” meaning ”remembering the past”
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1

1B

VCM + V
Hysterisis

VX

VY
VCM - V
tracking

regeneration

Figure 8.18: Timing diagram of a regenerative latch showing hysterisis
latter is a dynamic mismatch due to layout design. The effect of device mismatch
is less for larger MOSFETs since the random variations are averaged over a larger
area. Usage of large MOSFETs is accompanied by performance, power and area
trade off. The dynamic mismatch due to difference in the capacitive loads on either
end of the latch circuit causes a big change in the input common-mode voltage of
the latch. These offset values are often large enough to cause INL/DNL errors in
ADCs. Therefore we need to include offset correction. One way to mitigate offset
error is to scale the input voltage by a constant A, thereby dividing the offset value
by A figure 8.19. In other words, use a preamplifier of gain A. Offset due to device
mismatch can be an issue in the preampflier design as well. Assuming that σof f set
due to device mismatch is Gaussian distributed, the input-referred offset of the
preamplifier and latch system is given by

2
2
σof
f set = σpreamp +

2
σlatch
A2

(8.14)

Some design techniques to reduce the offsets of the latch and the preamplifier are
discussed in [103]. Digital calibration is applied most commonly to comparator
offsets [125], amplifier gains [126] or capacitor values [113], and in all cases involves
some digital programmability for the above-mentioned non-idealities [127].
While the technology scaling of MOS transistors enables high-speed and low-
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clock signals

Vout = VX - VY
VDD

Vin
-VDD

Voffset_latch
A

Voffset_latch

VCM + Vin

VCM + AVin

VCM - Vin

VCM - AVin

Voffset_latch
A

Latch

Voffset_latch

Figure 8.19: Use of a preamplifier to reduce input referred offset
power operation, the offset voltage of the comparator is increased due to the
transistor mismatch. Preamplifiers are conventionally used to reduce offset voltage
[101]. It can also be used to avoid kickback noise** . The use of a preamplifier before
a latch has the advantage of reducing the input offset voltage of the latch by gain of
the amplifier figure 8.19. The simplest design of a preamplifier is an actively loaded
differential MOSFET pair.

Latched comparator : Implementation in 28 nm
A pseudo-differential dynamic comparator topology described in [75] is used in
this work as shown in figure 8.20. The dynamic implementation implies no
static power consumption which makes the total ADC power scale linearly with
the sampling frequency. The comparator has two stages with its first stage as
a preamplifier and the second stage as a regenerative latch. Minimum sized
transistors are used targeting high speed operation. The mismatch is dominated
by the input transistor pair whose sizes are up by a factor of 2. The mismatch of
the second stage is suppressed by the gain of the preamplifier. Load capacitance
calibration is a commonly used technique to compensate the mismatch [42].
Let us analyze the circuit shown in figure 8.20. The first stage is a preamplifier
which integrates differential input signals with time. The second stage is a
regenerative latch as shown in figure 8.21. The transient simulation is shown in
figure 8.22. When CLK is low, the transistors M5 and M6 are ON where as M3
and M4 are in cutoff mode. VintP and VintN rises to the supply voltage as the
parasitic capacitance of these nodes get charged. During this time, the regenerative
** Large voltage variations in the internal nodes that are coupled to the input, disturbing the input
voltage is known as kickback noise. [36] describes some design techniques to reduce kickback noise
in comparators used in ADCs
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Figure 8.20: Comparator implementation 28nm
latch is turned off since M15 and M16 are off. When CLK goes high, M3 and M4 are
turned ON while M5 and M6 are off. The voltage at internal nodes (VintP and VintN )
starts decreasing as the parasitic capacitors discharge. The difference in discharge
currents between the two internal nodes is determined by input signals, InP and
InN. When the voltages at intP and intN drop sufficiently, the second stage is
activated. It will regenerate the voltage difference over time, delivering the rail-torail output (VoutP and VoutN ). The rise time of CLK is 1 ps in figure 8.22. When CLK
is high and M3 (or M4 ) is in the saturation, VintP (or VintN ) can be approximated as
the drain voltage of M1 (or M2 ) which in turn depends on the drain current and the
parasitic capacitance at internal node (C).

VintP/N = VDD −

IDS
t
C

(8.15)

The change in the internal node voltage is given by
dVintP/N
IDS
=−
dt
C

(8.16)
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Figure 8.21: Equivalent circuit of figure 8.20
Taking into account the channel length modulation, the drain current is given by,
1
W
IDS = − µCox )(VGS − Vth )2 (1 + λ(VDS − VDSsat ))
2
L

(8.17)

where λ is the channel length modulation coefficient and VDSsat is the saturated
drain-source voltage.
The integration time (t) of the first stage can be deduced from equation 8.15 by
substituting the average drain current when VintP/N is decreased from VDD to
VDSsat .

t=

(VDD − VDSsat ) C
¯
IDS

(8.18)

Simulations show that the comparator can resolve a Vth ±100 mV input, up to a
clock frequency of 10 GHz. Although it is not obvious from the SAR architecture,
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Figure 8.22: Comparator: transient simulation

the input signals below the comparator noise levels can limit the ADC resolution.
Hence, the comparator noise plays an important role in the design of high
resolution ADCs. A pseudo-differential preamplifier may deliver high speed at
the cost of increased noise when compared to a fully-differential preamplifier used
in ATLASpix designs figure 8.23.
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Figure 8.23: Fully differential preamplifier followed by a SR-latch ([86])
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D/A Converter

The linearity (INL and DNL) of a SAR ADC is determined by the linearity of
the feedback DAC. The matching of a unit capacitor is the deciding factor. Since
the binary weighted capacitors can be positively or negatively connected to
the sampling capacitor, any mismatch between the units or the parasitics may
deteriorate the INL/DNL of the ADC. The parasitics on both sides of the array
needs to be equalized. Otherwise positive and negative charge addition may yield
a different result. Symmetric MoM capacitors with closely spaced metal fingers
are used. Bigger unit capacitance has less mismatch. Apart from matching, the
sampling noise also determines the minimum input capacitance of an ADC and
hence the DAC array as they are proportional. During each sampling phase,
an integrated noise voltage kT/C remains on the capacitor. However, matching
requirements dictates the use of unit capacitors of large sizes which makes kT/C
noise often negligible. Additionally, shielding has been used to decouple noise.
Commonly followed topology such as centroid matching was not considered
necessary for this test chip. ADC performance and the effect of DAC on its
non-linearity will be investigated. A successive approximation ADC works by
using a digital to analog converter (DAC) and a comparator to perform binary
search to find the input voltage. A sample and hold circuit is used to sample
the analog input voltage and hold the sampled value whilst the binary search
is performed. The binary search starts with the most significant bit (MSB) and
works towards the least significant bit (LSB). For 8-bit output resolution, eight
comparisons are needed which takes at least eight clock cycles. The sample and
hold circuit samples the analog input on a rising edge of the clock. The comparator
output is a logic one if the sampled analog voltage is greater than the output of
the DAC. The DAC consists of binary weighted capacitor arrays. When a bit is
ON, a capacitive voltage divider is created by the corresponding capacitor and the
total array capacitance, which adds a voltage to node A equal to its weight. When
a weighted capacitor is switched OFF, the same voltage is subtracted from node
A. The amount of voltage added or subtracted is given by equation 8.19, where
Vt − V0 represents the change in applied voltage and C is the value of the capacitor
that switches.
∆V =

(Vt − V0 ) C
ΣC

(8.19)

The DAC array shown in figure 8.24 works as follows:
Step 1: The MSB capacitor is switched ON causing the voltage at node A to settle at
Vin + 0.5VDD .
Step 2: VA is compared to VDD . Step 3:If VA > VDD , the comparator output will be
zero which means Vin > 0.5VDD . the capacitor array counts up in binary weighted
steps, steps increasing the voltage at node ”A”. If VA < VDD the MSB bit is set to
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Figure 8.24: Capacitor array DAC schematic
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Figure 8.25: Capacitor array DAC schematic with count up and down
0 and the next bit is set to 1, decreasing VA by a factor of 2. Step 2 and Step 3 are
repeated over eight clock cycles until VA converges to VDD.
The above scheme has disadvantages making it difficult for the comparator to
resolve as VA VDD . The comparator delay with respect to various input amplitudes
may add to non-linearity.
The proposed solution in figure 8.25 uses 0.5VDD as reference and it can count both
up and down. The DAC array works as follows:
Step 1: The sampled input signal is compared with Vref which is set to 0.5VDD
Step 2: Based on the result of the comparison, the capacitor array counts up or
down, thereby increasing or decreasing the voltage on the positive input of the
comparator.
Step 2 and Step 1 is repeated over eight clock cycles until node ”A” converges close
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Figure 8.26: DAC layout (single side) using 128 unit capacitors of 1.27 fF
to 0.5VDD .
The above scheme saves one clock cycle per conversion, owing to the fact that
a comparison is performed soon after the input sample phase. Rail-to-rail input
can be easily resolved by the comparator. The disadvantage of this scheme is
the huge amount of capacitances adding to node ”A” and hence on the hold
capacitor. This is mitigated by using the least unit capacitance trading off the
process-induced mismatch and relying on clever layout techniques to equalize the
parasitics. Shielding has been used to prevent cross-talk between the sampled input
and DAC switching signals as shown in figure 8.26. A small unit capacitance
is useful to reduce the switching energy and settling time of the DAC, thereby
improving the ADC performance.
COMPARATOR

DRIVERS

SAMPLING BLOCK

DAC CAPACITIVE ARRAY

DAC DRIVERS

3.8 µm

340 µm

Figure 8.27: Layout of analog blocks

8.5.4

Readout circuitry and top-level simulation

The readout logic includes a finite state machine implementing SAR logic, a data
encoder and a serializer. The sampling, readout and output data transmission
are scheduled by means of a controller state machine whose states are shown in
figure 8.5. The data is serialized using a Parallel In Serial Out (PISO) register. The
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data output follows an 8b/10b encoding scheme. It takes 10 clock cycles from
the start of conversion to loading of the PISO register. Hence, a clock frequency
of 1 GHz will result in 100 MSa/s for an 8-bit A/D converter. The RTL of the
readout block is verified using a full-chip Verilog model that emulates the rest of the
ADC blocks. A full chip mixed-mode simulation with RC extracted netlist ensured
timing closure (figure 8.28).
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Figure 8.28: SAR ADC top level mixed-mode simulation using RC extracted netlist.
Input is a ramp signal with amplitude ranging from 0 to 0.9 V. Threshold voltage
is set to 0.45 V (equal to VDD
2 ). It can be seen in the simulation that the node, Vdac,
VDD
settles down at 2 . The clock frequency is 1 GHz, resulting in a sampling rate
of 100 MHz. The SAR logic is imported as Verilog netlist. Only the analog blocks
were extracted.
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Figure 8.29: TC1: Micrograph showing ADC and SEU tolerant register arrays

8.5.5

IO interface

Clock input and data output can be configured to use either CMOS or Low Voltage
Differential Signaling (LVDS) scheme. High speed level shifters are designed for
LVDS to CMOS conversion and vice versa. The IO interface is designed to handle
data rates exceeding 100 Mbps using LVDS signaling. Analog I/O cells were used
for all input and output signals.

8.5.6

Top-level integration

TC1 is a Multi-Project-Wafer (MPW) micro-block of die area 1 × 1 mm2 . ”Digitalon-top” integration methodology was piloted during the initial design phase. Since
the back-end views of standard cells and I/O cells in 28 nm were not provided
to academic customers, it was challenging to verify digital-on-top methodology
within the design cycle. Moreover, it was challenging to run LVS on the top-level
after digital integration. Hence, the ”analog-on-top” methodology was chosen for
design sign off to avoid mistakes during top-level routing. I/O LEF files were used
for the full-chip integration. The dimensions of the ADC are 3.8 × 340 µm2 (y ×x),
an aspect ratio intended for time-interleaving possibility in the future.
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Test setup

A test system was developed for the characterization of the ADC. The chip was
bonded to a PCIe carrier as shown in figure 8.30b. The test setup consists of the
PCIe carrier board, an adapter board and a nexys video board with Xilinx Artix 7
FPGA (figure 8.30a). The adapter board serves as an interface between the carrier
board and the nexys video board. Pull up resistors were used for LVDS output
on the adapter board. The test software is adopted from ATLASpix3 with minimal
modifications. It has a QT interface that enables the chip configuration and displays
the decoded output data. The data is received as ”MSB first”. It is important to
align the phase of the incoming data, in order to receive the digital codes. For
this purpose, the ”comma enable” control was set to align the phase of the data
receiver. Once the comma words were detected, the ADC was configured to send
digital codes.

ADC chip

Adapter board

Nexys
video
board

(a) Test setup

(b) ADC chip bonded to PCIe carrier

Figure 8.30: TC1 measurement set up
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Figure 8.31: Reconstructed sine wave using digital codes at 40 MHz sampling rate

8.7

Measurement results

The output data was recorded for a set of input DC voltages. The ADC was
able to digitize input voltage ranging from 50 mV to 850 mV. The measurements
were continued using sinusoidal input signal of varying frequencies. The output
codes were used to reconstruct the original sinusoidal input. Figure 8.31 shows
a reconstructed signal using digital codes corresponding to an input sine wave of
frequency 1 MHz, 800 mV peak to peak. The full rail is 0-900 mV. The conversion
rate was 40 MS/s. The total power consumption is 5.4 mW. This is much higher
than the estimated power of 1.12 mW from post-layout simulations. The analog
blocks consume very low power of about 61 µW, and the digital blocks consume
0.9 mW, constituting a major share of the power budget. The digital leakage power
is estimated to be 24 µW. The ADC was tested successfully using input signals of
frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 4 MHz.

8.8

Summary

A 1 × 1 mm2 test chip has been designed and fabricated in TSMC 28 nm
high performance computing (HPC) process to asses its suitability for radiation
hard or cryogenic applications. As a test circuit, an 8-bit 100 MSa/s ADC has
been designed, targeting the requirements of the control circuitry of a quantum
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computing system. The design aspects of ADC and its building blocks are
explained in detail. The power consumption of the ADC prototype is measured
to be 5.4 mW at a sampling rate of 40 MHz. The initial test results using a 1 MHz
input sinusoidal signal at 40 MHz conversion rate look promising.
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Conclusion
The main contributions of this dissertation are: 1) the design of readout electronics
for high voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) sensors in 180 nm, and 2) the design of an 8bit 100 MS/s SAR ADC in 28 nm. The former is a high voltage CMOS process
and the latter is a nanoscale bulk-CMOS process optimized for high performance
computing.
ATLASpix is a series of three monolithic sensor chips, engineered to meet the
requirements of ATLAS inner tracker layer 4. Monolithic sensors are system-onchip (SoC), with integrated sensors and readout. The usage of a commercial CMOS
process ensures cost-efficiency when compared to existing hybrid sensors. The
HVCMOS sensors described in this dissertation are proposed for the ATLAS inner
tracker phase II upgrade.
The first generation ASIC, namely ATLASpix1 M2, contains a triggered readout
scheme that can cope with high particle hit rates. It employs a smart pixel grouping
technique called ”Parallel Pixel to Buffer (PPtB).” A novel readout buffer topology
is implemented based on content-addressable memory. The content addressable
buffer (CAB) can store particle hit information until the elapse of an on-chip
latency. The on-chip latency is programmable up to a maximum of 25 µs, which
corresponds to 1000 bunch crossings. The buffer filters hit data based on an external
trigger signal. Triggered readout has a relaxed output bandwidth requirement
compared to the traditional column drain readout. ATLASpix M2 has the smallest
pixel size (50 µm × 60 µm) among the three design variants of ATLASpix1.
The second generation prototype, ATLASpix2 follows the triggered readout
scheme introduced in ATLASpix1 M2. It is a proof-of-concept design for the
following novel features: 1) readout with sorting of hits according to the
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chronology of events 2) data encoding using standard 8b/10b Aurora protocol 3)
content addressable buffer with storage of amplitude information 4) hit neighbor
logic for time walk correction.
The third generation HVCMOS sensor chip, namely, ATLASpix3, is the first reticle
size (2 × 2 cm2 ) sensor chip that is suitable for the construction of HVCMOS quad
modules. To reduce the fanout, a command-based configuration and read back has
been implemented. The clock and trigger signals are recovered from an incoming
command bitstream at 160 Mbps. The data encoder uses a single channel 64b/66b
Aurora protocol for high-bandwidth serial data transmission. The data word
length was set to 32-bits to facilitate the transfer of two hit words per encoding
cycle. Simulations show that it helps to maintain nearly 100% readout efficiencies
for trigger rates exceeding 2 MHz (figure 6.6c in section 6.3.3).
The following tasks were undertaken by this dissertation:
1. Implementation of triggered readout:
A content addressable trigger buffer was designed for triggered readout. It
includes 8T-SRAM cells and CAM cells (SRAM + comparator), hit receiver,
and triggered readout logic. These are full custom logic blocks using
customized standard cells.
2. Design of a readout control unit:
Readout control unit (RCU) can be described as the brain of ATLASpix
sensors. It coordinates the entire readout operation, and data transfer from
the pixel matrix to the serial output link. It is responsible for a commandbased configuration and read back. The design blocks of RCU include finite
state machines, multi-clock domain logic, data synchronizer, encoder and
serializer. The serial data link works at 1.28 Gbps.
3. Development of a full chip RTL front-end verification environment:
An RTL model that emulates the behavior of the ATLASpix chip was
developed. It was used for the functional verification of synthesized digital
blocks such as the readout control unit. The full chip digital simulation helps
to verify the functionality of the system during its early design phase. Sign
off simulations were done in mixed-mode.
4. Post-silicon functional testing of ATLASpix1 M2:
The proposed readout architecture in ATLASpix1 M2 is tested to be working.
The serial data link works at the required rate of 1.28 Gbps. A new threshold
tuning algorithm was developed and integrated into the existing test system.
The tuning process demonstrated a 4× improvement in threshold dispersion.
The mean threshold was 1055 e− with a standard deviation of 35 e− . The
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mean value of noise distribution over the entire pixel matrix after tuning was
78 e− .
5. X-ray irradiation studies on ATLASpix M2:
The readout blocks are fully functional after a total ionization dose of
100 MRad, an estimated TID at ATLAS ITk layer 4, over 10 years of operation.
ATLASpix1 M2 was characterized for leakage current variations and signalto-noise ratio degradation. The tune-DACs are tested to be functional. A 2×
improvement in threshold dispersion was achieved after tunning. The mean
threshold was 2096 e− with a standard deviation of 95 e− . The mean value
of noise distribution over the entire pixel matrix after tuning was 82 e− . The
total power consumption after 100 Mrad TID is measured 216.6 mW which is
equivalent to 316.67 mW/cm2 .
The ATLASpix sensors meet the requirements of ATLAS ITk layer 4. The high
voltage CMOS sensors developed in this work are promising candidates for particle
physics experiments.
The final project of this dissertation was aimed at cryogenic applications such as
Quantum Computing (QC). An 8-bit 100 MS/s SAR ADC was designed, targeting
the requirements of a QC control system. The ADC was designed using low
threshold devices to account for the reduction of overdrive voltage (VDD − VT )
at cryogenic temperatures due to an increase in device threshold voltage. A novel
rail-to-rail, low power capacitive DAC scheme was proposed.
A test system was developed for the characterization of the 28 nm chip. The ADC is
functional at 40 MHz sampling rate with 1 MHz input sinusoidal signal. The total
power consumption was measured to be 5.4 mW. Further characterization of ADC
test chip is an ongoing task during the articulation of this dissertation.

Future Work
Radiation hard digital design has taken its leap forward due to an increased
interest in the radiation immunity of electronic circuits in recent years. ATLASpix
uses radiation hard design approaches such as guard rings and enclosed
transistors. However, digitally synthesized blocks still use linear transistors. One
recommendation will be to perform digital synthesis using customized standard
cells with enclosed transistors ([72]). It is an area-expensive solution since the
future detectors will demand an increase in the logic density of readout blocks.
The second approach is to use standard libraries with additional PVT corners
for radiation hardness. The additional PVT corners can be used for the worst-
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case timing and power closure at required radiation levels. Such libraries can be
obtained from device characterization data. This will require test chips to include
several standard cell test structures. The pre-characterized standard cell libraries
can be re-used in the subsequent generations of ASIC. Some research groups ([72])
have already taken steps in this direction for 65 nm space electronics.
Due to an ever-increasing demand for added functionality, an increase in logic
density of readout blocks is inevitable for the future CMOS pixel sensor chips.
Standard cells from the foundry can be customized for high density by reducing
their heights and use them in the physical design flow. Some design communities
at CERN follow this approach. In ATLASpix, we followed a similar approach,
but in full-custom manner. It can be recommended for ATLASpix designs to
follow digital-on-top integration methodology for readout buffer blocks by treating
memory cells as black boxes. The advantage of this approach is the ease of toplevel timing closure. The digital-on-top methodology can be even adapted for the
whole chip. Some effort has been made in this direction during this work. The idea
was to generate LEF and liberty files using Cadence Liberate tool and use them
for top-level integration. However, it was challenging to implement and validate
this methodology during the design cycle of ATLASpix ASICs. Given the 180 nm
feature size, full-custom design seems to be area efficient. However, a digital-ontop approach will be advantageous for readout simulations, which is currently
verified using mixed-mode simulations on a simplified pixel matrix. It also helps
to automate the routing of a large area design like ATLASpix during its top-level
integration.
Given the current trend in high speed ADC designs, there is a great scope for time
interleaving the 28 nm SAR ADC discussed in this dissertation. The ADC layout
has been designed to facilitate a time-interleaved architecture in the future. The
8-bit, 100 MS/s SAR can serve as a single stage. The time-interleaved arrangement
of 10 stages can deliver a conversion rate of 1 GS/s with an added power budget.
Alternatively, the current state of the art shows an added advantage in combining
a pipelined architecture with SAR ADC as a sub-block. The SAR-assisted pipeline
ADC architecture such as the one described in [121] is an energy-efficient hybrid
architecture for moderately high-resolution analog-to-digital conversion. The SAR
ADCs can work as high-resolution sub-ADCs in the pipelined stages. Another
scope of improvement lies in the use of an asynchronous readout logic, combined
with a timing block to generate sample and latch clocks for S/H and comparator,
respectively. Asynchronous logic has been historically used to shorten the SAR
conversion time by removing the waiting period. A major challenge in nanoscale
designs is the device matching. Poor device matching can result in comparator
offset, which can add to non-linearity in ADCs. Auto zeroing and load capacitor
calibration can be employed to mitigate such effects. The DAC design can be
further improved by adopting a fully differential scheme.
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Concluding remarks
This dissertation deals with the design of integrated circuits, whose applications
lie well outside of industry standards, such as for particle physics and quantum
computing. An 8-bit SAR ADC was designed to meet the requirements of a
quantum computing control system. The high voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) sensor
chip proposed in this work offers a cost-effective solution for the outer pixel layers
of ATLAS ITk, compared to the current state-of-the-art hybrid sensors. Several
novel readout topologies for pixel sensors were introduced in this work. Functional
tests and irradiation studies were sucessfully conducted on the first large area
HVCMOS sensor with triggered readout. The HVCMOS pixel sensor chips are
proven to meet the layer 4 specifications of ATLAS ITk. The third generation chip
designed as a part of this dissertation is used for the construction of HVCMOS
demonstrator quad-module for ATLAS ITk.
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Appendix A

Depletion region depth in a High
Voltage CMOS sensor
High Voltage CMOS (HVCMOS) sensor is a reverse biased PN junction with pregion as the substrate and n-region as the deep nwell. It is important to note
that the PN junction, in this case, has a different doping profile than a regular
PN junction. This causes the depth of the depletion region to be thicker toward
the P side (lightly doped) when compared to the N side (heavily doped). When
an ionizing particle passes through an HVCMOS sensor, electron-hole pairs are
created. The holes move toward the negative high voltage terminal, whereas the
electrons get collected by the deep nwell. The signal from the sensor diode is
in turn amplified and digitized. There are several factors that affect the sensor’s
performance. This section aims to prove that the depth of the depletion region
in an HVCMOS sensor depends on the resistivity of p-substrate and the applied
reverse bias voltage. Electron-hole pairs are information carriers in semiconductor
detectors. The excitation of an electron to the conduction band creates a vacancy
in the valence band. The probability of thermal generation of an electron-hole pair
per unit time is given by,

P (T ) = CT 3/2 e(−Eg /2kT )

(A.1)

where T is the absolute temperature, Eg is the band gap energy and k is the
Boltzmann constant and C is a constant which is the characteristic of the material.
A pure semiconductor is an insulator at absolute zero. Thermal excitation
in semiconductor materials depends on the temperature. As the temperature
increases, electrons can be thermally excited from the valence band to the
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Figure A.1: HVCMOS operating principle: The traversing particle causes the
generation of electron-hole pairs. The electrons drift toward the deep nwell under
the influence of the applied electric field.

conduction band. An ideal semiconductor detector must be charge neutral in
the absence of radiation. Since cooling reduces the number of electron-hole pairs
in the crystal, most of the semiconductor detectors are cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperature (≈ 77 K).
The fundamental interaction between a semiconductor detector and radiation is
associated with the generation of electron-hole pairs. The number of electron-hole
pairs generated is directly proportional to the average energy dissipated by the
traversing charged particle. The energy required to generate an electron-hole pair
is much larger than the bandgap as shown in table A.1. The energy gap is the
shortest distance between the valence band and the conduction band. This does not
imply that generation of an electron-hole requires 1.1 eV for silicon, but it requires
more energy since photon absorption happens through an indirect band gap [117].
A share of the energy of incident photon used by a phonon that represents crystal
lattice vibration.

Table A.1: Band gap Vs energy requirement of e-h pair production
Temperature
Si
Ge

300 K
1.11 eV
0.66 eV

Bandgap
0K
1.16 eV
0.74 eV

electron-hole pair creation
300 K
0K
3.62 eV
3.76 eV
2.91
2.96 eV

A.1

A.1
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P-N junction under reverse bias

A semiconductor detector is essentially a reverse biased P-N junction. The presence
of a uniformly distributed electric field is a necessity for efficient charge collection.
Charge collection by electric field is an age-old concept from the time of gas-filled
detectors. The applied high voltage in an HVCMOS sensor depends on the detector
size and is typically tens of volts.
The standard process follows the process of modifying the impurity concentration
of one side of the material (either p or n-type) so that both sides of the same
material can have opposite configurations. For example, if the initial material is
p-type the radiation interactions occurs mainly at the p-region and it is called a
p-type detector. The original acceptor concentration is represented by NA . The
donor impurity concentration is represented by ND . Near the interface, ND can
be made to exceed NA . This means that in the n-type region, there is a higher
density of mobile electrons and in the p-type region, there is a lower density of
mobile electrons. This results in a net diffusion of electrons and holes from the high
density side to low density side. A charge build-up occurs on either side of the
junction which diminishes the tendency for further diffusion of electrons and holes.
At equilibrium, the built-in electric field is such that it is just adequate to prevent
diffusion across the junction. A steady state of charge distribution is established,
forming a space charge region called the depletion region.
The value of electric potential V at any point in the depletion region is given by the
solution of Poisson’s equation* :

∇2 V = −

ρ


(A.2)

where ρ is the net charge desnity and  is the dielectric constant. In a single
dimension the it can be written as,

d2 V (x)
ρ(x)
=−
2
dx


(A.3)

* The Poisson equation is not a basic equation, but follows directly from the Maxwell equations
if all time derivatives are zero, i.e. for electrostatic conditions. The first Maxwell equation for the
electrical field, E under these conditions is ∇E = ρ0 . We have used the definition of the electrical
field E as the negative gradient of potential V. Since the second derivative of the electrical potential
times 0 is just the charge density as asserted by Poissons equation, integrating the charge density
once essentially yields the electrical field strength and integrating it twice yields the potential
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The corresponding electric field is given by

~ = −∇V
E

(A.4)

The depletion region in an unbiased p-n junction will function as a radiation
detector with poor efficiency. An electric signal can be formed by the electrons
swept toward the n-type material and holes toward the p-type material. The
charge collection is not practical due to the absence of contact potential, which
plays an important role in moving the charge carries quickly across the junction.
The generated electron-hole pairs can get trapped or recombined in such condition.
This will also result in poor noise characteristics of the unbiased sensor diode. If
the thickness of the depletion region is small, the detector area is reduced, which
brings forth the requirement of reverse biasing the sensor diode.
Under reverse biased condition, the semiconductor detector diode operates with
higher efficiency. A high voltage CMOS process enables the application of tens of
volts across the p-substrate and the deep n-well region as shown in figure A.1. As
a result, the generated electrons are drifted across the junction towards the deep
n-well, which acts as the charge collection electrode. Since the concentration of the
minority carriers are low, very less leakage current is expected across the junction.
Let us analyze the effect of reverse bias on a PN junction. We can use the simplified
of charge distribution shown in figure A.2 to analyze the properties of the reverse
biased pn junction. In an idealized distribution, ρ(x) = eND for −a ≤ x < 0.
Electron diffusion results in a uniform positive space charge between −a and 0.
Hole diffusion results in a uniform negative space charge between 0 and b. The net
charge is zero, which means ND × a = NA × b. The electric potential can be found
from the solution of equation A.3, where in this case for −a ≤ x < 0,
d2 V (x)
ρ(x)
eND
=−
=−
dx2



(A.5)

eNA
d2 V (x)
ρ(x)
=−
=+
dx2



(A.6)

for 0 ≤ x ≤ b,

~ = −∇V must be 0 at the edges of the charge distribution, i.e.
The electrical field, E

and

dV (x)
(x = −a) = 0
dx

(A.7)

dV (x)
(x = b) = 0
dx

(A.8)

A.1
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Figure A.2: Assumed concentration profiles for p-n junction and the corresponding
profiles for space charge, electric field and potential
Integrating equations A.5 and A.6 with limits −a ≤ x ≤ b, we obtain the following:
dV (x)
eND
=−
(x + a)
dx

dV (x)
eNA
=
(x − b)
dx


(−a ≤ x < 0)
(0 ≤ x ≤ b)

(A.9)
(A.10)

The difference in potential across the junction is Vb , the applied bias voltage† .
Therefore V(-a) = Vb and V(b) = 0. Applying these values and integrating equations
A.9 and A.10 again,
V (x) = −

eND
(x + a)2 + Vb
2

V (x) =

eNA
(x − b)2 + 0
2

(−a ≤ x < 0)

(A.11)

(0 ≤ x ≤ b)

(A.12)

At x = 0, the two solutions match. Which implies:
†

Assuming the built in potential is less than the applied bias voltage.
ie. Vbi << Vb and it can be


ignored. Vbi is the zero bias junction voltage, given by VT ln

ND NA
ni 2

, where VT the thermal voltage

of 26 mV (kT /C) at room temperature, ND and NA are the impurity concentrations and ni is the
intrinsic concentration. The significance of built-in potential across the junction, is that it opposes
both the flow of holes and electrons across the junction
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−

eND 2
eNA 2
(a) + Vb =
(b)
2
2

(A.13)

in turn yields the following result

ND a2 + NA b2 =

2Vb
e

(A.14)

If we define d as the total width of the depletion region, d = a + b.
Since the doping level at N side is much higher than that of P side, ND >> NA
and using the relation, ND × a = NA × b, the total width of the depletion region is
calculated as

r
d=a+bub=

A.2

2Vb
eNA

(A.15)

Relation between substrate resistivity and acceptor
concentration

Let us consider the p-substrate of an HVCMOS sensor that forms the p-side of the
PN junction diode. When an electric field is applied across a semiconductor device,
the electrons and holes undergo drift. They move in opposite directions which
causes a net current in the same direction as that of the electric field. It can be shown
that the drift velocity of electrons in a semiconductor, ve is directly proportional to
~ This is equalized by a proportionality constant
the applied electric field. ie. ve ∝ E.
called mobility (µe ). The total drift current, i is given by

i = neAve

(A.16)

where n is the number of charge carriers, e = 1.6 × 10−19 C, A is the area of the cross
section and ve is the drift velocity of electrons. The current density, J is defined as
as the current per unit cross sectional area. Therefore,
J = i/A = neve = neµn E

(A.17)

A.2
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Ohm’s law states that J = σE where σ is the conductivity which is a property of
the material. Therefore from equation A.17‡ ,
(A.18)

σ = neµn

where n is the concentration of charge carriers. In case of p-type material it is holes;
which gives the conductivity of a p-type material as
(A.19)

σ = eµp NA
σ ∝ NA =⇒ ρ ∝

1
NA

(A.20)

From equations A.20 and A.15, we can infer that

d∝

p

ρVb

(A.21)

where ρ is the resistivity of the p-substrate and Vb is the applied reverse bias across
the pn junction.
Hence, the size of the depletion region in an HVCMOS sensor depends on both
bias voltage and the resistivity of p-substrate. By applying a high reverse bias (of
the order of 10s of volts), a depletion depth of tens of microns can be obtained. The
active volume of the detector can be estimated from the width of the depletion
region. The depletion region behaves like a capacitor (A/d) since charges are built
up on either side of the pn junction. Thus, as the reverse bias voltage increases,
the depletion region grows and the capacitance decreases. A small detector
capacitance is preferred for a good energy resolution.

‡

Since the mobility of holes (µp ) is less than that of electrons (µn ) due to their higher effective
mass, we can rewrite the current density equation as J = (nµn + pµp )eE
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Appendix B

ADC architecture proposals and
feasibility analysis
Several new ADC architectures were proposed before arriving at an 8-bit SAR ADC
which was taped out in TC1, test chip. Some of the new architectural ideas are
described below.

A VCO based delay line ADC

S/H

S/H

load63

load2

Register 63

Register 2

~

Vin

S/H

load1

Register 1

S/H

load0

Register 0

Vcntrl

Figure B.1: VCO based delay line ADC

Read out logic

B.0.1
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A time based ADC shown in figure B.1 works in a time interleaved manner,
sampling different points of the analog input and converting them into digital
codes. The architecture takes advantage of the fast switching frequency of the
28 nm MOSFET. The digital code is a free-running thermometer code through the
delay line.
Amplitude

Time

Vin
load

Iref
Vref

Figure B.2: waveform sampling

In this architecture, the current source adds to non-linearity as well as noise,
resulting in less Signal to Noise Distortion Ratio (SNDR).

B.0.2

Characterization of a delay chain

A minimum sized inverter is designed to analyze the switching speed of a delay
line. The NMOS device is chosen to have the minimum W/L (100/30 nm). The
width of the PMOS transistor is chosen to equalize the drain current as that of
NMOS which is obtained from I-V characteristics. For a VDS of 0.9 V and VGS of
0.9 V, NMOS yields a drain current of 95.732 µA. For a VDS of 0.9 V and VGS of
-0.9 V, PMOS yields a drain current of 72.98 µA. This implies that the W/L ratio
between PMOS and NMOS devices that can carry the same drain current is 1.3:1.
The width of the PMOS device is 130 nm for a minimum sized inverter.
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0.9 V

period = 100 ps

130/30 n

100/30 n

CL = 0.5 fF

Figure B.3: inverter schematic

Figure B.4 shows a rise time of 5 ps and fall time of 4.88 ps.

Figure B.4: inverter characteristics

A delay chain is designed using five minimum sized inverters with buffered output
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at each stage as shown in figure B.5.
outbuffer<3>

outbuffer<1>
outbuffer<0>

in<1>

outbuffer<2>

in<2>

in<3>

outbuffer<4>

in<4>

in<0>

Figure B.5: Delay line of five inverters with buffered output

From figure B.7a, the rise time (tpHL ) is 5.5 ps and the fall time (tpLH ) is 5.6 ps. The
propagation delay, tp is given by the equation:
tp =

tpHL + tpLH
2

(B.1)

the propagation delay, tp is calculated to be 5.55 ps. The frequency of oscillation, f
is 18 GHz as given by the following equation:
f=

1
2 × N × tp

Figure B.6: Delay definitions

(B.2)
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(a) propagation delay of an inverter

(b) phase delay of a single stage

Figure B.7: 5-stage delay line simulations: In Figure B.7a, the propagation delay
of an inverter is obtained from the simulations to estimate the frequency of a ring
oscillator. Figure B.7b shows the phase delay of a single stage that corresponds to
the maximum obtainable sampling rate in the proposed architecture.

The phase delay between the consecutive stages is 9 ps as shown in the
simulation(figure B.7b). This means that if we sample the input analog signal at
each stage of the delay line, we can obtain a sampling rate as high at 111.11 GHz
theoretically. This may be further reduced by parasitics.
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A delay line based single-shot ADC
Serial data out

64-bit thermometer to 6-bit binary encoder

Analog_In

load[99]

Vth

load[1]

Analog_In

Vth

load[0]

Trigger_In

Analog_In

Vth

Figure B.8: Delay line based single-shot ADC

A delay line based ADC architecture is proposed below. A trigger pulse turns
on the sampling switch as well as initiates the delay line. The vertical delay
line provides time interleaving capability. The analog signal is sampled using a
capacitive voltage divider. A load signal is generated when the input amplitude
crosses a given threshold. At this point, a thermometer code is loaded into the
registers. The thermometer code depends on the state of the delay chain. Threshold
crossing time varies based on the amplitude of the input signal. A delay line
based single shot ADC is shown in figure B.8. The advantages of this architecture
are 1) low noise since there is no current source in the sampling circuit unlike
the previous one 2) The readout can be implemented using a shift register based
scheme 3) Matching of delay elements is not important since the code is based
on the propagation of 1’s and not the delay time. Another advantage is that the
comparator can be made slower than the delay line switching frequency. The
architecture can be easily scaled up in resolution since we can add extra bits by
increasing the number of delay elements. It comes at the area and switching power
cost of adding 2N delay elements per N-bit. charge injection in sampling switch.
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Figure B.9: Simulation of sample and hold circuit: showing the non linearity in
sampled values at different points of the input sine wave

Figure B.10: Sample and hold circuit simulation: The input sine wave is sampled
at different points using the delay line. The threshold crossing point is recorded by
the comparator. The inverting node is pulled up to prevent the threshold crossing
while discharging.
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The idea of delay line can be extended to a digital dominated architecture in
figure B.11. This architecture requires a reference clock of 125 MHz which is used
by a PLL to generate the 800 MHz clock.
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Figure B.11: Ring oscillator based continuously running synchronous ADC

B.1

Comparison with SAR architecture

1. Sample and hold circuit:
For a time based ADC, the discharge current source introduces non-linearity
and added power consumption where as in a SAR ADC , the sample and hold
circuit can be implemented without a current source.
2. Comparator:
A continuous time comparator consumes more static power than a latch
based comparator. In SAR architecture a clock triggered comparator can be
used for synchronous timing.
3. Conversion Block:
In time based architecture, to cover a large dynamic range, a lot of delay
stages are required which may add to power consumption. In SAR ADC,
the digital logic and DAC power consumption and mostly due to switching
elements.

B.2

B.2

SAR ADC Verilog model
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SAR ADC Verilog model

The following Verilog model was used to verify the functionality and timing of
digital logic with the ADC system. The test bench emulates the comparator,
sampling and binary weighted capacitive DAC in Verilog. The DAC used in this
system can count up and down based on the SAR logic output.
module SARDigitaltb();
reg clk,go,rst,simck;
wire valid,sample;
wire cmp;
wire [7:0] downb,up;
wire doutcmos, dout;
reg commaen, cmosen;

wire validideal,sampleideal;
wire [7:0] downbideal,upideal;
wire doutcmosideal, doutideal;
$//edge detection$
reg [7:0] downbdel,updel,downbedge,upedge;
reg [7:0] vin;
reg [7:0] signal;
initial begin
// sdf annotate for post route simulation
$sdf\_annotate("./SARDigitalTop.slow.sdf", SARtopI,, "annotate.log",
"maximum");
end
// instance controller circuit
SARDigitalTop SARtopI(
.clk(clk),
.rst(rst),
.go(go),
.cmp(cmp),
.commaen(commaen),
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.cmosen(cmosen),
.sample(sample),
.valid(valid),
.dout(dout),
.doutcmos(doutcmos),
.downb(downb),
.up(up)
);
SARDigitalTop SARtopIdeal(
.clk(clk),
.rst(rst),
.go(go),
.cmp(cmp),
.commaen(commaen),
.cmosen(cmosen),
.sample(sampleideal),
.valid(validideal),
.dout(doutideal),
.doutcmos(doutcmosideal),
.downb(downbideal),
.up(upideal)
);
always @ (posedge clk or posedge rst) begin
if(rst) signal<=0;
else if(go) if(sample) signal <= signal + 1;

end
assign cmp = vin < 128;
always @(posedge simck) begin
downbdel <= downb;
updel <= up;
downbedge <= downbdel & ˜downb;
upedge <= up & ˜updel;

if(sample) vin <= signal;

B.2
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else begin

if(downbedge[7])
if(downbedge[6])
if(downbedge[5])
if(downbedge[4])
if(downbedge[3])
if(downbedge[2])
if(downbedge[1])
if(downbedge[0])
if(upedge[7])
if(upedge[6])
if(upedge[5])
if(upedge[4])
if(upedge[3])
if(upedge[2])
if(upedge[1])
if(upedge[0])

vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin

vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin

vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
vin
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

64;
32;
16;
8;
4;
2;
1;
0;

64;
32;
16;
8;
4;
2;
1;
0;

end
end
// reciever to decode 8b/10b data
//ideal block uses RTL netlist for verification of
//post routed simulation results
FMMuPixAuroraRXFPGA receiverI(
.clkser(clk),
.resn(!rst),
.dout(dout),
.slowck(valid)
);

FMMuPixAuroraRXFPGA receiverideal(
.clkser(clk),
.resn(!rst),
.dout(doutideal),
.slowck(validideal)
);
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// Test bench monitor some signals and provide input stimuli
initial
begin
#0 clk = 0;
#0 simck = 0;
#0 commaen = 0;
#0 cmosen = 0;
#0 rst = 1;
#0 go = 0;
#10 rst = 0;
#100 go=1;
#0 commaen = 1;
#400 commaen = 0;
#5000 go=0;
#5000 go=1;
#40 go=0;
#5000 go=1;
#40 go=0;
#5000;
\$stop;
end
// generate a clock with period of 1 time unit
// a 10x fast clock is used for simulation puposes
always #0.5 clk=˜clk;
always #0.05 simck=˜simck;
endmodule
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